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Abstract 

Hierarchical Interface-based Supervisory Control (HISC) decomposes a discrete

event system (DES) into a high-level subsystem which communicates with n ~ 1 

low-level subsystems, through separate interfaces which restrict the interaction of 

the subsystems. It provides a set of local conditions that can be used to verify 

global conditions such as nonblocking and controllability. As each clause of the 

definition can be verified using a single subsystem, the complete system model 

never needs to be stored in memory, offering potentially sig11ificant savings in 

computational resources. 

Currently, a designer must create the supervisors for a HISC system himself, 

and then verify that they satisfy the HISC conditions. In this thesis, we develop 

a synthesis method that respects the HISC hierarchical structure. \Ne replace the 

supervisor for each level by a corresponding specification DES. We then do a per 

level synthesis to construct for each level a maximally permissive supervisor that 

satisfies the corresponding HISC conditions. 

We define a set of language based fixpoint operators and show that they com

pute the required level-wise suprernallanguages. We then present algorithms that 

implement the fixpoint operators. We present a complexity analysis for the al

gorithms and show that they potentially offer significant improvement over the 

monolithic approach. 

A large manufacturing system example (estimated worst case state space on 

the order of 1022
) extended from the AlP example is discussed. A software tool for 

synthesis and verification of HISC systems using our approach was also developed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In the area of Discrete-Event Systems (DES), two common tasks are to verify 

that a composite system, based on a Cartesian product of subsystems, is (i) non

blocking and (ii) controllable. The main obstacle to performing these tasks is the 

combinatorial explosion of the product state space. 

The Hierarchical Interface-based Supervisory Control(HISC) framework was 

proposed by Leduc et al. in [30, 31, 32, 33, 29] to alleviate the state explosion 

problem. The HISC approach decomposes a system into a high-level subsystem 

which communicates with n 2: 1 parallel low-level subsystems through separate 

interfaces that restrict the interaction of the subsystems. It provides a set of 

local conditions that can be used to verify global conditions such as nonblocking 

and controllability. As each clause of the definition can be verified using a single 

subsystem, the complete system model never needs to be stored in memory, offering 

potentially significant savings in computational resources. 

Currently, a designer must create the supervisors for a HISC system himself, 

and then verify that they satisfy the HISC conditions. If they do not, he must 

modify them until they do satisfy the conditions. For a complex system, it may be 

very non obvious how to achieve this. Also, the resulting supervisors may be more 
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restrictive than they need to be. In this thesis, we develop a synthesis method that 

respects the HISC hierarchical structure. We replace the supervisor for each level 

by a corresponding specification DES. We then do a per level synthesis to construct 

for each level a maximally permissive supervisor that satisfies the corresponding 

HISC conditions. We then develop a set of algorithms to implement these fixpoint 

operators. As the synthesis will be done on a per level basis, the complete system 

model never needs to be constructed. We thus expect to see similar savings in 

computation as in the HISC verification method. This savings should be even more 

pronounced as synthesis is an iterative process, thus typically requiring much more 

computation. 

1.1 Research Review 

Researchers in supervisory control have recently begun to advocate interface based 

architectural solutions to dealing with complexity [34, 35, 37, 20]. 1 These ap

proaches develop interfaces between components to provide structure that guar·an-

tees global properties such as controllability [35, 37, 20] or nonblocking [34, 35, 37]. 

The most significant feature that distinguishes the HISC approach from [20] is the 

results on nonblocking, although Endsley et al. later extended their work to include 

a form of deadlock detection in [21]. 

In [19] interface automata are used to model software components and verify 

their compatibility. This work has independently derived conditions for software 

component interface compatibility that are similar to the HISC interface consis

tency properties. In [19], automata representing component interfaces are directly 

composed to produce the interface of the new composite component and a refine

ment relation is developed to aid in refining a component interface specification 

into an implementation. There is no explicit concept of control, though implic-

---·--·-- --····-····-----····· ----
1This literature review is based heavily upon the review in [32], with permission. 
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itly component inputs are considered uncontrollable and the component outputs 

are effectively controllable. In contrast HISC uses an interface automaton that 

mediates communication between the components in order to decompose the veri

fication of global nonblocking and controllability into "local" checks on each of the 

components and their interface. 

Related work by Fabian et al. [23, 24] applied object-oriented concepts in the 

design of DES control software, and extended supervisory control theory to the 

nondeterministic supervisors which that approach required. Later, Shayman et 

al. [53] introduced the concept of control and observation masks to encapsulate 

process logic. These approaches have two disadvantages relative to interface based 

supervisory control: (i) they do not address issues related to nonblocking and (ii) 

they require a more complex mathematical setting than the deterministic automata 

with synchronous product operator that is commonly employed in supervisory 

control theory. By using interface DES to regulate subsystem interaction, we are 

able to impose architecture without change to the standard DES setting. 

One of the earliest and most useful methods designed to handle the combina

torial explosion of the product state space that results from systems composed of 

interacting subsystems is modular control. [65, 18, 48, 56]. This method involves 

designing multiple supervisors as opposed to a centralized supervisor, each super

visor implementing a portion of the control specification. While the method scales 

well in practice for the verification of controllability (see e.g. [3, 38]), verifying 

nonblocking of the closed loop system is still a problem. 

In Decentralized control [6, 40, 51, 52, 63, 66, 4], local supervisors, with only 

partial observations of the plant, are designed as a group to implement a global 

specification. While this is an effective method to design distributed controllers, 

it still requires the computation of the synchronous product of all of the plant 

subcomponents (the composite plant) and thus offers no computational savings 

over a centralized solution. 
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One way to improve the scalability of modular and decentralized schemes is to 

exploit the existing architecture of the system. In [61] the concept of a specifica

tion that is separable over the component subsystems is introduced and shown to 

be necessary and sufficient for a decentralized control scheme to exist that opti

mally meets the specification. The work does not consider nonblocking supervision. 

These results are extended to a more general architecture in [1] that deals with 

nonblocking by detecting potential blocking states locally and then backtracking 

globally to determine their reachability. The structure associated with the event 

sets of subsystems is exploited in [48] to obtain a reduction in complexity for the 

non-conflicting check of modular control. Similarly the standard controllability 

definition has been refined and localized in [2] to check on a per subplant basis 

only those uncontrollable events that can occur locally. 

Another approach is embodied by Vector DES (VDES) [65, 15, 39] and Petri 

Nets (PN) [44, 70, 71]. These state based methods make use of the algebraic 

regularity inherent in certain systems. They are used when the state of the system 

can be represented as a vector of integers, whose components are incremented or 

decremented by events. These methods are primarily useful for systems with a 

high degree of regularity that lend themselves to vector representation. However, 

the VDES/PN models are not well adapted to the synthesis or verification of 

nonblocking controllers without first converting the models to automata by means 

of the reachability graph [58]. 

A promising approach is the development of a multi-level hierarchy. In order 

to aid in classification, we make a distinction between structural multi-level hier

archies with explicit mechanisms (modeling constructs) to facilitate hierarchy (e.g. 

[9, 26, 60, 41]) as opposed to aggregate (bottom up) multi-level hierarchies which we 

will discuss later. In structural multi-level hierarchies, plants and supervisors are 

modeled as multi-level structures similar to automata, except that certain states 

at a given level can be expanded into a more detailed lower level model. Although 

4 
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[60] allowed a system to be represented hierarchically using Cartesian products 

(AND superstates) or disjoint unions (OR superstates), AND states had to be 

converted to OR states using the synchronous product before computations could 

be effectively performed. Similarly, [26] was restricted to using only OR states. 

Both approaches could verify controllability, but did not address nonblocking. Re

cently, these limitations have been overcome by Ma et al. [41, 42] who, with the 

use of binar-y decision diagmms (BDDs) [10], has been able to verify controllability 

and nonblocking for a system on the order of 1024 states. 

The next approach of interest is the model aggregation methods [5, 12, 14, 

16, 22, 46, 47, 54, 69, 62, 57]. In these approaches, aggregate models are derived 

from low level models by using either state-based or language-based aggregation 

methods. Although this approach can be effective in constructing high level models 

with reduced state spaces, they have some drawbacks: 

• In hierarchical methods such as [69, 62, 46], there is no direct connection 

between control actions at the high level, and at lower levels. To create an 

implementation, a control action at the high-level may need to be "inter

preted" as equivalent control action(s) at the low level. 

• Aggregate models must be constructed sequentially from the bottom up, 

starting from the lowest level; thus a given level cannot be constructed and 

verified in parallel with the levels below it, making a distributed design pro

cess difficult. 

• The DES methods provide necessary and sufficient conditions for checking 

controllability, and in many cases nonblocking, using the aggregate models. 

While this is desirable, it causes the individual levels to be tightly coupled; 

a change made to the lowest level may require that all aggregate models 

and results have to be re-evaluated. In contrast, the sufficient conditions 

of interface based supervisory control that we develop allow us to design 
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and verify levels independently, ensuring that a change to one level of the 

hierarchy will not impact the others. This independence comes at the cost 

of possible false negatives forcing an overly conservative design. 

We also note the related work in hybrid systems of Moor et al. [45] who 

have developed a multi-level aggregation approach inspired by [69, 62]. This new 

approach is different as they use an input/output structure to represent both time 

and event driven system dynamics, allowing them to verify both controllability 

and nonblocking results. 

In contrast to the majority of approaches which apply mathematical techniques 

to produce aggregate models of an existing system, our method of restricting com

ponent interaction to well defined interfaces provides a design heuristic to guarantee 

scalability by construction. 

The last approach we discuss is the use of symbolic methods to represent the 

transition structures underlying DES [27]. Zhang et al. [67, 68] as well as Va.hidi et 

al [59] have developed algorithms that use integer decision diagrams (an extension 

of BDDs) to verify centralized DES systems on the order of 1023 states. That work 

builds on results of symbolic model checking [11, 43] that have successfully used 

BDDs to handle systems of similar size. 

While this thesis was being written, research work on using binary decision 

diagrams to verify HISC properties was carried on by Song [55] independently. 

This built upon the work in this thesis, allowing the HISC method to be applied 

to even larger systems. 

Finally we note that the interface DES that support the HISC system ar

chitecture differ from the "interface processes" employed in compositional model 

checking [7]. In the latter, an interface process is an aggregate model that is used 

as a. replacement for a particular subsystem to produce a reduced state model that 

facilitates verification. For example, let P;, i = 1, 2 be subsystem models and 'ljJ 

6 
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be the temporal logic formula of interest. In order to verify that P 1 II P 2 I= 't/J by 

compositional model checking, P 2 might be replaced by an aggregate "interface 

process" Az such that if P1 1\ Az I= ·if; then P1 1\ Pz I= ·if;. 

1. 2 Thesis Overview 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the back

ground of this work and outlines the structure of this thesis. Chapter 2 gives an 

introduction to the basics of discrete event system and the supervisory control 

theory. 

Chapter 3 introduces the hierarchical interface-based supervisory control theory 

and definitions. We discuss a new set of definitions, first introduced in [36], that 

are more concise and easier to implement than the original ones. In Chapter 4, we 

prove that these new definitions are equivalent to the original definitions given in 

[30, 32, 33]. 

Chapter 5 defines the synthesis method for high and low level subsystems, and 

a set of fixpoint operators that implement the synthesis method. We prove they 

compute the required level-wise supremallanguages. 

In Chapter 6, we present our algorithms to verify the interface consistency 

properties, and implement the fixpoint operators for synthesis. For each algorithm 

we perform a complexity analysis. 

In Chapter 7, We rework the AlP example from [29, 30, 36] and apply our 

software to it. Finally we conclude our work in Chapter 8. 

7 
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Chapter 2 

DES Overview 

RW supervisory control theory [49, 64, 65) provides a framework to model and 

control the behavior of Discrete Event Systems, and it is the basis of this work. In 

this chapter, we will give a brief introduction of the theory, including concepts of 

languages, automata, supervisory control and a few common operators over DES 

such as meet, sync and supcon. 

2.1 Language 

Let alphabet 'E be a non-empty finite set of distinct symbols, such as o:, {3, and 

so on. A string is a finite symbol sequence over 'E, such as o:o:{J. We denote the 

empty string (a string with no symbols) as E and the set of all non-empty strings 

over 'E as I;+. We then extend this to include E as below 

We say that L is a language over 'E if L ~ 'E*, and we denote the set of all 

sublanguages of 'E* as Pwr('E*) We then have that (Pwr('E*), ~)is a poset, i.e., the 

relation ~ is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric on Pwr('E*). The operations 

nand U of any two elements in Pwr('E*) always exists, thus (Pwr('E*), n, U) is a 

8 
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lattice. When there always exists a greatest lower bound and least upper bound 

for each subset in the lattice, we say the lattice is complete. 

Let (X,~) be a poset. We say a function f :X -+X is monotone if 

(Vx, x' EX) x ~ x' =? f(x) ~ f(x') 

We say an element x E X is a fixpoint off if f(x) = x. Further, we say x is 

the greatest fixpoint of f if 

(Vx' EX) f(x') = x' =? x' ~ x 

We will also use the notation fi(x), i E {0, 1, 2, ... }, to mean i applications of 

fin a row with .f0 (x) := x. i.e. f\x) = .f(x), P(x) = .f(f(x)) and so on. 

Let t, s E I;*. We say that t is a prefix of s and write t ~ s, if s = tu for some 

u E I;*. We also say that t can be extended to s. We can now define the extension 

operator. 

Definition 2.1.1 For language L ~I;*, we define the .function Ext£: Pwr(L;*)-+ 

Pwr(L;*), for arbitrary K E Pwr(L;*) as .follows: 

Exk(K) := {t E Lis~ t for somes E K} 

In essence, ExtL(K) is the set of all strings in L that have prefixes in K. If we 

have K ~ L, we would then have K ~ ExtL(K) ass~ s. 

The prefix clos'uTe of language L, denoted L is the language consisting of all 

prefixes of strings of L, and is defined as follows: 

L = { t E I;* I t ~ s for some s E L} 

We say that L is closed if L = L. 

9 
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An equivalence relation E S: X x X is a binary relation over a non-empty set 

X, such that is satisfies: 

Reflexive :(\lx E X)xEx 

Symmetric :(Vx, x1 E X)xEx1 
==? x1 Ex 

T •t. ('-' I II X) E I 1\ IE II E II ransz 'WE: v;r;,;r; ,X E X ;r; X X =} ;r; X 

For x E X, the coset of x with respect to equivalence relation E, denoted by [x], 

is the set of all elements in X that are equivalent to x: 

[x] := {x1 
E Xlx 1Ex} 

Two such cosets [x], [y] are either identical or disjoint. 

Let L S: I:* be an arbitrary language, and lets, t E I:*. The Nerode equivalence 

relation over I; on L is defined as: 

s =-L tiff (Vu E I:*)su E L ¢:? tu E L 

We write IlLII as the cardinality of the set of all cosets of the Nerode equivalence 

relation on L. We say a language L is regular if IlLII < oo. All languages in this 

report are regular unless otherwise stated. 

Example 2.1.2 Let I; {a,(J},L {t, a}. Then we have cosets 

{c},{a},{a{a,(J}+,(J{a,(J}*}, thus we have IlLII = 3. 

2.2 Automata 

For a regular language L, since we have finite number of Nerode cosets, we can use 

a finite state machine to represent this language. A recognizer over I; is a 5-tuple 

10 
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in which X is the state set , X 0 is t he initial state, Xm ~ X is t he set of marker 

states, and ( : X x E -t X is the transition function. The function ( is extended 

to 

(:X X E* -t X 

in the standard way by induction on string length . 

The language L recognized by R is defined to be 

For strings E (E* - L) , ((xa, s) leads to a dump stat e. 

In a. recognizer , we use a small circle to represent a state and we assign a name 

for each state such sO, s l , and so on. The initial st at e has a thicker border and all 

marker states are indicated by a gray filled circle. The dump state is marked with 

a + sign. A t ransition is indicated by an arrow from its source st ate leading to its 

t argP.t stat!\ labP.!lecl by an event in E. If thP. arrow is lahP.!led by rnnltiplP. P.VP.nts, 

then it represents a transition for each event. 

Example 2.2.1 For language L given in example 2 .1. 2, the recognizer is shown 

in Figure 2. 1. In this recognizer, state sO is the initial state and states sO and s 1 

are marker states. State s2 is the dump state. 

J3 

?.o~ 
sO s1 s2 

+ 

Figure 2.1: A Simple Recognizer 

When every state in the recognizer corresponds to a unique Nerode equivalent class 

of L , we say such a recognizer is canonical. 

11 
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Let L <::;; 2::* be an arbitrary language. For a string s E £, the El·igL (} operator 

is defined to be the set of events that can immediately follow s in L: 

We will represent DES using generators. A generator G is a 5-tuple 

where 2:: i::; the event ::;ct Y -1. 0 is the state :>ct y E Y is the initial state. Y: C Y ' I , . o , m _ 

is set of marker :>tates, and our transition function 6 : Y x 2:: ----> Y is a partial 

function. We usc the notation 0 (y, 0')! to mean that 6 (y, 0') i::; defined. We extend 

0 to the partial function 0 : Y x 2::* ----> Y in the ::;tandard way. 

For a generator G, the language 

is called the marked behavior or marked language of G. 

The language 

L(G) := {s E 2::* I o(yo, s)!} 

is called the closed behavior of G. L(G) contains all strings that G can generate. 

A state is reachable if there is a path from Yo to it. We say the state is 

coreachable if there is a path from it to any marked state. We say a generator G 

is reachable if all of its states are reachable. We say G is coreachable if all of its 

states are coreachable. We say G is nonblocking if every reachable state of G is 

coreachable. For a nonblocking generator, we have 

Lm(G) = L(G) 

If a generator is both reachable and coreachable, we say it's trim. A trim generator 

is always nonblocking, but the reverse doesn't always hold. 

12 
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Let ~1 s::; ~. We define a natural project·ion P : ~· ----> ~i according to 

P(t:) = E 

P(u) = E if (T tl- ~1 

P(u) = u if u E ~1 

P(su) = P(s)P(u) s E ~*,u E ~ 

For any string s E ~·, P( s) filters out all events that belong to ~- ~ 1 . The inverse 

image function of Pis p-1 : Pwr(~i) ----> Pwr(~*). For L s::; ~;:, we get 

p-1(L) := {s E ~*I P(s) E L}. 

Let P; : ~· ----> ~;, i = 1, 2, be natural projections. Let L1 s::; ~i, L2 s::; ~~. We 

define the synchronotts product of L1, L2, denoted L1IIL2 , according to 

Example 2.2.2 Let~ = {a,,B,/'}, ~1 = {a,,B}, ~2 = {a,/'}, Pi : ~· ----> 

~;,i = 1,2, and L1 = {a,B}, L2 = {al'}· Then we have P1 1(L1) 

{l'*a/'*P/'*},P2-
1 (Lz) = {,B*a,B*/',8*}, and we get L1IILz = {a,B/',0'/',8}. () 

When we synchronize two generators, we get a new generator which has the 

synchronized languages as its languages. For generators G1 = (Yb ~1, 61, Yo,b Ym,1) 

and Gz = (Yz, ~2, Oz, Yo,2, Ym,z), the synchronous product of the two DES, denoted 

G = G1IIG2 , is the reachable DES with the properties 

L( G) =L( GI) II L( Gz) 

Lrn(G) =Lm(Gl)IILm(G2) 

and with event set ~ = ~1 U L.:z. 

13 
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When two generators has the same event set, the synchronous product op

eration turns into the meet (intersection) operation. The TCT procedure meet 

implements the meet operation on two generators. Let G = meet(G1 , G 2 ), we 

then get a reachable DES with the properties 

L(G) =L(Gt) n L(G2) 

Lm(G) =Lm(Gl) n Lm(G2) 

For two arbitrary languages £ 1, L2, we say they are nonconflicting if 

Example 2.2.3 Let 2:; = {a,,B,f'},£1 = {a,B},£2 = {af'}. We have 

L1 n L2 = 0 

f- L1 n L2 = { E, a, a,B} n { E, a, a{'} = { E, a} 

thus L 1 and L 2 ar·e conflicting. 

2.3 Supervisory Control 

0 

In supervisory control theory, control action is achieved by disabling certain events 

to prevent some unwanted events from happening. Events in an alphabet 2:; are 

divided into two categories, 

where the disjoint subsets l:;c and Eu comprise respectively the controllable events 

and the uncontrollable events. A controllable event works like a switch which 

can be either turned on or off. An uncontrollable event can not be blocked from 

happening, i.e., if an uncontrollable event is defined at a certain state, there is no 

chance for us to stop it from happening if the current work flow reaches that state. 

14 
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A control pattern is a subset of E that contains all uncontrollable events. We 

introduce the set of all control patterns: 

f = bb E Pwr(E) 1\ Eu ~ ')'}. 

A supervisory control for G is any map 

V: L(G) ____. r 

The pair (G, V) will be written as VjG, to suggest 'Gunder the supervision of 

V'. The closed behavior of V/G is defined to be the language L(V/G) ~ L(G) 

described as follows: 

1. E E L(V/G) 

2. s E L(VjG) 1\ a E V(s) 1\ sa E L(G) ==;>sa E L(V/G) 

3. No other strings belong to L(V/G). 

The marked behavior of V /G is 

Lrn(V/G) = L(V/G) n Lm(G) 

With respect to G, we say that Vis nonblocking if 

Lm(V /G) = L(V /G) 

With G understood, we use the abbreviation NSC to refer to a nonblocking 

supervisory control. 

A useful generalization of a NSC is to allow the supervisory control to also 

include marking. Let 111 ~ Lm(G). We define a marking nonblocking supervisory 

control (MNSC) for the pair (M, G) as a map V : L(G) ____. r as before, with the 

difference that we now define the marked behavior of V /G as 

Lm(V/G) = L(V/G) n M. 

15 
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A language K ~ E* is said to be controllable (with r-espect to G) if 

(Vs, t)s E K 1\ t E Eu 1\ st E L(G) =? st E K 

For a more concise statement, we use the following notation. For S ~ E* and 

Eo ~ E, let SE 0 denote the set of strings of form sa with s E S and a E E0 . Then 

K is controllable iff 

Let G be a plant DES defined over alphabet Ec, and S be a supervisor DES 

defined over alphabet E8 . We will use the following notation: 

E: = Ec U Es 

Pc :E* ~ E~ 

Ps :E* ~ Es 

Lc: = PG" 1 (L(G)) 

Ls : = P8 1 (L(S)) 

We say that a supervisor S is controllable for G if 

We define the closed loop behavior, denoted CL, of our system to be 

CL := SIIG 

(2.1) 

This is essentially the expected behavior of the plant under the control of our 

supervisor. 

It is clear that the empty set 0, L( G) and E* are always controllable with 

respect to G. 

Let K ~ L ~ E*. We say the language K is L- Closed if K = K n L. The 

following two theorems are from [65]. 
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Theorem 1 Let K ~ Lm(G), K =/= 0. There exists a nonblocking s·upervisory 

control V for G such that Lm (V /G) = K iff 

1. K is controllable with respect to G, and 

2. K is Lm(G)-closed. 0 

We now give the counterpart to Theorem 1 for MNSC. 

Theorem 2 Let K ~ Lm (G), K =/= 0. There exists a marking non blocking super

visory control V for (K, G) such that 

Lm(VJG) = K 

iff K ·is controllable with respect to G. 0 

In this thesis, we will only be dealing with marking nonblocking supervisory con

trols. 

In order to implement the supervision in the supervisory control framework, 

one way is to design the supervisor directly. In this approach, the designer needs to 

make sure the supervisor is controllable with respect to the plant and satisfies the 

control specifications. The other way to do this is based on constructing specifica

tion DES which are generally not controllable with respect to the plant, and use 

software to automatically compute a controllable supervisor from the given DES 

specifications and the plant model. Usually the specification DES are much easier 

to design than supervisors, since the designer only needs to focus on specifying 

what they want the system to do, instead of the details of how to make the system 

do what they want. 

Let G be a plant DES with~= ~cU~u and E ~ ~·be a specification language 

over ~. We introduce the set of all sublanguages of E that are controllable with 

respect to G: 

C(E) = {K ~ E I K is controllable with respect toG} 

17 
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It is shown in [65] that the the supremal element, denoted supC(E), always 

exists and equals : 

supC(E) = U K 
KEC(E) 

TCT provides a procedure supcon to calculate the supremal controllable element 

of a specification DES for given plant DES. It starts from the meet of the two DES 

and trims off non-controllable and blocking states until the result is controllable 

for the plant and nonblocking. Since we are dealing with regular languages and 

finite state machines only, this process is guaranteed to stop after finite number of 

iterations. 
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Chapter 3 

HISC Introduction 

For a detailed introduction to HISC, we refer you to [30]. In this chapter, we will 

introduce to you the primary definitions and notation, but will not go into depth 

about their development and interpretation. In this thesis, we use use the HISC 

definitions from [29], which are a slightly modified set of definitions from those of 

[30]. In Chapter 4, we explain our rationale for this, and we present proofs that 

these definitions are equivalent to the originals. 

3.1 Basic Setting 

In HISC there is a master-slave relationship. 1 A high level subsystem sends a 

command to a particular low level subsystem, which then performs the indicated 

task and returns an answer. Figure 3.1 shows conceptually the structure and 

information flow of the system in the special case when there is only a single low 

level system. Communication between the high level system and the low level 

system occurs in a serial fashion. A request from the high level is followed by 

an answer from the low level before the next request is issued to the low level 

1 :t'v'lost of this chapter originally appeared as part of [36] and is reused with permission. Defi
nition 3.4.2 and Lemma 1 are new. 
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subsystem. This style of interaction is enforced by an interface that mediates 

communication between the two subsystems. All system components, including 

the interface, are modeled as automata as shown in Fig. 3.2 where our fiat system 

would be G := GHIIGIIIGL. By flat system we mean the equivalent DES if we 

ignored the interface structure. 

High Level 

0 

Low Level 

I: L 

Figure 3.1: Interface Block Diagram. 

In order to restrict information flow and decouple the subsystems, the event 

set E is split into four disjoint alphabets: EH, EL, ER, and EA. The events in EH 

are high level events and the events in EL low level events as these events appear 

only in the high level and low level models, GH and GL respectively. We then 

have GH defined over EHUERUEA and GL defined over ELUERUEA. 

3. 2 Interfaces 

As the interface automaton G 1 is only concerned with communication between the 

two subsystems, it is defined over the events that are common to both levels of 
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the hierarchy, ER(n::.;A, which are collectively known as the set of interface events, 

denoted E1 . The events in ER, called request events, represent commands sent 

from the high level subsystem to the low level subsystem. The events in EA are 

answer events and represent the low level subsystem's responses to the request 

events. In order to enforce the serialization of requests and answers, we restrict 

the interface to the subclass of command-pair interfaces defined below. 

Definition 3.2.1 A DES G1 = (X, ER U EA, t;, X 0 , Xm) is a command-pair in

terface if: 

(A} L(GI) ~ (ER.EA)*, and 

(B) Lm(GI) = (ER.EA)* n L(GI) 

High level 

Low level 

Figure 3.2: Two Tiered Structure of the System. 

Condition (A) says that request events and answer events must alternate 

(i.e. serialization of requests) while condition (B) states that every answered 

request results in a marked state. An example command pair interface with 

ER :={Pili= 1,2,3} and EA := {o:di = 1, ... , 7} is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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4 

Figure 3.3: Example Interface. 

3.3 Basic Notation 

We now generalize the above "serial case" where there is a single low level system, 

to the parallel case where there are n low level subsystems. In this case we say 

that the system is an nth degree parallel system. Figure 3.4 shows conceptually 

the structure and flow of information. The single high level subsystem, interacts 

with n ~ 1 independent low level subsystems, communicating with each low level 

subsystem in parallel through a separate interface. 

As in the serial case, to restrict the flow of information at the interface, we 

partition the system alphabet into pairwise disjoint alphabets: 

(3.1) 
j=l, ... ,n 

The high level subsystem is modeled by DES GH (defined over event set 

l:HU(UjE{L..,n}[l:R/Jl:AJ])). For j E {1, ... , n}, the lh low level subsystem is 

modeled by DES G L
1 

(defined over event set l:LJ U l:R
1 
U l:AJ, and the jlh in

terface by DES G 11 (defined over event set I; RJ U I; A
1

). The overall system has 

the structure shown in Fig. 3.5. Thus our flat system is G = GHIIGr1 IIGL1 II 
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Figure 3.4: Parallel Interface 13lock Diagram. 

High level 

fLow"I::evern 
. . 

"~"I . . . . . . . . 
. ------~ 

Figure 3.5: Two Tiered Structure of Parallel System 
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To simplify notation in our exposition, we bring in the following event sets, 

natural projections, and languages. For the remainder of this section, the index j 

has range {1, ... ,n}. 

Enj := ELj U 'BI
3

, 

EIH := EH u u Eh 
kE{l, ... ,n} 

1i := Pifi(L(GH)), 

.Ci := PI£~(L(GLi)), 

Ij := PI~ 1 (L(Gij)), 

PIL· : E*----> E~L 
J j 

'Hm := Pifi(Lm(GH)) ~ ~* 

Lm3 := PI£~(Lm(GL,)) ~ E* 

Irn1 := PI~ 1 (Lrn(GIJ) ~ 'B* 

3.4 Interface Consistency Definition 

We now present the properties that the system must satisfy to ensure that it 

interacts with the interfaces correctly. 

Definition 3.4.1 The nth degree (n 2 1} parallel interface system composed of 

DES GH, Gin GLp ... , Gin' GLn, is interface consistent with respect to the alpha

bet partition given by ( 3.1), if for all j E { 1, ... , n}, the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

Multi-level Properties 

1. The event set of GH is Em, and the event set of GL1 is Eni. 

2. GI
1 

is a command-pair interface. 

High Level Property 
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3. 

Low Level Properties 

4. (Vs E LJ niJ) Elig1)s) n L:R1 ~ Eligc/s) 

5. (V-" E L:*.L:R1 n £J niJ) 

Elig.cJ nij (sL:t) n L;Aj = Eligi)-") n L;Aj wh.PrP 

Elig.c ni (sL:~ ) := U Eligcni (sl) 
'J J J J 1 

lEI;L,j 

fJ. (Vs E LJ n IJ) 

s E Irn =? (3l E L:L* ) sl E Lrn· nirn·· J J } J 

The first two properties assert that the system has the required basic architecture, 

with the high level and low level subsystems only sharing request and answer events 

and the interaction between the levels mediated by interfaces. This provides a form 

of information hiding as it restricts the high level subsystem from knowing (and 

directly affecting) internal details of the low level subsystems and vice versa. 

The High level property (3) asserts that when GH is synchronized with all of 

the other subsystem interfaces G h, k -1=- j, it must always accept an answer event if 

the event is eligible in the interface G 1r In other words, the high level subsystem 

is forbidden to assume more about when an answer event can occur than what is 

provided by the interface. Similarly, low level property ( 4) asserts that the low 

level subsystem ( G £
1

) must always accept a request event if the event is eligible 

in its interface G1r We note that both (3) and (4) can be computed using the 

standard algorithms for controllability. 

Condition (5) states that immediately after a request event (some p E l::R ) has 
) 

occurred, and before it is followed by any low level events in l:: £
1

, there exist one 

or more paths via strings in I:*L. to each answer event that G 1 says can follow the 
J J 
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request event. Finally, (6) asserts that every string marked by the interface GI
1 

and accepted by the low level subsystem, can be extended by a low level string to 

a string marked by G LJ' 

We now give an equivalent definition for interface consistency that will be useful 

later when we examine synthesis in the HISC setting. This new definition is only 

used to make the definitions for synthesis easier and clearer. The only thing that 

has changed is that point 5 is given in a new formulation. The new point 5 is 

not exactly equal to the old one, but when used in conjunction with point 4, it is 

equivalent to the original point 5. 

Definition 3.4.2 The nth degree (n 2 1) parallel interface system composed of 

DES GH, GI1 , GLp ... , Gin' GLn, is interface consistent with respect to the alpha

bet partition given by (3.1}, if for all j E {1, ... , n}, the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

Multi-level Properties 

1. The event set of G H is EIH, and the event set of G LJ is En
1

. 

2. GI
1 

is a cornrnand-paiT interface. 

High Level Property 

8. 

Low Level Properties 

4· (Vs E £j nij) EligiJ(s) n ERj ~ Elig£/s) 

5. ('\Is E £i nij)(Vp E ER
1
)(Va E EAJ 

spa E Ii ==? (3l E E£ ) spla E Lj n Ij 
J 
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6. (Vs E £1 ni1) 

s E Im ::::} (3l E EL*.) sl E .Cm n Im . 
J J J J 

We now prove that Definition 3.4.1 and Definition 3.4.2 are equivalent. 

Lemma 1 The nth degree (n :2: 1} parallel interface system composed of DES 

GH, Gill GL1 , ... , Gin' GLn, satisfies Definition 3.4.1 with respect to the alphabet 

partition given by {3.1}, if and only if the system satisfies Definition 3.4.2 with 

respect to the alphabet partition given by ( 3.1). 

Proof We will show that Definition 3.4.1 ? Definition 3.4.2. 

As the only difference between Definition 3.4.1 and Definition 3.4.2 is their 

respective point 5, it is sufficient to show that each definition implies that point 5 

of the other definition is satisfied. 

Let j E { 1, ... , n}. 

(I) Show Definition 3.4.1 ::::} Definition 3.4.2. 

We assume the parallel system satisfies Definition 3.4.1. 

We will now show this implies the system satisfies point 5 of Definition 3.4.2. 

To show that point 5 of Definition 3.4.2 is satisfied, we need to show: 

(1} 

Assume spa E Ij (2} 

We will now show this implies: (3l E E£J) spla E £1 n I 1 

As we wish to apply point 5 of Definition 3.4.1, we need to show that sp E £ 1. 

As we have spa E Ii by (2), we can conclude that sp E Ii as Ii is closed. 
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::::? p E Eligr (s) 
J 

::::? sp E £ 1 by (1) and point 4 of Definition 3.4.1. 

By point 5 of Definition 3.4.1, we can now conclude: 

Eligcjnij(spE£) n EAJ = Eligrj(sp) n EAj 

::::? a: E Eligcnr(spE£), by (2). 
J J J 

::::? (::ll E E£)spla: E Lj n 'Ij, as required. 

Part I complete. 

(II) Show Definition 3.4.2 ::::? Definition 3.4.1. 

We ru:;~;ume the parallel system satisfies Definition 3.4.2. 

We will now show this implies the system satisfies point 5 of Definition 3.4.1. 

To show that point 5 of Definition 3.4.1 is satisfied, we need to show: 

('is E E*.ERj n£j n'Ij) Eligcjn1'j(sE£j) n EAj = EligrJs) n EAj 

We will now show that: Elig,. nr (sE*£.) n EA = Eligr(s) n EA 
J...,J J J J J J 

As Eligc nr (.sE£ ) := UlEE* Eligcnr (.sl), it is sufficient to show: 
1 J J LJ J J 

We will show: ~ and :2. 

(II. a) We first show: ulEEL Eligcjnl'j ( .sl) n EAj ~ Eligl'j ( s) n EAj 
J 
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As P11 (sla) = PI
1
(sa) by definition of P1

1
, we can apply Proposition 20 Point (e) 

of [30] and conclude: 

sa Eij 

=?a E Eligy
1
(s) n EA

1 
by (4), as required. 

(II.b) Show: Eligyj(s) n EAj <:;: ulEI:£ Eligcjnrj(sl) n EAj 
J 

We will now show this implies: a E UlEI:£. Eligc
1
nrJ ( sl) n EAJ 

J 

We first note that s E E*.ERJ n Lj nii by (3) implies: 

(::ls' E E*)(p E ERJ) s'p = s 

=? s' pa E Ii by (6), and s' E Lj n Ij as Ii is closed. 

We can now conclude by (5) and point 5 of Definition 3.4.2, that: 

(::ll E E£) s' pla E £.i n Ii 

=?a E U1 ~I:* Eligcnr (sl) n EA , as required. 
c::: Lj J J J 

By Part II. a and II. b, we can conclude: 

ulEE* Eligc nr(sl) n EAj = Eligy (s) n EA. 
Lj J J J J 

Part II complete. 
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By Part I and Part II, we can conclude: 

Definition 3.4.1 ¢:> Definition 3.4. 2 

0 

3.5 Local Conditions for Global Nonblocking of 

the System 

We now provide the conditions that the subsystems and their interface(s) must 

satisfy in addition to the interface consistency properties, if the system G is to be 

nonblocking. 

Definition 3.5.1 The nth degree (n ;:=: 1} parallel interface system composed of 

DES GH, Gil' G£1 , ... , Gin' GLn' is said to be level-wise nonblocking if the fol

lowing conditions are satisfied: 

(1) nonblocking at the high level: 

k=l, ... ,n k=l, ... ,n 

(II) non blocking at the low level: for all j E { 1, ... , n}, 

The above definition can be paraphrased as saying that for each component sub

system synchronized with its interface(s), every reachable state must have a path 

to a state that is marked by both the subsystem and its interface(s). 
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3.6 Local Conditions for Global Controllability 

of the System 

The representation of the system given in Fig. 3.5 simplifies notation when veri

fying nonblocking by ignoring the distinction between plants and supervisors. For 

controllability, we need to split the subsystems into their plant and supervisor 

components, as shown in Fig. 3.6 for the serial case. To do this, we define t he high 

level plant to be G~, and the high level super-visor- to be SH (both defined over 

event set L;IH) . Similarly, the j th low level plant and supeTv·isoT are Gt and S Lj 

(defined over L:1L
1

). The high level subsystem and the jth low level subsystem are 

then GH := G~ I I SH and G L
1 

:= Gi)I SL1 , respectively. 

High level Gr 
----------------------------------------------------- ~-~~----
Low level 

Figure 3.o: P lant and Supervisor Subplant Decomposition 

We can now define our fiat super-visor- and plant as well as some useful languages 
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as follows: 

Plant:= G~IIGLII· · ·IIGL Sup:= SsiiS£111· · ·IISL,IIGhll· · ·IIGI" 

JtP := PI}j(L(G~)), Ss := PI}j(L(Ss)), <:;; ~* 

£JP := P[Ll (L(Gl£ )), 
J J 

SL :=pi-Ll (L(SL )), <:;; ~* 
J J J 

For the controllability requirements at each level, we adopt the standard parti

tion ~ = L;" U ~c, splitting our alphabet into uncontrollable and contr-ollable events. 

Note that this partition may, in general, be independent of the partition (3.1). 

Definition 3.6.1 The nth degree (n 2: 1} parallel interface system composed of 

DES G~, GL, ... , GL, Ss, SL,, ... , SL"' Gh, ... , Gin, is level-wise controllable 

with respect to the alphabet partition given by (3.1}, if for all j E {1, ... , n} the 

following conditions hold: 

(I) The alphabet ofG~ and Ss is L;IH, the alphabet ofGl£i and SL
1 

is ~ILj' 

and the alphabet of GI
1 

is L;r
1 

(III} (Vs E 1-(Pn[nkE{l, ... ,n}Ik]nSs) 

Elig8 H ( s) 

The above definition states that the system is level-wise controllable if, for the given 

distributed supervisor, the high level supervisor is controllable for the high level 

plant combined with all of the interfaces (by III) and that each low level supervisor 

synchronized with the subsystem's interface is controllable for the subsystem's low 

level plant (by II). 
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Chapter 4 

Equivalence of HISC Definitions 

In the original Hierarchical Interface-based Supervisory Control definitions pre

sented in [30], systems are divided into serial systems (single low level) and parallel 

systems ( n ~ 1 low levels), where a serial system is a special case of a parallel sys

tem with degree n = 1. For each type of system, a set of interface conditions were 

developed, with the parallel system definitions building upon the serial system 

definitions. 

In this thesis, 1 we use a slightly modified set of definitions, which no longer 

treats serial systems (referred to as the "serial case") and parallel systems (referred 

to as the "parallel case") differently. We present a single set of definitions (interface 

consistency from Section 3.4, level-wise nonblochng from Section 3.5, and level

w·ise controllable from Section 3.6) for the parallel case that is expressed directly 

in terms of the components of a parallel system. The new definitions introduced 

in this work are more concise and clear as a result. The new definitions also make 

it clear exactly what checks need to be performed, and on which component. In 

this chapter, we will show that these new definitions are equivalent to the original 

ones from [30]. 

1This chapter also appeared as part of [36], but is originally from this thesis. 
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In the following sections we will restate the original definitions for ease of 

reference, adding "(ORIG)" to the titles that are the same as our new definitions to 

prevent confusion. We will first present the interface consistency definitions, then 

nonblocking, and finally controllability. We will then show that each is equivalent 

to the corresponding new definition. 

4.1 Useful Propositions 

We start by introducing a few useful propositions for later proofs. However, we 

first need to introduce the following definition: 

Definition 4.1.1 For natural projection P0 : E* ---> E~ for some Eo <:.;;; E, we say 

that language L <:.;;; E* is P0 -invariant if P
0
-

1(P0 (L)) = L. 

In short, events in E - Eo (E with the events of Eo removed) have no affect on 

membership in L. If L was the language generated by some DES G, then these 

events would be selfl.ooped at every state in G. 

Our first proposition is for a nth degree ( n 2:: 1) parallel interface system 

composed of DES GH, GI1 , GLp ... , Gin' GLn as defined in Section 3.3. We first 

need to define the natural projection, Pi: E*---> E'(j)*, where E is given by (3.1) 

in Section 3.3, j E {1, ... , n}, and E'(.j) = E - UkE{l, ... ,(j-l),(j+l), ... ,n}ELk· The 

proposition below essentially states that the indicated languages are Prinvariant, 

a property that will be useful in the following proofs. The result follows from the 

fact that the languages are inverse projections of closed and marked languages of 

DES whose alphabets are subsets of E'(.j). 

Proposition 1 With 1i, Hm, Ik, Imk(k = {1 ... n} ), Lj, and Lmi as defined in 

Section 3.3, we have: 
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(b) pj- 1(Pj('Hm)) = 'Hm 

(c) pj- 1(Pi(Ik))=Ik,k={l ... n} 

(d) pj- 1 (Pj(Imk)) = Imk,k = {1. · .n} 

(e) pj- 1(Pj(£j)) = £j 

(f) pj-1(Pj(Cm
1
)) = Cm

1 

Proof 

Point (a): Show pj-1(Pj(H.)) =H. 

By definition, H. = P1-J ( L( G H)). It is thus sufficient to show: 

We then note that Pm: I:*____, I:jH, and I:'(j) = I:m U I:£1, by definition. 

We thus have I:m <;;; I:'(j). 

We can now apply Proposition 6 from [30] by taking I:b = I:m and I:a = I:'(j), 

and conclude: 

Point (b)-(f): 

P -l p p-l p-1 
j . j. IH = IH 

Proofs are identical to Point (a) after appropriate substitutions. 

0 

Our next proposition develops some useful properties of ?-invariant languages. 

Point (a) essentially says that removing events from~- I:1 does not affect mem

bership in languages Lk defined in the proposition. Point (b) says that the natural 

projection P and set intersection commute for ?-invariant languages. Point (c) 
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says that the intersection of ?-invariant languages is also ?-invariant. Point (d) 

provides a useful relationship between strings P(s) and s for ?-invariant languages. 

Proposition 2 Let I:1 ~ I:, language Lk ~ I;*, k = 1, 2, ... , n, natural projection 

P: I:*----; I:i. If p-1(P(Lk)) = Lk> then 

(a) P(Lk) ~ Lk; 

(b) P(L1) n P(L2) n ... n P(Ln) = P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln)i 

(c) p-1(P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln)) = L1 n L2 n ... n Ln. 

(d) (Vs E I:*) P(s) E P(Lk) =* s ELk 

Proof Assume p-1(P(Lk)) = Lko k = 1, 2, ... , n. (A.l) 

Point (a): Show P(Lk) ~ Lk· 

Lets E P(Lk)· Sufficient to shows ELk. 

=* P(s) = s thus P(s) E P(Lk)· 

s E p-1(P(Lk)), by definition of p-l. 

We then haves E p-1(P(Lk)) = Lk (by (A.l)) as required. 

Point (b): Show P(Ll) n P(L2) n ... n P(L,.) = P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln) 

We need to show: 

(b.I) P(Lr) n P(L2) n ... n P(Ln) ~ P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln) and 

(b.II) P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln) ~ P(Ll) n P(L2) n ... n P(Ln)· 

(b.I) Show P(L1) n P(L2) n ... n P(Ln) ~ P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln)· 

Let s E P(L1) n P(L2) n ... n P(Ln). (A.2) 
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Must show implies s E P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln) 

By Point (a), (A.l), and (A.2), we haves E L1 n L2 n ... n Ln 

(A.3) 

Since s E P( L1) (by ( A.2)), we have s E Ei by definition of the natural projection 

P. 

We then have P(s) = s, and thus s E P(L1 nL2n ... nLn) (by (A.3)), as required. 

(b.II) Show P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln) ~ P(L1) n P(L2) n ... n P(Ln)· 

Let s E P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln)· {A.4) 

Must show implies s E P(L1) n P(L2 ) n ... n P(Ln)· 

From {A.4), we know: (3s' E L1 n L2 n ... n Ln) P(s') = s (A.5) 

We next note that s' E Lk =? P(s') E P(Lk), k = 1, ... , n. 

=? s = P(s') E P(LI) n P(L2) n ... n P(Ln) (by (A.5)), as required. 

By Part {b.I) and Part (b.II), we can now conclude: 

Point (c): Show p-1(P(L1 n L2 n ... n L.,.)) = L1 n L2 n ... n Ln 

We need to show: 

(c.I) p-1(P(L 1 n L2 n ... n Ln)) ~ L1 n L2 n ... n Ln and 

(c.I) L1 n L2 n ... n Ln ~ p-1(P(L 1 n L2 n ... n Ln)). 

(c.I) Show p-1(P(Ll n L2 n ... n Ln)) ~ L1 n L2 n ... n Ln. 

(A.6) 
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Must show implies s E L1 n L2 n ... n Ln 

From (A.6) and definition of p-1, we have: 

P(s) E P(L1 n L2 n ... n Ln)· 

=? P(s) E P(L1) n P(L2) n ... n P(L.,.), by Point (b). 

=? s E P-1P(Lk), k = 1, ... , n. 

=? s ELk, k = 1, ... ,n, by (A.l). 

=? s E L1 n L2 n ... n Ln, as required. 

Let s E L1 n L2 n ... n Ln 

Must show implies s E p-I (P(L1 n £ 2 n ... n Ln) 

From (A. 7) and definition of P, we can conclude: 

P(s) E P(£1 n £2 n ... n Ln) 

By definition of p-1, we can conclude: 

s E p-1(P(L 1 n £2 n ... n Ln)) 

By Part (c.I) and Part (c.II), we can now conclude: 

P-1(P(L1 n £2 n ... n Ln)) = £1 n £2 n ... n Ln 

Point (d): Show (Vs E I:*) P(s) E P(Lk) =? s ELk. 

Lets E I:* and assume P(s) E P(Lk)· 

=? s E p-1(P(Lk)), by definition of p-1. 
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D 

The next proposition provides a useful result about the controllability defini

tion. If, in the left side of the iff condition below, we equate Eb with the set of 

uncontrollable events, L 2 with the language of the plant, L3 with the language 

of the supervisor, and L1 = L2 n L3 , we have the controllability definition. The 

proposition essentially says that if Lk is ?-invariant, controllability is not affected 

by removing all events in E - Ea. 

Proposition 3 For alphabet E, 1l!ith event sets Eb C:: Ea C:: E, languages 

L 1,L2,L3 C:: E*, and natural projection P: E* ____, E~, if p~ 1 (P(Lk)) = Lk, 

k = 1, 2, 3, then 

Proof 

Assume p~1 (P(Lk)) = Lk, k = 1, 2, 3. 

By the definition of Elig() operator, it is sufficient to show: 

[(\Is' E P(L1))('v'a' E Eb) s'a' E P(L2) => s'a' E P(L3 )] 

We must show: I) (A.2) => (A.3) and II) (A.3) => (A.2). 

{I) Show (A.2) => (A.3). 

Assume (A.2). 

Let s' E P(£1), a' E Eb, and assume s'a' E P(L2). 
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Must show implies s'a' E P(L3). 

By Proposition 2(a) and (A.l), we have P(Li) s:;; L 1 

=? s' E L 1 , by (A.4). 

Similarly, we have s' a' E L2. 

=? s'a' E L3 , as, a' E L;b, and by (A.2) 

:::;.. P(s'a') E P(L3). (A.5) 

By (A.4), s' E P(L1) s:;; I;;", thus P(s') = s', by definition of P. 

=? P(s'a') = s'P(a') = s'a', by definition of P, and fact L;b s:;; L;a· 

=? s'a E P(L3 ) (by (A.5)), as required. 

Part (I) complete. 

(II) Show (A.3) :::;.. (A.2). 

Assume (A.3). 

Let s E L1, a E L;b, and assume sa E L2. (A.6) 

Must show implies sa E L3 . 

From (A.6), we have: 

P(s) E P(L1) and, P(sa) 

L;b s:;; L;a· 

P(s)a E P(L2 ), by definition of P, and fact 

:::;.. P(s)a E P(L3), by (A.3), after takings'= P(s) and a'= a. 
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=} SfJ E L3 , by (A.l), and Proposition 2{d). 

Part (II) complete. 

By Parts (I) and (II), we have (A.2) <=} (A.3), a.'l required. 

D 

4.2 Interface Consistency 

In the original interface consistency definition, we first defined the serial interface 

consistency definition for the serial system consisting of DES G~, GL, and G1. 2 

We then used the concept of serial system extractions to extend the serial definition 

to the parallel case. We will first define some notation for the serial case, restate 

the original definitions, and then finally we will show that the original interface 

consistency definition is equivalent to the new one. 

We assume that the alphabet partition for a serial system is specified by 

I:' := I:~ UI::L UI::R U I::A, and then we introduce the following event sets, nat

ural projections, and useful languages: 

I::m' := I::~UI::RUI::A, 

I::n := I::LUI::RUI::A, 

H' := P1·Ji,(L(G~)), 

£ := P1-l(L(GL)), 

I:= P1-
1(L(GI)), 

PIH' :I:'*-+ I::~H' 

Pn : I:'* -+ I:~ L 

PI : I:'* -+ I:~ 

H~,. := p~-J,(Lrn(G~ )) <::;;I:'* 

Lm := Pi[J1(Lm(GL)) <::;;I:'* 

Im := P1-
1 (Lm(GI)) <::;; I:'* 

When a system contained only one low level (serial case), we used the serial 

interface consistency definition given below. 

2Some primes ( '''") have been added to avoid confusion with the defiuitions in Section 3.:i. 
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Definition 4.2.1 The system composed of DES G~, GL and GI, is serial inter

face consistent with respect to the alphabet par·tition I;' := I;~ U I;L (JL;R U I;A, if 

the following pmperties hold, 

Multi-level Properties 

1. The event set of G~ is 2:;~ H, and the event set of G L is L;IL. 

2. G 1 is a command-pair interface. 

High Level Properties 

Low Level Properties 

4. (Vs E £ n I) Eligr(s) n L;R ~ Elig.c(s) 

5. (Vs E I;'*·I;R n £ n I) 

Elig£nr(sL;L) n I;A = Eligy(8) n I;A where 

6. (Vs E £ ni) 

Eligrnr(sL;jJ := U Eligrnr(sl) 
I EEL 

s E Im ==? (3l E I;L) sl E Lm n Im 

It's clear that for n = 1 and after appropriate relabeling, the interface consis

tency definition (Definition 3.4.1) reduces to the serial interface consistency defini

tion; thus any result (such as in [30]) using the serial interface consistency definition 

would be immediately satisfied by Definition 3.4.1, with n = 1. 

For the general case (n 2:: 1 low levels), we need to extend our serial case 

definitions to the parallel case. As the event set of each low level is disjoint from 

the event sets of the other low levels, we can consider the parallel interface system 

as n serial interface systems ( referred to as serial system extractions) by choosing 
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one low level and ignoring the others. This is shown conceptually in Fig. 4.1. The 

full definition is given below. 

Definition 4.2.2 For the nth degree (n ;::: 1) parallel interface system composed 

of DES GH, eLl' ... ' GLn' Gil' ... ' Gin' with alphabet partition given by (3.1), the 

jth serial system extraction (subsystem form), denoted by system(j), is composed 

of the following elements: 

GL(J') ·- G Lj' 

L,~(j) ·- ukE{l, ... ,(j-l),(j+l), ... ,n}'Bh U'BH 

'BL(,j) ·- L,L1 , L,R(j) := L,R1 , L,A(.j) := L,A
1 

L,' (j) ·- L,~(j) LJ 'BL(j) LJ L,R(j) LJ L,A(j) 

1st Serial System Extraction 

Gu(l) 

~ ¥ ,r:_ ,---------, 
High level( I) -Lo·w--Le-vel(l) _______________ _ 

[I 

nth Serial System Extraction 

ooo High level(n) 
I~owt~evei(nf _____________ _ 

GL(n) 

Figure 4.1: The Serial System Extractions 

We are now ready to state the original interface consistency definition, for the 

parallel case. 
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Definition 4.2.3 The nth degree (n 2 1) parallel interface system composed of 

DES GH, GLJ> ... , GLn' G1J> ... , G1", is interface consistent (ORIG) with respect 

to alphabet partition given by ( 3.1), ~ffor all j E { 1, ... , n}, the j th serial system 

extraction of the system is serial interface consistent. 

Our next step is to introduce an intermediate form of the interface consistency 

definition, created from unrolling the interface consistency (ORIG) definition by 

applying the serial system extraction. This new form is easily obtainable from 

Definition 4.2.3 and has the same structure as Definition 3.4.1. This will make 

it easier to show that the two definitions are equivalent. To construct this new 

form of the definition, we will equate the components of a serial extraction system 

with the components of a serial system, and then interpret the notation of a serial 

interface system in the obvious way. 

Definition 4.2.4 The nth degree (n 2 1) parallel interface system composed of 

DES GH, G11> G£1 , ... , G1,, GL,, is interface consistent (IntmORIG) with respect 

to the alphabet partition given by (3.1), if for all j E {1, ... ,n}, the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

Multi-level Properties 

1. The event set of G~ (j) is 'BIH, and the event set of G LJ is 'BILJ. 

2. G IJ is a command-pair interface. 

High Level Property 

.'J. (V s E 7-l' (j) n I(j)) EligT(j) ( s) n EAJ <;;; Elig1t'(j) ( s) 

Low Level Properties 
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5. (Vs E ~*·~R1 n .C(j) n I(j)) 

Elig C.(j) n I(j) ( s ~j) n ~ Aj = Eligi(j) ( s) n ~A) where 

Elig£(j)nT(j)(s~l1 ) := U Eligc.(j)nT(j)(sl) 
lEE£

1 

6. (Vs E .C(j) n I(.j)) 

s E Im(j) =? (3l E ~£) sl E .Cm(j) nim(j). 
J 

We will now show that the intermediate form is equivalent to the original form 

of the interface consistency definition. 

Proposition 4 The nth degree (n 2: 1} parallel interface system composed of DES 

GH, GLl' ... , GL,., GI11 ..• , Gin' is interface consistent (IntmORIG) (Definition 

4.2.4} with respect to alphabet partition given by (3.1}, iff, the system is interface 

consistent (OR/G) (Definition 4.2.3} with respect to alphabet partition given by 

(3.1}. 

Proof 

We will prove this by starting with Definition 4.2.3 and converting it into the form 

of Definition 4.2.4. 

If Definition 4.2.3 is satisfied, then for all j E {1, ... , n}, the jth serial system 

extraction (subsystem form), denoted by systern(j), is serial interface consistent. 

That means for all j E { L ... , n}, the following conditions are satisfied: (A.l) 

1. The event set of G~(j) is ~~H(j), and the event set of GL(j) is ~n(j). 

2. G I(j) is a command-pair interface. 
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5. (Vs E ~'*(j).~R(j) n.C(j) ni(j)) 

Elig£(j)ni(j)(s~£(j)) n ~A(j) = Eligi(j)(s) n ~A(j) where 

Elig£(j)ni(j) ( s~~,(j)) := U Elig£(j)ni(j) ( sl) 
IEE[.(j) 

6. (Vs E .C(j) ni(j)) 

s E Im(j) =? (3l E ~£(j)) sl E .Cm(j) nim(j) 

We next note the following facts: 

• From Definition 4.2.2, we know that GL(j) = GLJ' G1(j) = G1J' ~L(j) = ~LJ' 

~R(j) = ~R1 , ~A(j) = ~AJ' and ~'(j) = ~ - (JkE{l, ... ,(j-l),(j+l), ... ,n}~Lk 

(A.2) 

• From Proposition 21 in [30], we know that that G 1J is defined over event set 

(A.3) 

• From Proposition 23 in [30], we know that ~~H (j) = ~IH, and ~n(j) = ~IL;. 

(A.4) 

• We note that ~··~Rjn.C(j)ni(j)) = ~'*(j).~Rjn.C(j)ni(j)) as ~'*(j).~Rj s;;; 

~··~RJ' £(j) s;;; ~'*(j) thus (~*-~RJ- ~'*(j).~RJ n £(j) = 0. (A.5) 

Now, substituting the results of (A.2) - (A.5) into (A.l), we can conclude that, 

for all j E { 1, ... , n}, the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. The event set of G~1 (j) is ~JH, and the event set of GLJ is ~I£1 • 

2. G 1J is a command-pair interface. 

4. (Vs E .C(j) ni(j)) Eligi(j)(s) n ~Rj s;;; Elig£(j)(s) 
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5. (\:Is E E*.ER1 n £(j) ni(j)) 

Elig.c(j)ni(j)(sE£) n EAj = Eligr(j)(s) n EAj where 

Elig.c(J)ni(J) ( sE£) := U Elig.c(J)ni(j) ( sl) 
lEEt

1 

6. (\:Is E £(j) ni(j)) 

s E Im(j) =? (::ll E E£) sl E Lm(j) nim(j) . 
. 1 

which is exactly equal to Definition 4.2.4, as required. 

0 

We conclude this section by presenting our theorem that shows that our new 

definition of interface consistency is equivalent to the original. 

Theorem 3 The nth degree (n 2: 1} parallel interface system composed of DES 

GH, GLp ... , GL"' Gh, ... , G1"' is interface consistent (Definition 3.4.1} with 

respect to alphabet partition given by ( 3.1), iff, the system is interface consistent 

(ORIG) (Definition 4.2.3} with respect to alphabet partition given by {3.1}. 

Proof 

We first note that as Definition 4.2.4 is equivalent to Definition 4.2.3 by Proposition 

4, it is sufficient to show: 

Definition 3.4.1 {:}Definition 4.2.4 

As the two definitions are almost exactly of the same form, we will prove this point 

by point, for each of the six points of the two definitions. 

1. For point (1), the two definitions are almost the same already, thus we only 

have to account for the difference. 

a) Assume Definition 4.2.4 is satisfied. 
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From Proposition 21 in [30], we can immediately conclude that the event set 

of GH is L-IH· 

b) Assume Definition 3.4.1 is satisfied. 

Must show this implies the event set of G~(j) is L,IH· 

From point (1) of Definition 3.4.1, we know that the event set of GH is L-JH. 

From the command-pair interface definition, and point (1) of Definition 

3.4.1, we know that the event set of Gh is L-1k (k = 1, .. . j- 1,j + 1, ... n). 

We thus have the event set of G~ (j) is: 

2. Point (2) is automatic. 

3. For Point (3), we need to show: 

(Definition 4.2.4) (Vs E H'(j) n I(j)) EligT(j)(s) n 

Eligr-c (j) ( s) (A.1) 

(A.2) 

We will start by massaging (A.1) into the correct form so that we can apply 

Proposition 3. 

We first note that by Proposition 1, the languages H and Ik (k = 1, ... , n) 

are Prinvariant. That means that we can apply Proposition 2 to them. 
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From Proposit·ion 23 of [30], we have: 

I(j) 

H'(j) n I(j)) 

n 
k=1, ... ,(j-1) ,(j+ 1) , ... ,n 

Pi(Ji) n n Pi(Ik) 
ki-j 

Pj(Ji n n Ik), 
k=h 

Pi(Ii) 

by Proposition 2{b) 

Pi(Ji) n n Pi(Ik) n Pi(Ii) 
ki-j 

Pj(Ji n n Ik), by Pr·oposition 2{b) 
k=1, .... n 

Substituting from (A.3)-(A.5) into (A.l), we have: 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(Vs E Pj(Jin n Ik) Eligpj(Ij)(s) ni;Aj ~ EligPj(Hnnk,<jik)(s) (A.6) 
k=1, ... ,n 

By Proposition 1 and Proposition 2{c), we have: 

pi-
1
(Pi(1i n nk=1, ... ,nik)) = 1i n nk=1, ... ,nik and pi-

1
(Pi(1i n nk#i Ik)) = 

1-{ n nk#jik 

In other words, languages 1i n nk=1, ... ,n Ik and 1i n nk#i Ik are Prinvariant. 

(A.7) 

We next note that, by Proposition 1, we have pj-1(Pj(Ij)) = Ij, and by 

definition, we have I;A1 ~ I;'*(j). 

We now take I;b = I;A1 , I; a = I;'* (j), P = Pi, L1 = 1i n nk=l, ... ,n Ik, L2 = Ii, 

L3 = 1i n nkh Iko and we can conclude by Proposition 3, and (A. 7) that: 

(Vs E Pi('}-{ n n Ik)) EligPJ(Ij)(s) n I;A1 ~ Eligp1 (Hnn,~;Ik)(s) 
kE{1, ... ,n} 

<¢::? (V s E 1i n n Ik) Eligrj ( s) n 2:; A1 t:;:: EligHnnk,<i Ik ( s) 
k=1, ... ,n 

We can now conclude by (A.6), that (A.l) <¢::? (A.2), as required. 
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4. For Point ( 4), we need to show: 

(Definition 4.2.4) (Vs E £(j)nT(j)) Eligi(jJ(s) n 'ER1 <;;; Eligc(j)(s) 

(A.8) 

(Definition 3.4.1) (Vs E £1 nTi) Eligr
1
(s) n 'ERi <;;; Eligc

1
(s) (A.9) 

From Proposition 23 of [30], we have T(j) = P1(T1), and £(j) = P1(£1). We 

also note that by Proposition 1, £ 1 and T1 are Prinvariant. (A.lO) 

Substituting this and (A.lO) into (A.8), we get: 

(A.ll) 

By Proposition 1 and Proposition 2(c), we have: 

In other words, the language £ 1 n Ti is Prinvariant. (A.12) 

We next note that, by definition, 'ER1 <;;; 'E'*(j). 

We now take 'Eb = 'ER1, Ea = E'*(j), £1 = £1 n T1, L2 = T1, L3 = £1, and 

we can conclude by Proposition 3, (A.lO), and (A.12) that: 

(Vs E Pj(Lj nTj)) EligPj(Ij)(s) n ERJ <;;; EligPj(q(s) 

¢:;> (Vs E Lj nTi) Eligr
1
(s) n 'ER1 <;;; Eligc

1
(s) 

We can now conclude by (A.ll), that (A.8) ¢:;> (A.9), as required . 

. ). For Point {5), we need to show: 

(Definition 4.2.4) 

(Vs E E*.ER1 n £(j) n T(j)) Eligc(j)nr(j)(s'E£) n EAJ = Eligr(j)(s) n 'EAJ 
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where Elig£(j)ni(j) ( sL;~) := U Elig£(j)ni(j) ( sl) 
lEEl,j 

where Eligcni (si;~ ) := U Elig£ni (sl) 
J J J J J 

lEEl,J 

(A.l3) 

(A.l4) 

From Proposition 23 of [30], we have I(j) = Pj(Ij), and £(j) = Pj(£j)· We 

also note that by Proposition 1, £1 and I 1 are Prinvariant. 

Substituting into (A.l3), we get: 

(Vs E I;*.I;Rj n Pj(£J) n Pj(Ij)) 

Eligpj(LJ)nPj(Ij)(si;£) n L;Aj = Eligpj(IJ)(s) n L;Aj 

where Eligp1 (£1 )nP1 (r1 )(sL;~) := U Eligp
1
(£

1
)nP

1
(r

1
)(sl) 

lEEl,
1 

By the definition of Elig() operator, it is sufficient to show: 

(Vs E L;*.L;Rj n P1(£J) n P1(I1))(Va E I;A
1

) 

[sL;£
1
anP1(£1) n P1(Ij) -1-0? sa E PJ(IJ)l 

(A.l5) 

(A.l6) 

(Vs' E L;*.L;Rj n £1 n I 1)(Va' E I;Aj) [s'I;£ja' n £1 n Ii -::f- 0? s'a' E IJ] 

(A.l7) 

We first observe that: 

(Vl E I;£) PJ(l) = l, as L;L
1 

s;;; I;'(j). 

(Vp E I;R
1

) PJ(P) = p, as L;R1 s;;; I;'(j). 

(Va E L;AJ) PJ(a) =a, as L;A
1 

s;;; I;'(j). 

(A.l8) 

In order to prove (A.l6) ? (A.l7), we need to show: (I) (A.l6) =? (A.l7) 

and (II) (A.l7) =? (A.l6) 

(I) Show (A.l6) =? (A.l7). 
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Assume (A.16). Must show implies (A.17). 

(A.19) 

Must show: (I.a) s'L:£ia' n Lj n Ij "I= 0 ==? s'a' E Ij and (I.b) s'a' E Ij ==? 

s'L:£ a' n Lj n Ii -I= 0. 
J 

We first note that as s' E I:* .L:R
1 

n Lj n Ij (by (A.19) ), it follows that: 

Pi(s') E Pj(L:*.L:RJ n Pi(.Ci) n Pi(Ii) 

As Pj(L:*.L:Rj) = L:'*(j).L:R1 (by (A.18) and definition of Pi) and 

L:'*(j).L:R
1 
~ L:*.L:Rj (by definition of L:'*(j)), we have: 

PJ(s') E L:*.L:Rj n Pj(Lj) n Pj(Ii) 

(I.a) Show s'L:£ a' n Lj n Ii "I= 0 ==? s' a' E Ii 
J 

Assume s'L:£j a' n .Ci n Ii =/= 0 

Must show implies s'a' E Ii 

From (A.21), we can conclude: 

(:Jl E I:£ ) s'la' E Lj n Ii 
J 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

::::} PJ(s')la' E P.i(.CJ) n PJ(I.i), by (A.l5), (A.l8), and Proposition 2{b). 

(A.22} 

By (A.20), (A.19), (A.22}, and taking s = Pj(s'), a = a', we can apply 

(A.16) and conclude: 

Pi(s')a' E Pi(Ii)· 

==? s'a' E Ij, by (A.15), and Proposition 2{d). 
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Part (La) complete. 

Let s'o/ E Ti. (A.23) 

Must show (3l E E£) s'la' E £1 n T1. 

From (A.23), we can conclude: 

P1(s'a') E P1(T1) 

(A.24) 

By (A.20), (A.l9), (A.24), and takings = P1(s'), a= a', we can apply 

(A.l6) and conclude: 

(3l E E£) Pj{.s')lci E P1(£1) n P1(T1) 

::::::? P1(s'la') E P1(£j n Tj), by (A.18), (A.15), and Proposition 2(b). 

::::::? s'la' E Lj n Tj, by (A.15), and Pmposdion 2(c), (d). 

Part (I. b) complete. 

By Parts (La) and (I.b), we have (A.l6)::::::? (A.17}. 

Part (I) complete. 

(II) Show (A.17) ::::::? (A.16). 

Assume (A.17}. Must show implies (A.16}. 

(A.25} 

Must show: (II.a) sE["ja n Pj(Lj) n Pj(Tj) =1- 0::::::? sa E Pj(Tj) and (II.b} 

sa E P1(Tj)::::::? sEtja n P1(£1) n Pi(T1)-::/:- 0. 
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We first note that by (A.25), we have: 

s E Pj(.Cj) and s E Pj(Ij) 

=? s E .Cj n Ij by (A.15) and Proposition 2(a). 

Must show implies sa E Pj(Ij)· 

From (A.27), we can conclude: 

(3l E 2:[) sla E Pi(.Ci) n Pj(Ii) 

=? sla E .Cj n Ij, by (A.15) and Proposition 2(a). 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 

(A.28) 

By (A.25), (A.26), (A.28), and taking s' = s and a' = a, we can apply 

(A.17) and conclude: 

sa E Ii 

(A.29) 

We first note that by (A.25), we haves E Pi(.Cj) ~ I;'*(j) 

=? Pj(sa) = .m, by (A.18), and definition of Pj· 

Part (II.a) complete. 

(A.30) 
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From (A.15), (A.30), and Proposition 2(a), we can conclude: so E Ii 

(A.31) 

By (A.26), (A.25), (A.31), and taking s' = s and o' = ex, we can apply 

(A.17) and conclude: 

(A.32) 

We next note that by (A.25), we haves E Pj(£j) ~ ~'*(j) 

=? Pj(sla) = sla, by (A.18), (A.32), and definition of Pj. 

Part (II.b) complete. 

By Parts (II.a) and (II.b), we have (A.17) =? (A.16). 

Part (II) complete. 

By Parts (I) and Part (II), we have (A.16) ? (A.17), as required. 

6. For Point (6), we need to show: 

(Definition 4.2.4) 

(Vs E £(j)ni(j)) s E Im(j) =? (3l E ~t) sl E £m(j)nim(j) 

(A.33) 

(Definition 3.4.1) (Vs' E £ 1· n I 1) s' E Im =? (3l' E L:xL• ) s'l' E Lm nim 
J J J J 

(A.34) 
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From Pr-oposition 23 of [30], we have I(j) = Pj(Ij), £(j) = Pj(Lj), Im(j) = 

Pj(ImJ, and Lm(j) = Pj(Lm
1

). We also note that by Propos-ition 1, Lj, Ij, 

(A.35) 

Substituting into (A.33), we get: 

(\Is E Pj(£j) n Pj(Ij)) s E Pj(Im1 ) =? (3l E Z::£
1

) sl E Pj(L.mJ n PJ(Im1 ) 

(A.36) 

It is thus sufficient to show (A.36) {::? (A.34). 

To do this, we need to show: (I) (A.36) =? (A.34) and (II) (A.34) =? 

(A.36). 

(I) Show (A.36) =? (A.34). 

Assume (A.36). Must show implies (A.34). 

(A.37) 

From (A.37), we can conclude: 

PJ(s') E Pj(Lj n Ii) and Pj(s') E PJ(Imi) 

=? Pj(s') E Pj(£j)nPj(Ij)) and Pj(s') E Pj(ImJ by (A.35), and Proposition 

2(b}. 

We can now apply (A.36) by takings= Pj(s'), and conclude: 

(3l' E I:[) PJ(s')l' E Pj(£m1 ) n Pj(IrnJ· 

As I:£ C I:'(j), and by (A.35), Proposit·ion 2(b), and definition of Pj, we 
J -

can conclude: 
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We can now conclude by (A.35}, and Proposition 2(c), (d): 

s'l' E Lmj n Imj, as required. 

Part (I} complete. 

(II} Show (A.34} "* (A.36}. 

Assume (A.34}. Must show implies (A.36}. 

Let s E P.i(£.i) n P.i(Ij), and assumes E P.i(Im)· 

We must show implies (3l E I:[) sl E Pj(Lm
1

) n P.i(Im1 ). 

From (A.38}, we can conclude: 

s E P.i(£.i), s E P.i(I.i), and s E P.i(Irn
1

) 

c:? s E £.in I.i and s E Irn1 , by (A.35}, and Proposition 2(a). 

We can now apply (A.34} by takings'= s, and conclude: 

(3l E 2:1
1

) sl E L 111•1 n Im
1 

"* P.i(sl) E P.i(£mJ n P.i(Im1 ), by (A.35}, and Proposition 2(b). 

We next note that by (A.38}, we haves E P.i(£.i) ~ I:'*(j). 

We thus have P.i ( sl) = sl as I:'i,i ~ I:'* (j), and· by definition of P.i. 

c:? sl E Pj(Lm
1

) n P.i(Im1 ), as required. 

Part (II} complete. 

By Parts (I} and (II}, we have (A.36} {::} (A.34}, as required. 

(A.38} 

We have now shown that all six points of the two definitions are equivalent, and we 
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can thus conclude that the parallel system satisfies Definition 3.4.1 iff it satisfies 

Definition 4.2.3. 

D 

4.3 Level-wise Nonblocking 

In the original level-wise nonblocking definition, we first defined the serial level

wise nonblocking definition for the serial system consisting of DES G~, GL, and 

G 1 . We then used the concept of serial system extractions (Definition 4.2.2) to 

extend the serial definition to the parallel case. 

We now restate the serial level-wise nonblocking definition below. It's clear that 

for n = 1 and after appropriate relabeling, the level-wise nonblocking definition 

(Definition 3.5.1) reduces to the serial level-wise nonblocking definition; thus any 

result (such as in [30]) using the serial level-wise nonblocking definition would be 

immediately satisfied by Definition 3.5.1, with n = 1. 

Definition 4.3.1 The system composed of DES G~, GL, and Gr, is said to 

be serial level-wise nonblocking with respect to the alphabet partition E' := 

E~ U EL UER U EA, ·if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(I) H'm n Im = 1-{' n I 

We now define the original level-wise nonblocking definition by extending the 

serial level-wise nonblocking definition to the parallel case, using Definition 4.2.2. 

Definition 4.3.2 The nth degree (n 2: 1) parallel interface system composed of 

DES GH, GLw··,GLn,Glp···:Gin' is level-wise nonblocking (ORIG) with re

spect to the alphabet partition given by (3.1), if for all j E {1, ... , n }, the jth 

serial system extraction of the system is serial level-wise nonblocking. 
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Before we can prove the equivalence of our new level-wise nonblocking defini

tion, we first need a useful corollary. In Section 4.2, we made extensive use of 

Proposition 23 in [30]. However, this proposition required that the parallel system 

be interface consistent (ORIG). However, for the parts of Proposition 23 in [30] 

we need for our next theorem, a weaker condition is sufficient. The restriction on 

the alphabet of the DES belonging to the parallel system that we use has always 

been implicit in the level-wise nonblocking definitions; we are only make it explicit 

so we can use it in the corollary below. 

Corollary 1 If the nth degree {n 2: 1) parallel interface system composed of DES 

G H, G L 1 , ..• , G Ln, G I 1 , ... , GIn with alphabet partition given by {3.1 ), is as defined 

in Section 3.3 with respect to the alphabets of the given DES, then for the jth serial 

system extraction, system(j), the following is true: 

(i) The following event sets are: L.I(j) = L.IJ' 'L-rH'(j) = L.IH, and 'L.n(j) = 

'L.nj 

(ii) The following inverse natuml pmjections are: PrH'(.j)- 1 

Pn(j)- 1 =Pi· PI£~, and PI(j)- 1 =Pi· PI~ 1 

{iii) The indicated languages satisfy the following statements: 

1-l' (j) 

£(j) 

Lm(j) 

I(j) 

'Im(j) 

Pi (1-l) n [nkE{1, .. ,(j-l),(j+l), ... ,n}Pj (Ik)] 

Pj (1-lrn) n [nkE{l, ... ,(j-l),(j+l) .... ,n}Pj ('Imk)] 

Pj (£1) 

Pj (Lrny) 

pj (IJ) 

Pj (Imj) 

Proof Results follow immediately from the proofs of the corresponding parts of 

Proposition 23 in [30]. 

D 
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We conclude this section by presenting our theorem that shows that our new 

definition of level-wise nonblocking is equivalent to the original. 

Theorem 4 The nth degree (n 2 1} parallel interface system composed of DES 

GH, GLp ... , GLn' G1u ... , Gin as defined in Section 8.8 with respect to the alpha

bets of the given DES, is level-wise nonblocking (Definition 3.5.1} with respect to 

alphabet partition given by (3.1}, ijj; the system is level-wise nonblocking (OR/G) 

(Definition 4.3.2} with respect to alphabet partition given by (3.1}. 

Proof 

Assume that the nth degree ( n 2 1) parallel interface system composed of DES 

GH, GLp ... , GLn, Gh, .... Gin is defined as in Section 3.3 with respect to the 

alphabets of the given DES. (A. I) 

We start by converting Definition 4.3.2 into a more useful form. 

If Definition 4.3.2 is satisfied, then for all j E {1, ... , n}, the jth serial system 

extraction (subsystem form), denoted by systern(j), is serial level-wise nonblocking. 

We thus have Definition 4.3.2 is equivalent to: 

(V j E { 1, ... , n}), systern(j) satisfies: 

(I) H'm(j) n Im(j) = H'(j) n I(j) 

(II) Lm(j) n Im(j) = L(j) n I(j) 

(A.2) 

We can now apply Corollary 1 and conclude that H' (j) 

P1 (H) n [nkE{l, .. ,(j-I),(j+I), ... ,n}Pj (Ik)], 

[nkE{l, ., (j-1). (j+I), ... , n}Pj (Imk)], £(j) 

I(j) = P1 (Ij), and Im(j) = P1 (Im1 ). 

H~n (j) 

P1 (Lj), Lm(j) 

P1 (Hm) n 

Pj (£rn1 ), 

Substituting into (A.2) and simplifying, we find that Definition 4.3.2 is equivalent 

to: (A.3) 
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(I) for all j E {1, ... ,n}, 

nk=I, ... ,n Pj (Ik) 

In order to prove the system satisfies Definition 4.3.2 iff it satisfies Definition 3.5.1, 

it is thus sufficient to show (A.3) iff Definition 3.5.1. 

As (A.3) and Definition 3.5.1 are ofthe same form, we will prove equivalence point 

by point. 

We first note that for all j E {1, ... , n}, the languages 7-i, 1-im, Ik, Imk(k E 

{1. .. n} ), £j, and Lm
1 

are Prinvariant, by Proposition 1. (A.4) 

(I) For Point I, we need to show: 

pj (7-i) n nk=l n Pj (Ik) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

To do this, we need to show: (I.a) (A.5) ==> (A.6) and (I.b) (A.6) ==> (A.5). 

(I.a) Show (A.5) ==> (A.6). 

Assume (A.5). Must show implies (A.6). 

As 1-im n nk=l, ... ,nimk <;:; 1-i n nkE{l...n} Ik is automatic, we only need to show: 

1-i n nk=l n Ik <;:; 1-im n nk=l n Imk · 
, ••• , ''''l 

Lets E 1-i n nk=l nik , ... , (A.7) 

Must show implies s E 7-im n nk=l, ... ,n Imk. 

Assume j E {1, ... , n}. From (A.7), we can conclude: 

Pj(s) E Pj(7-i n nk=l nik) 
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By (A.4) and Proposition 2(b}, we have: 

Pi(s) E Pi(1i) n nk=l, ... ,n Pi(Ik) 

By (A.5), we can conclude: 

Pi(s) E Pi(1im) n nk=l, ... ,n Pi(Imk) 

Ass' E I;'(j)*, we thus have Pj(s') = s', by definition of Pi. 

By (A.4) and Proposition 2{b}, we have: 

Pi(ss') E PJ(1im n nk=l nimk) 

=> ss' E 1irn n nk=l ni"'k' by (A.4), and Proposition 2(c},(d}. 

=> s E 1im n nk=l, ... ,n Imk, as required. 

Part (I.a) complete. 

(I.b) Show (A.6) => (A.5). 

Assume (A.6). Must show implies (A.5). 

automatic, we only need to show: 

From (A.4), (A.8), and Proposition 2(b}, we can conclude: 

s E Pi(1i n nk=l, .... nik) 
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=? s E 1t n nk=l nik, by (A.4), and Proposition 2{c),(a). , ... , 

By (A.6), we can conclude: 

Ass E Pj(H) ~ E'(j)* (by (A.8)), we have Pj(s) = s (by definition of Pj)· 

Part (I. b) complete. 

By Parts (I.a) and (I.b), we have (A.5) <=> (A.6), as required. 

(II) For Point II, and letting j E { L ... , n}, we need to show: 

(A.3) 

The proof here is identical to Part I, after appropriate relabelling. 

(A.9) 

(A.lO) 

By Parts I and II, we can conclude (A.3) iff Definition 3.5.1, as required. 

D 
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4.4 Level-wise Controllability 

In the original level-wise controllability definition, we first defined the serial level

wise controllability definition for the serial system consisting of plant components 

G~', Gj, supervisors S'ri, SL, and interface G1 . We then used the concept of 

serial system extractions (Definition 4.4.2 below) to extend the serial definition to 

the parallel case. 

We assume that the alphabet partition for a serial system is specified by I;' := 

I;'ri (JI;L (JI;R (J I; A, and then we introduce the following useful languages: 

1-(P' ·= p-1 L(GP ') 
· IH H ' S~ := P1jjL(S'ri ), 

SL := Pj£1 L(SL), 

c I;* 

We now restate the serial level-wise controllability definition below. It's clear 

that for n = 1 and after appropriate relabelling, the level-wise controllability 

definition (Definition 3.6.1) reduces to the serial level-wise controllability definition; 

thus any result (such as in [301) using the serial level-wise controllability definition 

would be immediately satisfied by Definition 3.6.1, with n = 1. 

Definition 4.4.1 The system composed of plant components G~', G~, supervi

sors S'ri, S£, and interface GI, is said to be serial level-wise controllable with 

respect to the alphabet partition I;' := I;~ U I;L (JI;R U I;A, if the following condi

tions are satisfied: 

(I) The alphabet of G~' and S~ is I;IH, the alphabet of G~ and SL is I;IL, 

and the alphabet of G I is 2:; I. 
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We now restate the general form of the serial system extraction needed for the 

controllability definition. We simply refer to the jth serial system extraction, as 

the type of the parallel system (general form or subsystem form) will make clear 

which definition is intended. 

Definition 4.4.2 For the nth degree (n ;::: 1) parallel interface system composed 

of DES G~, Gi
1

, ... , GL, SH, SLw .. , SLn' Glw .. , G/.n, with alphabet parti

tion given by {3.1), the jth serial system extraction (general form), denoted by 

system(j), is composed of the following elements: 

G~'(j) ·- G~IIGI1II-. -IIGiu-l)IIGiuH>II·. -IIG1n 

S~(j) ·- SH, Gi(j) := Gi,, SL(j) := SLJ' G1(j) := G11 

L;'H(J') ·- (J I; (J I; kE{l, ... ,(j-l),(j+l), ... ,n} h H 

L;L(.j) ·- L;Lj, L;R(j) := L;Rj, L;A(J) := L;Aj 

I;'(j) ·- I;~(j) (J I:L(j) (J L;R(j) (J L;A(j) 

We are now ready to state the original level-wise controllability definition, for 

the parallel case. 

Definition 4.4.3 The nth degree (n ;::: 1) pamllel interface system composed of 

DES G~, GL, ... , GL' SH, s£1' ... 'SLn' Gft' ... 'Gin: is level-wise controllable 

( 0 RIG) with Tespect to alphabet partition given by ( 3.1), if for· all j E { 1, ... , n}, 

the jth serial system extraction of the system is serial level-wise contr-ollable. 

We now need to provide a counterpart to Proposition 1 for languages of a 

general form system. For j E { 1, ... , n}, the proposition below essentially states 

that the indicated languages are Prinvariant. 

Proposition 5 With J-lP, SH, .q, and SL1 as defined in Section 3.6, we have: 
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(a) pj-1(Pj(H.P)) = JtP 

(b) pj- 1(Pj(SH) = SH 

(c) p1- 1 (Pj(£.~)) = [.~ 

(d) pj- 1(Pj(SLj)) = SLj 

Proof 

Point (a)-( d) Proofs are identical to Point (a) of Proposition 1 after appropriate 

substitutions. 

0 

We conclude this section by presenting our theorem that shows that our new 

definition of level-wise controllability is equivalent to the original. 

Theorem 5 The nth degree (n 2 1) parallel interface system composed of 

DES G~, GL, ... 'GL, SH, s£1' ... 'SLn' Glp· .. 'Gin, is level-wise controllable 

(Definition 3.6.1) with respect to alphabet partition given by (3.1), iff, the system is 

level-wise controllable (OR/G) (Definition 4.4.3) with resped to alphabet partition 

given by (3.1). 

Proof 

We start by converting Definition 4.4.3 into a more useful form. 

If Definition 4.4.3 is satisfied, then for all j E { 1, ... , n}, the jth serial system 

extraction (general form), denoted by system(j), is serial level-wise controllable. 

We thus have Definition 4.4.3 is equivalent to: 

(V j E { 1, ... , n}), system(j) satisfies: (A.l) 

(I) The alphabet of G~'(j) and S~(j) is L.IH(j), the alphabet of G~(j) and 

SL(j) is L.IL(j), and the alphabet of G1(j) is L,I(j). 
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(II) (Vs E £P(j) n SL(j) ni(j)) Elig.cP(j)(s) n ~u ~ EligSL(j)ni(j)(s) 

(III) (Vs E H_P'(j) n I(j) n Sk(j)) EligHP'(j)ni(j)(s) n ~u ~ Eligs~(j)(s) 

It is thus sufficient to show that system satisfies (A.l) iff it satisfies Definition 

3.6.1. 

As (A.l) and Definition 3.6.1 are of the same form, we will prove equivalence point 

by point. 

(I) For Point I, we must show: 

(A.l) (Vj E {1, ... , n}) the alphabet of G~' (j) and S~(j) is ~IH(j), the (A.2) 

alphabet of Gj)j) and SL(j) is ~n(j), and the alphabet of G1(j) is ~I(j) 

(Defn. 3.6.1) (Vj E {1, ... ,n}) the alphabet ofG~ and SH is ~JH, the alphabet 

of (A.3) 

GPL and Sr. is ~IL , and the alphabet of GI is ~I 
j -'J J J J 

(I.a) Show (A.2) =? (A.3) 

Assume (A.2). Must show implies (A.3). 

This follows immediately from Proposition 28 of [30]. 

(I.b) Show (A.3) =? (A.2) 

Assume (A.3). Must show implies (A.2). 

(A.4) 

From Proposition 30 of [30], we can conclude: 

L,JH(j) = L,IH, L,n(j) = L,n1, and L,I(j) = L,J1. 
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Combining with (A.4) and substituting into (A.2), we can conclude that it is 

sufficient to show that: 

(Vj E {1, ... ,n}) the alphabet of G~IIGI1 11· .. IIGIU-l)IIGJU+llll·. ·IIGin and 

SH is Em, the alphabet of GPL and SL is En , and the alphabet of G 1 is E1 j J J J ) 

(A.5) 

All of this follows immediately from (A.3), except showing that the alphabet of 

G~'(j) = G~IIGI1 II · · ·IIGJ(J-l)IIGJ(J+J)II· · ·IIGin is EJH. 

From the definition of the synchronous product and (A.3), we can conclude that 

the alphabet of G~' (.j) is: 

EG'Jt.'(j) = ukE{l, ... ,(j-l),(j+l), ... ,n}Eh u Em Em 

Part I.b complete. 

By Parts La and l.b, we can conclude (A.2) <=:> (A.3), as required. 

(II) For Point II, and j E { 1, ... , n}, we must show: 

(A.l) (Vs E £P(.j) n SL(j) n I(j)) EligLP(j)(s) n E, ~ EligSL(j)ni(j)(s) 

(A.6) 

We start by converting (A.6) into a more useful form. 

From Proposition SO of [30], we can conclude: 

£P(j) = Pj(Lf), SL(j) = Pj(SLJ, I(.j) = P1(Ii) 

Substituting into (A.6), we find that (A.6) is equivalent to: 

(A.7) 

(Vs E Pj(.C.j) n Pj(SLJ n Pj(Ij)) EligpJc.c;J(s)nEu ~ EligpJ(SL)nPJ(Ij)(s) (A.8) 

It is thus sufficient to show (A.8) <=:> (A.7). 
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We first note that, by Propositions 1 and 5, languages .q, SL
1

, and Ij are Pr 

invariant. (A.9) 

=? £~ n SLj n Ij and SLj n Ij are Prinvariant, by Proposition 2(c). (A.10) 

By (A.9) and Proposition 2(b), we can also conclude: 

Pi(£~ n SL
1 
n IJ) = Pj(£~)nPj(SL1 )nPj(Ij) and Pj(SL1 nij) = Pj(SL1 )nPj(Ij) 

(A.ll) 

We next note that (A. 7) and ( A.8) are almost in the correct form to apply 

Proposition 3. The only problem is that ~u is not necessarily a subset of ~'(j). 

Claim 1: 

(t) 

EligPj(.C;'J(s) n ~u <;;: EligPj(SLj)nPj(Ij)(s) ¢:? EligP;(.C~)(s) n (~u n ~'(j)) <;;: 

EligP
1

(SL )nP1(I1)(s) 
J 

We first note that Pj(£~) <;;: ~'(j), by definition of Pj. 

=? Eligp
1
(.c;J(.s) <;;: ~' (.j), by definition of the Elig operator. 

The result follows immediately, thus ( daggeT) holds. Claim 1 complete. 

Claim 2: 
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(2.a} Show Elig£~(s) n :Eu C Elig8Ljra)s) => Elig£~(s) n (:E, n :E'(j)) ~ 

Elig8 L. nii ( s) 
J 

This is automatic as Elig£P ( s) n (:Eu n :E' (j)) ~ Elig£P ( s) n :Eu 
J J 

(2.b} 

Elig8 ni (s) 
Lj J 

(A.13} 

Let a E Elig£v(s) n :E,. 
J 

(A.14) 

Must show that implies a E Elig8 L nij(s). 
J 

Sufficient to show that sa E SLj n Lj, by definition of Elig operator. 

From (A.14), we have two possibilities: a E E'(j) n Eu or a E E,- E'(j) 

For case a E E'(j) n E,, the results follow immediately from (A.13). 

For case a E :E, - :E'(j), we start by noting that this implies that Pj(a) = E, by 

definition of Pi (A.15) 

We next note that s E SL
1 
n Ij (by (A.12)) implies that: 

Pj(s) E Pj(SLj nij) 

=>sa E SLj n Ij, by (A.lO) and Proposition 2{d). 

Part 2.b complete. 
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By Parts 2.a and 2.b, we can conclude that (t) holds. Claim 2 complete. 

By (A.ll), Claims 1 and 2, we see that to prove (A.8)? (A.7), it is sufficient 

to prove: 

(Vs E Pj(£j n SLJ n Ij))EligPj(c~J(.'>) n (~u n ~'(j)) ~ Eligpj(SLjnij)(s) 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

We can now take ~a = ~'(j), ~b = ~u n ~'(j), p = Pj, Ll = £~ n SLJ n Ij, 

£ 2 = £~, £ 3 = SLj n I 1, and conclude by (A.9), (A.10), and Proposition 3 that: 

(A.16) ? (A.17) 

Part II complete. 

(III) For Point III, we must show: 

(A.1) (Vs E JtP'(.j) n I(.j) n Sk(.j)) Eligw'(j)ni(iJ(s) n ~" ~ Elig5~(il(s) 

(A.18) 

(Defn. 3.6.1) (Vs E JtP n [nkE{l, ... ,n}Ik] n SH) Elig1tPn[nkE{l, ,n)Ik](s) n ~u ~ 

Elig5 H(s) (A.19) 

We start by converting (A.18) into a more useful form. 

From Proposition 30 of [30], we can conclude: 

JtP'(j) = Pj(JtP) n [nkE{l, ... ,(j-l),(j+l), .... n}Pj (Ik)], Sk(j) = Pj(SH), I(j) = 

P1(I1) 

Substituting into (A.18), we find that (A.18) is equivalent to: 

(Vs E Pj(JtP) n [nkE{l, ... ,n}Pj (Ik)] n Pj(SH)) 

EligpJ(JtP)n[nkE{l .. ,n)PJ (Ik)](s) n ~u ~ Eligpj(SH)(s) 
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It is thus sufficient to show (A.20) ¢:? (A.19). 

We first note that, by Propositions 1 and 5, languages 1-fP, SH, and Ik (k = 1, ... , n) 

are Prinvariant. (A.21) 

=? 1-fP n [nkE{l, ... ,n}Ik] n SH and 1-fP n [nkE{l, ... ,n}Ik are Prinvariant (Proposition 

2(c)). (A.22) 

By (A.21) and Proposition 2(b), we can also conclude: 

P1(HP n [nkE{l, ... ,n}Ik] nSH) = P1(HP) n [nkE{l, ... ,n}P1 (Ik)] nP1(SH) and P1(HP n 

[ nkE{l, ... ,n }Ik) 

= Pj('HP) n [nkE{l, . . ,n}Pj (Ik)] (A.23) 

The remainder of the proof is identical to Part II, after suitable relabelling. 

Part III complete. 

We thus conclude by Points I, II, and III, that Definition 3.6.1 is equivalent to 

Definition 4.4.3, as required. 

D 

4.5 Main Nonblocking and Controllability Re

sults 

Now that we have shown that our new HISC definitions are equivalent to the 

original ones from [30], we can apply the results from [30] to systems that satisfy 

our new definitions. 

We are now ready to present our nonblocking theorem for parallel interface 

systems. It basically states that if the system is level-wise nonblocking and interface 

consistent, then the fiat system will be nonblocking. 
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Theorem 6 If the nth degree (n 2: 1) parallel 'interface system composed of DES 

GH, G 11 , GLp· .. , G 1,., GL,., is level-wise nonblocking (Definition .9.5.1) and in

terface consistent (Definition 3.4 .1) with respect to the alphabet partition given by 

(:5.1), then Lm(G) = L(G), where G = GHIIGI1 IIGL1 11· · -IIGI,.IIGL,.· 

Proof Results follow immediately from Theorem 3 from [30], and Theorems 3, 

and 4. D 

We now present a sufficient condition for controllability of parallel interface sys

tems. It states that if the system is level-wise controllable, then the flat supervisor 

is controllable for the flat plant. 3 

Theorem 7 If the nth degree (n 2: 1) parallel interface system composed of 

plant components G~, Gi,, ... , Gi,., superv-isors S H, S L 1 , .•• , S Ln, and 'interfaces 

G It, ... , GIn, is level-wise controllable (Definition 8. 6.1) with respect to the alpha

bet partition given by (8.1), then 

(\fs E L(Plant) n L(Sup)) EligL(Plant)(s) n L:u ~ EligL(Sup)(s) 

Proof Results follow immediately from Theorem 4 from [30], and Theorem 5. D 

:; At first glance, the controllability definition used below might seem slightly different than 
the one given in Section 2.3, but this can be easily reconciled by noting that for Theorem 7, 
~G = I:s = L 
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Chapter 5 

HISC Synthesis Method 

In Chapter 3, we describe a nth degree ( n 2: 1) interface system composed of plant 

DES, supervisor DES , and interface DES. For this system, we showed how the 

properties of interface consistency, level-wise nonblocking, and level-wise control

lable could be used to verify that the flat system is nonblocking, and that the flat 

supervisor is controllable for the flat plant. However, if the system fails one of 

these conditions, we need a way to automatically modify the system so that it will 

satisfy all three of the above conditions. We need a synthesis method that will 

respect the HISC structure and provide a similar level of scalability. 

5.1 Synthesis Setting 

In Chapter 3, we referred to a system composed of plant DES G~, GL, ... , 

Gt,, supervisor DES SH, SLp ... , SLn, and interface DES Glp ... , Gin as a nth 

degree interface system. When we specify a nth degree interface system and give 

supervisors (as opposed to specifications), we will refer to such a system as a nth 

degree supervisor interface system. 

For a nth degree supervisor interface system, we assume that we are given a 
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supervisor for the high-level, and one for each of the n low-levels, and that we are 

verifying that the interface system satisfies the interface conditions. For synthesis, 

we will assume that we are instead given a specification for each component. Our 

goal will then be to synthesize a supervisor for each component that will satisfy 

the corresponding HISC conditions by design, and will be maximally permissive 

for its component. 

For synthesis, we will replace supervisor S H by specification DES EH (defined 

over 2.'; I H), and for j E { 1, ... , n}, we will replace supervisor S Lj by specification 

DES ELi (defined over 2;nJ. We will refer to the system composed of plant 

DES Gi.J, G~1 , ... , GL, specification DES EH, E£1 , ... , ELn, and interface DES 

G h, ... , GIn as a nth degr-ee specification inter-face system. 

As a starting point for synthesis, we need to make sure that our specification 

interface system meets certain basic requirements. These are portions of the HISC 

conditions that we will not be able to correct for as part of our synthesis procedure. 

Definition 5.1.1 The nth degr-ee specification inter-face system composed of plant 

DES Gi.J, Gt, ... , Gt,., specification DES EH, ELl' ... , ELn' and inter-face DES 

G h, ... , G ln is HISC-valid with r-espect to alphabet par-tition given by {3.1 ), if for

all j E { 1, ... , n}, the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. The event set of Gi.J and EH is l.';IH, and the event set of G~i and ELi is 

l.';I£1 • 

2. G I
1 

is a command-pair- interface. 

For the rest of this chapter, we will use <P to stand for the nth degree HISC

valid specification interface system that respects the alphabet partition given 

by (3.1) and is composed of plant DES Gi.J, GL, ... , GL, specification DES 

EH, EL 1 , ... ,ELn' and interface DES Gip ... ,Gin' that we are considering. We 

will also take j to be an index in the range { 1, ... , n}. 
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In Chapter 3, we introduced the languages HP, £~, Ii, and ImJ. ·we now 

introduce a few more useful languages. 

HZ:,.= PI}j(Lm(G~)) 

E.H = PI}j(L(EH)) 

£Hm = PI}j(Lm(EH )) 

£P = p-1 (L (GP )) m 1 TL; m L; 

£L1 = PI£~(L(ELJ)) 

£L1,m = PI£~(Lm(ELJ) 

To simplify proofs in the following chapters, we define languages1 

I= n Ik 
kE{l, ... ,n} 

Im = n Imk 
kE{l, ... ,n} 

We will refer to the DES that represents the high level of <I> as: 

We can now define the languages for GHL over ~* as follows: 

zH,.,., P1}j(L(GHL)) = 7-fP n £H ni 

ZHm = p/-J(Lm(GHL)) =HZ:,. n E.Hm n Im 

We will refer to the DES that represents the /h low level of <I> as: 

We can now define the languages for GLL. over E* as follows: 
) 

ZL1 = P1£~(L(GLLj)) = £~n£Lj nii 

ZLj,m = PI£~(Lm(GLLJ) = £'fnj n£L;,m nimj 

1 We also used I and 'Im in Chapter 4 to represent languages in the serial case. This should 
not cau~e any confusion as when n = 1 (the serial case), they become equivalent. 
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5.2 High Level Synthesis 

We start by examining how, give system <I>, we can synthesize a supervisor for the 

high level. Our first step is to capture the HISC properties that the supervisor's 

marked language must satisfy. 

Definition 5.2.1 Let Z s;;; I:*. For system <I>, language Z is high level interface 

controllable (HIC) if for all s E J-lP n In Z, the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. Eligwni ( s) n 'Eu s;;; Eligz( s) 

These conditions are essentially point 3 of Definition 3.6.1 and point 3 of Def

inition 3.4.2, where we have substituted Z for any reference of the high level su

pervisor's closed behavior, SH, and we have used the identity GH := Gii\ISH for 

the high level subsystem. 

For an arbitrary language E s;;; I:*, we now define the set of all sub languages 

of E that are high level interface controllable with respect to <I> as 

CH(E) := {Z s;;; E\ Z is HIC with respect to <I>} 

It is easy to see that (CH(E), s;;;) is a poset. We will now show that the set 

CH(E) is nonempty, and that the supremum always exists. 

Proposition 6 Let E s;;; I:*. For system <I>, C H (E) is nonernpty and ·is closed 

under arbitrary union. In particular, CH(E) contains a (unique) supremal element 

that we will denote supC H (E). 

Proof 

Let E s;;; I:*. 
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We will break the proof into three parts: 1) show CH(E) is nonempty, 2) show 

CH(E) is closed under arbitrary union. 3) show CH(E) contains a (unique) supremal 

element. 

1) Show CH(E) is nonempty. 

Clearly, 0 ~ E and the empty set is HIC with respect to system <I> and is thus in 

2) Show CH(E) is closed under arbitrary union. 

Let Zf3 E CH(E) for all (J E B, where B is an index set. Let Z = U{Zf31 (J E B}. 

Sufficient to show that Z E C H (E). 

Clearly, Z ~ E. All we still need to show is that Z is HIC with respect to system 

<I>. 

This means showing that for all s E JtP n In Z, the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

Let s E JtP n I n Z. ( 1) 

We first note that this gives us s E Z 

=> (3s' E I:*) ss' E Z 

=> (3(3 E B) ss' E Zf3, by definition of Z. 
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We thus have: s E 1-(P n In Z13, by (1). (2) 

a) Show Elig7-{vnr(s) n L:u ~ Elig:z(s) 

Sufficient to show (Va E L:,J sa E 1-(P n I::::} sa E Z 

Let a E L:u- (3) 

Assume sa E 1-(P n I (4) 

Will now show this implies sa E Z. 

We immediately have: s E 1-(Pnin z 13 , a E I;u, and sa E 1-(P ni by (2), (3), and 

(4}. 

As z13 E CH(E) by definition and is thus HIC for <I>, we can conclude: 

sa E Z13 

::::} (3s" E I;*) sas" E Z13 

::::} sas" E Z, by definition of Z. 

::::} sa E Z, as required. 

Part a complete. 

b) Show (Vj E {1, ... ,n}) Elig1)s) n L;A
1 

C Elig (s) Let J E 
7-{vnzn n Tk 

k #j 

{1, ... , n}. 

(5) 

Assume so: E I 1 (6} 
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Will now show implies so: E 'Hl n Z n Q Ik 
k j 

We immediately have: s E 1-{P n In Zf3, a E I;A;, and so: E Ij by (2), (5), and 

(6). 

As Zf3 E CH(E) by definition and is thus HIC for <P, we can conclude: 

sa E HP n z f3 n n Ik 
1.:'#) 

::::} sa E z{3 

=? (3u E I:*) so:u E Zf3 

=? so:u E Z, by definition of Z. 

=?so: E Z 

Combining with (7), we have so: E 1-{P n Z n n Ik, as required. 
k iJ 

Part b complete. 

From Parts a and b, we can conclude that Z is HIC with respect to system <P. 

We can thus conclude that Z E CH(E), as required. 

Part 2 complete. 

3) Show CH(E) contains a. (unique) suprema.l element. 

(7) 

Sufficient to show that suprema! element exists, as uniqueness would thus follow. 

Let supCH(E) = U{Z\ Z E CH(E)} 

Claim: supCH(E) is the suprema.l element. 

From Part 2, we have: supCH(E) E CH(E) 
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Clearly, (VZ E CH(E)) Z ~ supCH(E), thus supCH(E) is an upper bound for 

CH(E). 

All that remains is to show: 

(VZ' E CH(E)) ((VZ E CH(E)) Z ~ Z') =? supCH(E) ~ Z' 

Let Z' E CH(E). 

Assume (VZ E CH(E)) Z ~ Z' (8) 

Must show implies supCH(E) ~ Z' 

Let s E supCH(E). Must show implies s E Z'. 

s E supCu(E) =? (3Z E CH(E)) s E Z, by definition of supCH(E). 

=? s E Z', by (8) 

We thus conclude that supCH(E) is the supremal element. 

Part 3 complete. 

D 

We now note that if we take language E = ZHm., we can conclude that 

supCH(ZH,J = supCH(H~ n £Hm n Im) exists. As supCH(ZH,J ~ ZHm by def

inition, it follows that supCH(ZH,J n ZHm = supCH(ZHm). This implies that 

supCH(ZH,J ~ ZH as ZHm ~ ZH and ZH is closed. This means that if we take 

supCH(ZH,J as the marked language of our high level supervisor, and supCH(ZHm) 

as the supervisor's closed behavior, then the supervisor will represent the closed 

loop behavior of the high level. It will thus follow that the high level will be 

nonblocking, and thus point 1 of Definition 3.5.1 will automatically be satisfied. 
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5.2.1 High Level Fixpoint Operator 

Now that we have shown that supCH(ZHm) exists, we need a means to construct 

it. We will do so by defining a fixpoint operator nH' and show that our supremal 

element is the greatest fixpoint of the operator. To do this, we need to first define 

functions QHNB and QHIC. 

Definition 5.2.2 For system ci>, we define the high level nonblocking operator, 

nHNB: Pwr(L.*) -+ Pwr(L.*), for arbitrary z E Pwr(L.*) as follows: 

The way we will be using nHNB' we would have z ~ z H and closed, thus nHNB ( Z) 

would be the marked strings of the high level that remain in Z. Clearly, operator 

QHNB is monotone. 

Definition 5.2.3 For system ci>, we define the high level interface controllable 

operator, Dmc: Pwr(L.*) -+ Pwr(L.*), for arbitrary Z E Pwr(L.*) as follows: 

Dmc(Z) := Z- Extz(FailHIC(Z)) 

where 

FailHIC(Z) := { s E 1-[P n In ZI·[Elig1tPnT(s) n 'L.u ~ Elig-z(s )] v [(3j E {1, ... 'n}) 

•( EligyJ ( s) n 'L.A
1 
~ Elig _ ( s))]} 

1tPnZn n Tk 
k "-1- j 

We first note that FailHIC(Z) ~ Z and thus FailHIC(Z) ~ Ext:z(FailHIC(Z)) as 

s:::; s, for all s E L.*. The way we will be using OHic(Z), we would have Z ~ ZH,., 

and thus we would be removing from Z any string that has a prefix that would 

cause Z to fail the HIC definition. The reason we also remove the extensions of 

failing strings, is to ensure that we get a prefix closed language. 

We first prove a proposition with a useful result. 
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Proposition 7 Let Z E Pwr(L.*). For all X <:;;; Z, it is true that 

Z- Ext:z(X) = Z - Ext:z(X) 

Proof 

Let (X<:;;; Z) 

As Z- Ext:z(X) ;2 Z- Extz(X) is automatic, we only need to show<:;;;. 

Let s E Z- Ext:z(X) (1) 

We will now show this implies: s E Z- Ext:z(X) 

From (1}, we have: (::ls' E L.*)ss' E Z- Extz(X) 

=? ss' E Z 1\ ss' ~ Ext:z(X) (2} 

=? :;:-;' rf. {t E Zl t'::; t for some t' EX}, by definition of the Ext operator. 

Clearly ss' ~ Ext:z(X) =? s ~ Ext:z(X) or we would have a contradiction. 

=? s E Z 1\ s ~ Extz(X) by (2} and fact that Z is closed. 

=? s E Z- Extz(X) 

D 

Lemma 2 Let Z E Pwr(L.*). For system <I>, the operator DHic always produces 

a prefix closed language. ie. DHic(Z) = DHic(Z) 

Proof 

We first note that by definition, we have: DHic(Z) = Z- Ext:z(FailHIC(Z)) 

It is thus sufficient to show that: 

Z- Extz(FailHIC(Z)) = Z- Ext:z(FailHIC(Z)) 
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We have FailHIC(Z) <:;; Z by definition, so we can now apply Proposition 7 and 

conclude: Z- Ext:z(FailHIC(Z)) = Z- Ext:z(FailHIC(Z)) 

We now show that operator OHic is monotone. 

Lemma 3 For system <I>, the operator OHic is monotone. 1.e. 

('v'Z, Z' E Pwr(E*)) Z <:;; Z' =? OHic(Z) <:;; OHic(Z') 

Proof 

Let Z, Z' E Pwr(E*) 

Assume Z <:;; Z' 

Let s E Omc(Z). 

We will now show this implies: s E OHic(Z') 

By Definition of OHic: operator, it is sufficient to show: 

s E Z'- Extz,(FailHIC(Z')) 

From (2), we have: 8 E OHic(Z) 

=? s E Z- Ext:z(FailHIC(Z)), by definition of OHic· 

=? s E Z 1\ s fj Extz(FailHIC(Z)) 

=? s E Z 

D 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

=? s E Z' as Z <:;; Z' (by ( 1)), and fact prefix closure preserves ordering. ( 4) 

All that remains now is to show that: s fj Extz,(FailHIC(Z')) 

This means showing: 8 fj {t E Z'l t' ::; t for some t' E FailHIC(Z')}, by definition 

of the Ext operator. 
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Thus sufficient to show that: (Vs'::; s) s' 1. FailHIC(Z') 

Substituting for FailHIC(Z'), we see we must show: 

(V s' ::; s) s' f/. { t E 1-{P n In Z' 1....., [Elig11pnr( t) n L:n ~ Eligz, ( t)] V 
[(3j E {l, ... ,n})-,(Eligi

1
(t) n L:Aj ~Elig _ (t))]} 

1iPnZ'n n Ik 
k -1 j 

Which means it's sufficient to show: 

(V s' ::; s) s' E 1-(P n In Z' =? [Elig11pnr( s') n L:n ~ Eligz, ( s')] 1\ 

[ (V j E { 1, ... , n}) (Eligi ( s') n L:A
1 
~ Elig ( s'))] 

J 
1iPnZ1n 0 Ik 

k j 

Let s' ::; s 

Assume s' E 1-{P n In Z' 

We will now show this implies: 

[Elig11Pni( s') n L:n ~ Eligz, ( s')] 1\ 

[(Vj E {l, ... ,n})(Eligi (s') n L:A1 ~ Elig ( s'))] 
.7 

1tPnZ'n 0 Ik 
k j 

We next note that we have s f/. Ext.z(FailHIC(Z)) by (3). 

=? (V s" ::; s) s" E 1-{P n In Z =? [Elig'HPni( s") n L:n ~ Elig.z( s")] 1\ 

(6) 

(7) 

t 

[(VjE{l, ... ,n})(Eligij(s")nL:Aj~Elig _ (s"))] (8) 
1tPnZn n Ik 

k#j 

We now note that as s' ::; s by (6), and s E Z by (3), it follows that s' E Z as Z 

is closed. 

=? s' E 1-{P n In z, by (7). 

Using (8), we can now conclude: 

[Eligwni( s') n L:u ~ Elig.z( s')] 1\ 
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[(Vj E {1, ... ,n})(Eligyi(s') n I;A
1 

<;;;; Elig _ (s'))] (9} 
HPnZn n Ik 

kolj 

We next note that we have Z <;;;; Z', as Z <;;;; Z' (by (1}) and fact prefix closure 

preserves ordering. 

We will now show that t is satisfied in two parts. 

A} Show Eligwnr(s'} n Eu <;;;; Eligz,(s') 

Sufficient to show: (V cr E Eu) s' cr E 1{P n I :::::? s' cr E Z' 

Let cr E E, and assume s' cr E 1{P n I. 

s'cr E Z' follows immediately from (9) and (10). 

B) Show (Vj E {1, ... ,n})(Eligyj(s') n EA
1 

<;;;; Elig __ (s')) 
HPnZ'n n Ik 

k"f.j 

(10} 

Sufficient to show: (Vj E {1, ... , n} )(Vn E EAJ s'ry E Ii:::::? s'n E 1-(P n Z' n kOlk 

Let j E {1, ... , n}, o: E EAJ' and assume s'o: E I 1. 

s'o: E 1{P n Z' n kOlk follows immediately from (9) and (10). 

By Part A and Part B, we can now conclude that t is satisfied. 

D 

We now are ready to define our fixpoint operator nH. 

Definition 5.2.4 For system. <1>, we define the high level fixpoint operator, fls : 

Pwr(E*)--+ Pwr(E*), for arbitrary Z E Pwr(E*) as follows: 
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As operators nHic and nHNB are monotone, it is easy to show that nH so defined 

is also monotone. 

We next present two useful propositions before we give our main result for this 

section. 

Proposition 8 Let Z, Z' ~ E* be arbitrary languages. For system <I>, the follow 

properties are true: 

1. Z ~ Z':::;. (ViE {0, 1, 2, ... } ) !:tk(Z) ~ !:tk(Z') 

2. !:lH(Z) = Z ::::? Z E CH(ZH,_J 

<9. The sequence {!:lii(ZH ), i 

niJ1(ZH) ~ nk(ZH) 

0, 1, 2, ... } zs monotonically decreasing. ze. 

Proof 

1. Show Z ~ Z':::;. (Vi E {0, 1, 2, ... }) !:tk(Z) ~ !:tk(Z') 

Assume Z ~ Z'. 

We now present a proof by induction. 

Base Case: i = 0 

By definition, we get n~(Z) = Z and n~(Z') = Z'. 

==> n~(Z) ~ n~(Z') by (1). 

Inductive step: Let i E { 0, 1, 2, ... } 

Assume !:tk(Z) ~ !:tk(Z') 

We will now show this implies !1~ 1 (Z) ~ 0~ 1 (Z') 

As nH is monotone, it follows from (2) that: 

nH(nk(Z)) ~ nH(nk(Z')) 
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We can now conclude by induction that: 

(ViE {0, 1, 2, ... } ) Dk(Z) ~ Dk(Z'). 

Assume nH(Z) = z. {3) 

We will show this implies Z E CH(ZHrn) 

By definition of CH, it is sufficient to show that Z ~ ZHrn and that Z is HIC with 

respect to .P. 

By (3) and the definition of nH, we have: z = nHNB(DHic(Z)) 

=? z = (Z- Ext:z(FailHIC(Z))) n ZHm 

Which implies Z ~ ZHm and Z ~ (Z- Ext:g(FailHIC(Z))). {4) 

All that remains is to show that Z is HIC with respect to .P. 

To do this, we first need to show that FailHIC(Z) = 0. We will do this using proof 

by "ontradiction: 

Assume FailHIC(Z) =/:- 0. 

=? 3s E FailHIC(Z) 

As FailHIC(Z) ~ Z by definition, we can concludes E Z. 

=? (3s' E E*) ss' E Z 

We can also conclude by (5} and the definition of the Ext operator that: 

s E Ext:z(FailHIC(Z)) 
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However, we have by (7) and (4) that: 

ss' E Z- Ext.z(FailHIC(Z)) 

=? ss' !¢ Ext.z(FailHIC(Z)) 1\ ss' E Z 

:::;. (V s" E FailHI C( Z)) --, ( s" ::::; s s') 

Which contradicts ( 5). 

We thus conclude that FailHIC(Z) = 0. 

=? (Vt E 1-(P n 'In Z') Eligrtvni(t) n L:u ~ Eligz,(t)] 1\ 

[(Vj E {1, ... ,n})(Eligi
1
(t) n L:AJ ~ Elig __ (t))] 

JtPnZ'n n Ik 
k fj 

Which implies by Definition 5.2.1 that Z is HIC with respect to <I>. 

We thus have Z E CH(ZHm), as required. 

By definition of nH, we have: 

This means we can take Z = rlH(ZH), and Z' = ZH, and apply point 1. 

We thus take i E {0, 1, 2, ... } and can conclude: 

rlk(rln(ZH )) ~ rlk(ZH) 
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Proposition 9 For- system <I>, supCH(ZHm) is the gr·eatest fixpoint ofOH. 

Proof 

To prove that supCH(ZH,J is the greatest fixpoint of OH, we need to show: 

The second part follows from Point 2 of Pr-oposition 8. As every fixpoint is in 

CH(ZHm), it follows that the fixpoint is ~ supCH(ZHm) since supCH(ZH,) is the 

supremal element of CH(ZHm). 

All that is left to show is that supC H ( z Hm) is a fixpoint of n H. 

We first note that by definition of OH we have: 

OH(supCH(ZHm)) = Omc(supCH(ZH,J) n ZHm (1) 

By definition of OHic we have: (2) 

OH(supCH(ZHm)) = (supCH(ZHm)- ExtsupcH(zH,)FailHIC(supCH(ZHm)))) n 

Znm 

We now note that as supCH(ZHm) is HIC with respect to <I>, by definition. 

By Definition 5.2.1, it thus follows that: FailHIC(supCH(ZHm)) = 0 

operator. 

(3) 
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We first note that supCH(ZHm) ~ supCH(ZHrrJ, by definition of prefix closure. 

Part (I) complete. 

{4} 

We will now show this implies s E supCH(ZHm) 

From (4} and (2}, we can conclude that: 

s E (supCH(ZH,J- Ext~mpCH(ZHml(FailHIC(supCH(ZHm)))) n ZHm {5} 

:::::? ('is'~ s)s' f/:. FailHIC(supCH(ZHm)) by definition of the Ext operator. 

:::::? (Vs' E {s})s'f/:. FailHIC(supCH(ZHm)) (7) 

We next note that s E supCH(ZHm) (by {6}) implies that s E ZH as ZH is closed 

and supCH(ZH,J ~ ZH, ~ ZH, thus supCH(ZH,J ~ ZHm ~ ZH as prefix closure 

respects ordering. 

We thus have s E '}{P n I by definition of z H. 

:::::? (Vs' E {s}) s' E '}{P n In supCH(ZHm) as all three languages are closed. 

Combining with (7), we can conclude that for all s' E { s}, the following is true: 
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We will now show that Z is in CH(ZHm), which will imply Z ~ supCH(ZHm), giving 

us the needed result. 

We first note that by {10), we have: 

supCH(ZH,J ~ Z 

* supCH(ZH,J ~ Z, as prefix closure preserves ordering. (11) 

We next note that we have snpCu(ZHm) ~ Zum by definition and by (5), we have 

We thus have Z ~ ZH"'. 

To show that Z is in CH(ZH,.), all that now remains is to demonstrate that Z is 

HIC with respect to system <l>. 

Let t E 1-f.P n I n Z 

We will now show that the following conditions are satisfied: 

2. (Vj E {1, ... , n}) Elig:rj (t) n ~Aj ~ Elig _ (t) 
HPnZn n Lk 

kfj 

1) Show Eligwn:r(t) n ~u ~ Elig:z(t) 
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Let a E ~u, and ta E HP ni. 

Sufficient to show implies ta E Z. 

If t E Z- { s }, we have t E supCH(ZHm). 

::::::> ta E Z, by (11). 

If t E { s}, it follows directly from ( 8) and ( 11). 

2) Show (Vj E {1, ... , n}) Eligy
1 
(t) n ~AJ ~ Elig _ (t) 

JtPnZn Q Tk 
k j 

Let j E {1, ... ,n}, and a E ~Ar 

Assume ta E Ij. 

Sufficient to show implies ta E HP n z n Q Ik 
k j 

If t E Z- { s }, we have t E supCH(ZHm). 

If t E { s}, it follows directly from ( 9) and ( 11). 

By 1) and 2), Z is HIC with respect to system 1> . 

::::::> s E supCH(ZH,J (by (10)) , as required. 

Part (II) complete. 
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We thus conclude that supCH(ZHm) is the greatest fixpoint point of nH. 
D 

We will now show that if rlH(ZH) reaches a fixpoint after a finite number of 

steps, then that fixpoint is our suprema! element. In Chapter 6, we will give an 

automata based algorithm that implements rlH(ZH ). As the algorithm operates 

by removing one or more states of GHL which is assumed to have a finite state 

space, we know it will complete in a finite number of steps (ie. it must stop when 

we have no more states left to remove). 

Theorem 8 For system <I>, if there exists i E {0, 1, 2, ... } such that Dk(ZH) is a 

fixpoint, then Dk(ZH) = supCH(ZHm). 

Proof 

Assume 3i E {0, 1, 2, ... }, such that rlH(Dk(ZH)) = Dk(ZH) (1) 

We first note that we have: supCH(ZH,J ~ ZHm ~ ZH 

This allows us to apply Point 1 of Proposition 8 and conclude: 

Ok(supCH(ZHm)) ~ Dk(ZH) (3) 

By Proposition 9, we know that supCH(ZHm) is the greatest fixpoint of OH. (4) 

Combine this with ( 3), and we can conclude: 

supCH(ZHm) ~ OII(ZH) (5) 

As supCH(ZHm) is the greatest fixpoint of OH (by (4)) and Dk(ZH) is a fixpoint, 

it thus follows: Ok(ZH) ~ supCH(ZHm) 
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By (5), we thus have Dk(ZH) = supCH(ZHm) as required. 

D 

We now show that we can use supCH(ZHm) for our high level supervisor and 

satisfy the relevant interface conditions. We will use S Hm ~ ~· to stand for the 

marked language of the high level supervisor. 

Corollary 2 For system <I>, if there exists i E { 0, 1, 2, ... } such that Dk ( Z H) is 

a fixpo·int, then system <I> with SHm = Dk(ZH) and SH = SHm satisfies Point 3 of 

Definition 3.4.2, Point I of Definition 3.5.1 and Point III of Definition 3.6.1. 

Proof 

Assume 3i E {0, 1, 2, ... }, such that DH(Dk(ZH)) = DH(ZH)· (1) 

By Theorem 8, SHm = supCH(ZHm) is HIC with respect to <I>. (2) 

By Definition 5.2.1 and using the fact that SHm = SH, we have for all sin JtP n 

sHni 

(3) 

(4) 

We note that Point (III) of Definition 3.6.1 follows immediately from (3). 

Using the fact that H = JtP n SH, we can substitute into (4) and get for all sin 

rtni 

('v'j E {1, ... ,n}) Elig1)s) n ~AJ ~ Elig (s) 
Hnkg jTk 

Point 3 of Definition 3.4.2 immediately follows. 
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All that remains is to show that Point I of Definition 3.5.1 is satisfied. 

This means showing that Hm n Im = 1i n I. 

:::;. SHm ~ ZH, as ZH is closed and prefix closure preserves ordering. 

Substituting for ZH in (6), we get SH ~ 1{P n EH n I. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Using the fact that Hm = 1ifn n SHm' we get Hm n Im = 1ifn n SHm n Im. 

Using the fact that 1{ = 1{P n SH, we get 1{ n I= 1{P n SH n I. 

As SH = SHm' by definition, it follows from (9) that 1irn n Irn 

required. 

5.3 Low Level Synthesis 

(9) 

1i n I, as 

D 

We now exam how, given system <1>, we can synthesize a supervisor for the l" low 

level. Our first step is to capture the HISC properties that the supervisor's marked 
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language must satisfy. 

Definition 5.3.1 Let Z ~ I;*. For system <I>, language Z is ih low level interface 

controllable (LICj) if for all s E £~ n Ii n Z, the following conditions are satisfied: 

3. (\/p E I;R1)(Va E I;A,) 

spa E Ii ::::} (:Jl E I;£) spla E £~ n Z n Ii 

4. s E Im ::::} (:Jl E I;*L.) sl E £Pm. n Z n Im 
J J 1 J 

These conditions are essentially point 2 of Definition 3.6.1, and points 4-6 of 

Definition 3.4.2, where we have substituted Z for any reference of the ih low level 

supervisor's closed behavior (SL,), Z for any reference of the supervisor's marked 

language, and we have used the identity GL, ·- GtiiSL, for the /h low level 

subsystem. 

For an arbitrary language E <::: I;*, we now define the set of all sub languages 

of E that are jth low level interface controllable with respect to ii> as 

CL
1 
(E) := { Z ~ El Z is LICj with respect to ii>} 

It is easy to see that (CL
1 
(E),~) is a poset. We will now show that the set 

CL,(E) is noncmpty, and that the supremum always exists. 

Proposition 10 Let E ~I;*. For system <I>, CL
1
(E) is nonempty and is closed 

under arbitrary union. In particnlar, C LJ (E) contains a ( nniqne) snpremal element 

that we will denote snpC L, (E). 

Proof 

Let E ~I;*. 
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We will break the proof into three parts: 1) show CLj(E) is nonempty, 2) show 

CL
1 
(E) is closed under arbitrary union. 3) show CL

1 
(E) contains a (unique) supre

ma! element. 

1) Show CLi(E) is nonempty. 

Clearly, 0 <:;;: E and the empty set is LICj with respect to system <T> and is thus in 

2) Show CLj (E) is closed under arbitrary union. 

Let Zf3 E CL
1 
(E) for all /3 E B, where B is an index set. Let Z = U{Z,al /3 E B}. 

Clearly Z,a <:;;: Z for each /3 E B. 

=? (V/3 E B) Zf3 <:;;: Z as prefix closure preserves ordering. (1} 

Sufficient to show that Z E CLi(E). 

Clearly, Z <:;;: E. All we still need to show is that Z is LICj with respect to system 

<T>. 

This means showing that for all s E £j n I 1 n Z, the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

3. (Vp E ~R1 )(Vo: E ~A1 ) 

spo: E I 1 =? (::Jl E ~[,) splo: E £j n Z n I 1 

Let s E £j n Ii n z. (2) 
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We first note that this gives us s E Z 

::::} (3s' E ~*) 88
1 E Z 

::::} (3,6 E B) ss' E Zp, by definition of Z. 

::::} s E Zp 

We thus have: s E .q nij n Zp, by (2). 

a) Show Elig12P ( s) n ~u <;;; Elig:znr ( s) 
J J 

Sufficient to show (Va E ~u) sa E £~::::}sa E Z n Ij 

Let a E ~w 

Assume sa E £P 
J 

Will now show this implies sa E Z n Ij. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

We immediately have: s E £j n Ij n Zp, a E ~u, and sa E £j by (3), (4), and 

(5). 

As Zp E CLj(E) by definition and is thus LICj for <P, we can conclude: 

sa E Zp nij 

::::} sa E Z nij (by(l)), as required. 

Part a complete. 

b) Show Eligy ( s) n ~RJ· <;;; Elig.cPnz( s) 
J J 

Sufficient to show (Vp E ~R1 ) sp E Ij::::} sp E £j n Z 

Assume sp E Ij 
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Will now show this implies sp E £~ n Z. 

We immediately have: s E £1] nij n Zf3, p E L:RJ' and sp E Ij by (3), (6), and 

(7). 

As Zf3 E CLJ(E) by definition and is thus LICj for <1>, we can conclude: 

SCTE£~nz{3 

:::;. sCT E £~ n Z (by(1)), as required. 

Part b complete. 

(8) 

Assume spa E Ij (9) 

We will now show this implies (::ll E I;£) spla E £~ n Z n I 1 

We immediately have: s E £~ni1 n Zf3, p E L:R,, a E EA1, and spa E I 1 by (3), 

(8), and (9). 

As Zf3 E CLJ(E) by definition and is thus LICj for <1>, we can conclude: 

(::Jl E I;£) spla E £~ n Z !3 n I 1 

:::;. spla E £~ n Z ni1 (by(1)), as required. 

Part c complete. 

d) Show s E Im :::;. (::Jl E E£ ) sl E £Prr· n Z n Irn 
J J 'J J 

Assume s E ImJ 

We will now show this implies (::ll E El.) sl E £fn. n Z n Im. 
] J .1 

We immediately have: s E £~ nii n Zf3 and s E Im
1 

by (3) and (10). 
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As Z13 E CLJ(E) by definition and is thus LICj for <P, we can conclude: 

(::Jl E ~1) sl E £fn
1 
n Z13 n Im

1 

==> sl E £'fn
1 
n Z n Imj (by definition of Z), as required. 

Part d complete. 

From Parts a, b, c and d, we can conclude that Z is LICj with respect to system 

<1?. 

We can thus conclude that Z E CLJ(E), as required. 

Part 2 complete. 

3) Show CL
1 
(E) contains a (unique) supremal element. 

Sufficient to show that suprema! element exists, as uniqueness would thus follow. 

Claim: supC LJ (E) is the suprema! element. 

Clearly, (VZ E CL1 (E)) Z ~ supCL
1
(E), thus supCLJ(E) is an upper bound for 

CLJ (E). 

All that remains is to show: 

Assume (VZ E CL
1 
(E)) Z ~ Z' (11) 

Must show implies supCLJ (E) ~ Z' 

Lets E supCL
1
(E). Must show implies s E Z'. 
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==? s E Z', by (11} 

We thus conclude that supC£
1
(E) is the supremal element. 

Part 3 complete. 

D 

We now note that if we take language E = ZLJ,m, we can conclude that 

supCLj(ZLj,.J = supC£/C~j n £Lj,m n 'Irnj) exists. As supCLj(ZLj,m) ~ ZLj,m 

by definition, it follows that supCLj(ZLj,.J n ZLj,m = supCLj(ZLj,m). This implies 

that supCLJ(ZLJ,,J ~ ZLJ as ZLJ,m ~ ZLJ' and ZLJ is closed. This means that if 

we take supC£1 (ZLJ,.,J as the marked language of our yth low level supervisor, and 

supC L J ( Z LJ,,J as the supervisor's closed behavior, then the supervisor will repre

sent the closed loop behavior of the yth low level. It will thus follow that the yth low 

level will be nonblocking, and thus point 2 of Definition 3.5.1 will automatically 

be satisfied for this j. 

5.3.1 The yth Low Level Fixpoint Operator 

Now that we have shown that supCLJ (ZL
1
,,.J exists, we need a means to construct 

it. We will do so by defining a fixpoint operator D.LJ, and show that our suprema! 

element is the greatest fixpoint of the operator. To do this, we need to first define 

functions D.LNBj and D.Licj. 

Definition 5.3.2 For system <I>, we define the yth low level nonblocking operator, 

D.LNB
1 

: Pwr(L.*) ____. Pwr(L.*), for arbitrary Z E Pwr(L.*) a.s follows: 

The way we will be using D.LNB1, we would have Z ~ Z£1 and closed, thus D.LNBJ (Z) 

would be the marked strings of the/" low level that remain in Z. Clearly, operator 
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OLNB. is monotone. 
J 

Definition 5.3.3 For system <I>, we define the /h low level interface controllable 

operator, Ouc
1 

: Pwr('E*) ----+ Pwr('E*), for arbitrary Z E Pwr('E*) as follows: 

where 

FailLICj(Z) := {s E £JP nij n ZI-,[Elig£v(s) n 'Eu c Eligzni (s)] 
J J 

v -,[EligTj(s) n 'ERj ~ Elig£~n:z(s)] 

V -,[(Vp E 'ER
1
)(\fa E 'EAJ spa E Ij =? (3l E 'E~) spla E £j n Z n Ij] 

V •[s E IrnJ =? (3l E 'E~) sl E £r:r,
1 
n Z n IrnJ]} 

We first note that FailLICj(Z) ~ Z and thus FailLICJCZ) ~ Ext:z(FailLICj(Z)) as 

s S s, for all s E 'E*. The way we will be using fkrc1 (Z), we would have Z ~ ZLJ,m 

and thus we would be removing from Z any string that has a prefix that would 

cause Z to fail the LICj definition. The reason we also remove the extensions of 

failing strings, is to ensure that we get a prefix closed language. 

Lemma 4 Let Z E Pwr('E*). For system <I>, the operator Ouc
1 

always produces 

a prefix closed language. ie. Ouci ( Z) = OucJ ( Z) 

Proof 

We first note that by definition, we have: OucJ ( Z) = Z - Ext:z(FailLICj ( Z)) 

It is thus sufficient to show that: 

Z- Ext:z(FailLICj(Z)) = Z- Ext:z(FailLICj(Z)) 

We have FailLIC1(Z) ~ Z by definition, so we can now apply Proposition 7 and 

conclude: Z- Ext:z(FailLIC1(Z)) = Z- Ext:z(FailLIC1(Z)) 

D 
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We now show that operator nLic
1 

is monotone. 

Lemma 5 For system <I>, the operator OLic
1 

is monotone. ie. 

Proof 

Let Z, Z' E Pwr(~*) 

Assume Z ~ Z' 

We will now show this implies: s E nLICj ( Z'). 

By Definition of nLicj operator, it is sufficient to show: 

::; E Z'- Ext:v(FailLICJ(Z')) 

From (2), we have: s E OLic1 (Z) 

=? s E Z- Ext:z(FailLICJ(Z)), by definition of 0Lrc1 . 

=? s E Z 1\ s tf_ Ext:z(FailLICJ(Z)) 

=?8EZ 

(1) 

{2) 

(3) 

=? s E Z' as Z ~ Z' (by (1)), and fact prefix closure preserves ordering. (4) 

All that remains now is to show that: s tf_ Ext:zr(FailLICj ( Z')) 

This means showing: s tf_ {t E Z'l t':::; t for some t' E FailLICJ(Z')}, by definition 

of the Ext operator. 

Thus sufficient to show that: (Vs' :::; s) s' tf_ FailLICJ(Z') 
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Substituting for FailHIC(Z'), we see we must show: 

(Vs' s s) s' rt { t E £~ n Ii n Z'I•[Elig_c~ (t) n Eu <::;; Elig:z,nr
1 
(t)] 

v ·[EligT(t) n ER <::;; EligcPnz'(t)] 
J J j 

V •[(Vp E ER1 )(Va: E EA
1

) tpa: E Ij => (3l E E£) tpla: E £~ n Z' nij] 

V •[t E Im1 => (3l E E£
1

) tl E £r:r,
1 
n Z' n Im1]} 

Which means it's sufficient to show: 

(V s' S s) s' E £P1. n Ij n Z' => [EligcP ( s') n Eu <::;; Elig:z'nr. ( s')] 
J J 

1\ [Eligij(s') n ERj <::;; EligcPnz'(s')] 
J 

1\ [(Vp E ERJ(Va: E EA1 ) s'pa: E Ij => (3l E E[) s'pla: E £~ n Z' nij] 

1\ [s' E I,.=> (3l E E£) s'l E £Pm . . n Z' nim.] 
J J J J 

Lets'S s 

Assume s' E £~ n Ij n Z' 

We will now show this implies: 

[Eligc~(s') n Eu <::;; Elig.z'nr
1
(s')] 1\ [Eligr

1
(s') n ER1 <::;; Eligc;-nv(s')] 

1\ [(Vp E ER
1

)(Va: E EAJ s' pa: E Ii => (3l E E£) s' pla: E £~ n Z' n IJ] 

1\ [s' E Im1 => (3l E E£) s'l E £r:r,
1 
n Z' n Im1 ] 

We next note that we haves rt Ext:z(FailLICj(Z)) by (3). 

=> (V s" s s) s" E £~ n Ij n Z => [Eligc~ ( s") n Eu <::;; Elig:znr
1 

( s")] 

1\ [Eligyj(s") n ERj <::;; Eligc~n:z(s")] 

1\ [(V p E ERJ(Va: E EA;) s" pa: E IJ => (3l E E£
1

) s" pla: E £j n Z n IJ] 

1\ [s" E Im => (3l E Ei, ) s"l E £r:r, n Z n Im ] 
.1 ) J .1 

(6) 

(7) 

t 

(8) 

We now note that as s' S s by (6), and s E Z by (3), it follows that s' E Z as Z 

is closed. 

=> s' E £~ nij n z, by (7). 
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Using (8), we can now conclude: 

[Elig_c~(s') n ~u <;;:; Elig:znij(s")] 1\ [EligiJ(s') n ~R1 <;;:; Elig.c;n:z(s')] 

1\ [(\ip E ~RJ)('v'a E ~AJ) s'pa E Ij =? (::ll E ~r) s'pla E £~ n Z nij] 

1\ [s' E Im
1 

=? (3l E ~£J) s'l E cr:nJ n Z n ImJ] (9) 

We next note that we have Z <;;:; Z', as Z <;;:; Z' (by (1)) and fact prefix closure 

preserves ordering. (10) 

We will now show that t is satisfied in four parts. 

A) Show Elig_cP(s') n ~u <;;:; EligZ'ni (s') 
J J 

Sufficient to show: (\7' CY E ~u) s' CY E £~ =? M E Z' n IJ 

Let CY E ~" and aHsume s' CY E £~. 

s1
CY E Z' niJ follows immediately from (9) and (10). 

Sufficient to show: (\7' p E ~RJ) s' p E IJ =? s' p E £~ n Z' 

Let p E ~RJ and assume s'p E Ij. 

s'p E £~ n Z' follows immediately from (9) and (10). 

(::ll E ~£J) s'pla E _q n Z' nij follows immediately from (9) and (10). 

Assume s' E ImJ 
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(::ll E L;[) s' l E £~1 n Z' n Im1 follows immediately from ( 1) and ( 9). 

By Parts A-D, we can now conclude that t is satisfied. 

D 

We now are ready to define our fixpoint operator nLj. 

Definition 5.3.4 For system <I>, we define the /" low level fixpoint operator, 

rlL1 : Pwr'('f:/) -4 Pwr{L;*), for arbitrary Z E Pwr{I;*) as follows: 

As operators nLic. and nLNB. are monotone, it is easy to show that nL so defined 
J J J 

is also monotone. 

We next present two useful propositions before we give our main result for this 

section. 

Proposition 11 Let Z, Z' ~ I;* be arbitrary languages. For system <I>, the follow 

propP.rfies arr: truP.: 

1. Z ~ Z' =?(ViE {0, 1, 2, ... } ) Di)Z) ~ Dt
1
(Z') 

3. The sequence {DL(ZL1 ), i = 0,1,2, ... } is monotonically decreasing. ze. 

n~~ 1 (ZL1 ) ~ nt
1
(ZL1 ) 

Proof 

1. Show Z ~ Z' =? (Vi E {0, 1, 2, ... }) rl£j (Z) ~ rl£; (Z') 

Proof identical to the proof in part 1 of Proposition 8, after relabelling. 
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Assume DL
1 
(Z) = Z. {3) 

We will show this implies Z E CL (ZL ) 
J J,m 

By definition of C L;, it is sufficient to show that Z <;::; Z L;,m and that Z is LICj 

with respect to <I>. 

By {3) and the definition of D.Li' we have: Z = DLNsi(Duc;(Z)) 

Which implies Z <;::; ZL;,m and Z <;::; [Z- Extz(FailLICj(Z))]. {4) 

All that remains is to show that Z is LICj with respect to <I>. 

To do this, we first need to show that FailLIC1(Z) = 0. We will do this using proof 

by contradiction: 

Assume FailLICj(Z) =/= 0. 

As FailLICj(Z) <;::; Z by definition, we can conclude s E Z. 

:::::} (:Js' E I;*) ss' E Z 

We can also conclude by (5) and the definition of the Ext operator that: 

s E Extz(FailLIC1(Z)) 

However, we have by {7) and { 4) that: 

ss' E Z- Extz(FailLIC1(Z)) 

:::::} ::;s' rj. Extz(FailLICj(Z)) 1\ ss' E Z 

Which contradicts ( 5). 
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We thus conclude that FailLICj(Z) = 0. 

:::;, (Vt E .q n Lj n Z) [Elig_c~ ( t) n ~u ~ Elig:zniJ ( t) l 
1\ [Eligy

1 
(t) n ~R1 ~ Eligcjn:z(t)] 

1\ [(Vp E ~R1 )(Va E ~AJ tpa E Lj:::? (::ll E E[) tpla E £~ n Z n 'Ij] 
1\ [t E 'Im :::? (::ll E ~£ ) tl E £Pm. n Z n 'Im ] 

J J J J 

Which implies by Definition 5.3.1 that Z is LICj with respect to <I>. 

We thus have Z E CL(ZL ), as required. 
J J,m 

We will first show that D£1 .(ZL) c D0L.(ZL), i.e., DL(ZL) c ZL. 
J ;-} J J J- J 

By definition of DL
1

, we have: 

DL(ZL) = DLNB·(Duc(ZL)) = Duc(ZL) n ZL c ZL c ZL J J J ""J J J J ;,m - J.m - J 

This means we can take Z = DL1 (ZL;), and Z' = ZL
1

, and apply point 1. 

We thus take i E {0, 1, 2, ... } and can conclude: 

D£j(DLj(ZLJ) ~ D£j(ZLj) 

:::? D'L+l(ZL) C DLi (ZL ), as required. 
J J - J J 

Proposition 12 For system <I>, supCLj(ZLj,m) is the greatest fi.rpoint of nLj. 

Proof 

To prove that supCLi (ZL1,m) is the greatest fixpoint of D£
1

, we need to show: 
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The second part follows from Point 2 of Proposition 11. As every fixpoint is in 

CLJ (ZLj,,J, it follows that the fixpoint is <:;:; supCLj (ZLJ,.,J since supCLj (ZLj,,,.) is 

the suprema! element of CLi (ZL1,m). 

We first note that by definition of O.Li we have: 

OL(supCL(ZL )) = OLic·(supC£.(ZL )) n ZL J J J,m J J J,m J,m 
(1} 

By definition of Dmc we have: (2} 

We now note that as supCLj(ZLi,m) is LICj with respect to <I>, by definition. 

By Definition 5.3.1, it thus follows that: FailLICj(supCL1 (ZLi,m)) = 0 

=? DLIC·(supCL.(ZL· )) = supCL(Z£. ) -0 = supCL(ZL ), by definition of the 
J 1 J,nt J J,rn J J,n~ 

Ext operator. 

(3) 

We are now ready to show supCL(ZL ) = DL(supCL(ZL )). 
• J J,m J J y,m 

We first note that supC L (Z L ) <:;:; supC L (Z L ) , by definition of prefix closure. 
1 ;,m ; J,m 

Also as supCL (ZL ) is in CL (ZL ), we have supCL (ZL ) <:;:; ZL . J ],m J ],m J J,rn J,m 
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Part (I) complete. 

(4) 

We will now show this implies s E supC£
1 
(ZL

1
,m) 

From (4) and (2), we can conclude that: 

s E [supCLj(ZLj,,J- ExtsupcL (ZL )(FailLICj(supCLj(ZLj,,J))] n ZLj,m (5) 
J J,Tn 

=> (Vs'::; s)s' ~ FailLICj(supC£
1 
(ZL

1
,m)) by definition of the Ext operator. 

(7) 

We next note that s E supCLJ(ZLJ,,J (by (6)) implies that s E ZLJ as ZLJ is closed 

and supCLJ (ZL
1
,,J <:;;; ZLJ,m <:;;; ZLJ, thus supCLJ (ZLJ,,,J <:;;; ZLJ,m <:;;; ZLJ as prefix 

closure respects ordering. 

We thus have s E £~ n Ij by definition of ZLJ. 

=> (V s' E { s}) s' E £~ n Ij n supC LJ ( Z L
1
,m), as all three languages are closed. 

Combining with (7), we can conclude that for all s' E {s}, the following: (8) 

5. s' E Im => (:Jl E E£ ) s'l E £Pm· n supCL (ZL ) n Im 
J J J J J,m J 
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We will now show that Z is in CL (ZL ), which will imply Z <;;; supCL (ZL ), 
J J,m J ;,m 

giving us the needed result. 

We first note that by {9), we have: 

supCLJ (ZLJ,m) <;;; Z 

=? supCL; (ZLJ,m) <;;; Z, as prefix closure preserves ordering. {10) 

We next note that we have supCL1 (ZLJ,m) <;;; ZLJ,m by definition, and by {5) we 

have s E ZLJ,m 

We thus have Z <;;; ZL
1
,m. 

To show that Z is in CL (ZL ), all that now remains is to demonstrate that Z is 
J J,m 

LICj with respect to system <I>. 

Let t E £~ n Ii n z {11) 

We will now show that the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. Elig.cv ( t) n ~u <;;; Elig.znr ( t) 
J J 

1) Show Elig.cP ( t) n ~u <;;; Elig.zm ( t) 
J J 

Let CJ E Eu, and tCJ E £~. 

Sufficient to show implies tCJ E Z n Ij. 

If t E Z- {s}, we have t E supCLJ(ZL1,m). 
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As supCL (ZL ) is LICj for Ill, it follows that ta E supCL (ZL ) n I 1·. J J,rn 1 ],m 

::::? ta E Z n IJ, by (10). 

If l E {s}, it follows directly from (8) and (10). 

Let p E L,Rj and tp E IJ 

Sufficient to show implies tp E .c; n Z. 

As supCL (ZL ) is LICj for Ill, it follows that lp E £P
1
. n supCL(ZL ). 

J J,m J J,m 

::::? tp E £~ n z, by (10). 

If t E {s}, it follows.directly from (8) and (10). 

We will now show this implies (3l E L,£
1

) tpla E .Cj n Z n IJ 

As supCL
1 
(ZL

1
,,J is LICj for <I>, it follows that: 

(3l E L,£) tpla E £~ n supCLj (ZLj,m) n IJ. 

::::? tpla E .c; n z n IJ, by (10). 

If t E {s}, it follows directly from (8) and (10). 

4) Show t E Im ::::? (3l E 2:,*£.) tl E Dm'. n Z nim 
J J J J 
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Assume t E Im
1 

. 

We will now show this implies (3l E I::£
1

) tl E D;n
1 
n Z n Im1 

As supCL
1
(ZLJ,,J is LICj for 1>, it follows that: 

(3l E I:£) tl E Lfn
1 
n supCLJ (ZLJ,m) n Imr 

Ift E {s}, it follows directly from (8) and (10). 

We can now conclude by points 1-4 that Z is LICj with respect to system 1>. 

=? s E supCH(ZHm) (by (9)) , as required. 

Part (II) complete. 

We thus conclude that supCL1 (ZL
1
,,J is the greatest fixpoint of [lLr 

0 

We will now show that if DL
1
(ZL

1
) reaches a fixpoint after a finite number of 

steps, then that fixpoint is our suprema! element. In Chapter 6, we will give an 

automata based algorithm that implements DL
1 
(ZL

1 
). As the algorithm operates 

by removing one or more states of GLL
1 

which is assumed to have a finite state 

space, we know it will complete in a finite number of steps (ie. it must stop when 

we have no more states left to remove). 

Theorem 9 For system 1>, if there exists i E {0, 1, 2, ... } such that rl£ (ZL.) ~s 
J J 

a fixpoint, then Dt(ZL) = supCL (ZL ). 
J J J J,m 
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Proof 

(1) 

This allows us to apply Point 1 of Proposition 11 and conclude: 

O£j(supCLJ(ZLj,m)) <;;; ntj(ZLj) (3) 

By Proposition 12, we know that supCL1 (ZL1,m) is the greatest fixpoint of OLr (4) 

Combine this with (3), and we can conclude: 

supCL1 (ZL1,m) <;;; DiJ (ZLJ (5) 

As supCLJ (ZLJ,m) is the greatest fixpoint of nLj (by ( 4)) and O£j (ZLj) is a fixpoint, 

it thus follows: O'L. (ZL ) C supCL (ZL ) 
J J - J J,m 

D 

We now show that we can use supCL (ZL ) for our /h low level supervisor 
J J,m 

and satisfy the relevant interface conditions. We will use SL
1

,m <;;; ~* to stand for 

the marked language of the jth low level supervisor. 

Corollary 3 For system <I>, if there exists i E {0, 1, 2, ... } such that O[)ZLJ) is 

a fixpoint, then system <I> with SL· = O'L (ZL) and SL = Eh sat·isfies Points 4, 
J,m J J J J,-m 

5, and 6 of Definition 3.4. 2, Po·int II of Definition 3. 5.1 and Point II of Definition 

3.6.1. 

Proof 

(1) 
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Let SL = nLi (ZL) and SL = s;:-. 
J,m J J J },rn 

By Theorem 9, /:h = supCL.(ZL ) is LIC1· with respect to 1>. 
•- J,m J ],m 

(2) 

By Definition 5.3.1 and using the fact that SL1 = SLJ,m' we have for all s E 

.c~ n Ii n SL1 

(3) 

(4) 

3. (Vp E L:R
1

)('</a E I:AJ 

spa E Ij ::::} (:Jl E L:r) spla E £~ n SL1 n Ij (5) 

4. s E Im. ::::} (:Jl E L;*L ) sl E .Cfn n ·'h n Im 
'J J J J,m 'J 

(6) 

We immediately note that Point II of Definition 3.6.1 follows immediately from 

(3). 

We next note that we can use the fact that £ 1· = £
1
P n SL , and .Cm = £Pm n SL 

J J J J,m 

to rewrite (3)-(6) as for all s E .Cj n Ii 

(7) 

2. ('</p E L:R
1
)('</a E I:AJ 

spa E Ii ::::} (:ll E L:[) spla E .Ci n Ii (8) 

3. s E Im ::::} (:Jl E L;*L ) sl E .Cm n Im 
J J J J 

(9) 

We now note that Points 4, 5, and 6 of Definition 3.4.2 follow immediately from 

(7)-(9), respectively. 

All that remains is to show that Point I of Definition 3.5.1 is satisfied. 
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By (2), we have SL = supCL (ZL ). ;,rn J J,rn 

=? :::h <;;; ZL , as supCL.(ZL. ) <;;; ZL by definition. 
J,Tn J,m J J,rn J,m 

(10) 

=? SLJ,m <;;; ZL
1

, as ZLi is closed and prefix closure preserves ordering. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Using the fact that Lm· = £Pm. n SL 'we g:et Lm· nim = £Pm n SL nim. J 1 J,m o..J J J 1 ;,m ; 

(14) 

Using the fact that Lj = £~ n SLj, we get Lj n Lj = £~ n SLj n Lj. 

As SLj = SLj,ml by definition, it follows from (9) that Lmj nimj = Lj nij, as 

required. 

D 

We have now shown that supC H ( Z Hm) exists and for all _j E { 1, ... , n}, 

supCLi (ZL
1
,m) exists. We have also given fixpoint operators for each that allow us 

to construct them. In Chapter 6, we will present out automata based algorithms 

that implements our fixpoint operators. We will then tie everything together and 

present our overall synthesis results for system <I>. 
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Chapter 6 

Algorithms 

Our goal is to construct a supervisor for the high level, and one for each low level 

based on a set of specifications for each level, such that the supervisor will satisfy 

the corresponding HISC conditions by design, and will be maximally permissive 

for its level. 

We will first give a few common data structures and algorithms used in this 

chapter and then present our algorithms. We give an algorithm to verify whether 

a given interface is a command-pair interface or not, an algorithm to check that 

a given parallel system satisfies the interface consistency condition, and finally, 

a set of algorithms to construct a HIC supervisor for the high level, and a LICj 

supervisor for each low level. We first give pseudo code to present the algorithms 

and then we provide a time complexity analysis. 

6.1 Common Data Structures and Algorithms 

Before bringing in algorithms for the interface system, we first discuss a few data 

structures and algorithms that will be commonly used in the algorithms given in 

the following sections. 
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6.1.1 DES 

The data structure of a DES is designed to handle all elements of a DES, with 

access functions provided for the data members. The DES data structure has the 

following member structures: 

• states : all states of the DES. states can be implemented as an array or 

linked list. Since we are building a DES with the number of states unknown 

at the beginning, a linked list is used. A traversal of the whole state space 

takes linear time. 

• marker _states : all marker states of the DES. It is implemented as a linked 

list in our algorithms. 

• initiaLstate : the initial state of the DES. Since the initial state is important, 

we have a pointer to it for fast access. 

• events : A linked list off all events that belong to the event set of the DES. 

A state consists of: 

• index : integer starting from 1 as the unique key to identify a state. Since 

each state has a unique integer index, it's very easy to construct an array of 

states and get fast access to each state and their properties. 

• trans : transition list, including all transitions starting from this state. This 

is a linked list. A lranS'ilion consists of an event and a state, and is always 

associated with its source state (the state that transition starts from). 

• inverseTrans : inverse transition list, including all transitions ending with 

the state. It consists of the event, and the source state. This is designed 

to provide fast lookup for synthesis and while checking properties such as 

nonblocking. It is implemented as a linked list. 
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An event consists of a unique index, starting from 1. An event has a property 

event type that carries the value A or R if the event is an answer or request event, 

or value N otherwise. Checking the event type of an event takes constant time. 

An event also has a boolean flag isControl which is true if an event is controllable. 

As a result, checking if an event is in I:u or I:c takes constant time. 

Transitiom; arc frequently accessed to determine if an event is defined at a 

state when doing a synthesis or checking conditions. For fast access, we create 

a transit·ion rnatri:c. The matrix is a three dimension army, where a location 

is determined by an index for the DES, its states and the possible events. We 

can determine if a DES has a transition at a given state for a given event by 

chct:king the mrrcspowling lot:ation in the array. If the value stored is zero, then 

the transition is undefined. Otherwise, the index of the target state (the state the 

transition takes us to) is stored at this location; thus getting the next state of a 

transition or checking whether a transition is defined takes constant time. 

6.1.2 Functions 

In this section we list functions that are used in our algorithms and access functions 

to our data structures. 

• lx J 
The function .floor(x) (l.rj) gets the largest integer that's smaller than the 

given number :c. The function takes constant time. 

• pop 

Is similar to a stack 'pop' function. In our algorithms we used it on our 

pending list and some other linked lists. 1 It takes an element from the list as 

output and removes that element from the list. The function takes constant 

time. 
1the pending list used in our algorithms is defined in Section 6.1.:3. 
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• push 

Is similar to a stack 'push' function. It appends an element to the given list. 

The function takes constant time. 

• addState 

A DES object can call the addState function to add a state to its state list. 

It also adds the state to the marker_states list if the state is marked. Both 

state list and marker _states are linked lists and this function takes constant 

time. 

• addlnverseTrans 

Given a source state and an event, the function adds a new inverse transition 

to the calling state's inverse transition list (inverseTrans). This means there 

exists a transition from the source state, labeled by the event, leading to the 

calling state. Since inverseTrans is a linked list structure, this function 

takes constant time. 

• removelnverseTrans 

It removes a transition from a state's inverseTrans list. This function takes 

0( nEnx), where nE is the number of events of the DES, and nx is the number 

of states. We note that nEnx is actually the upper bound for the number 

of reverse transitions for the entire DES (ie. if we added up the reverse 

transitions for each state, they can't exceed this number for a deterministic 

DES). Where it is possible that we can have this many reverse transitions at 

a given state, it would mean there would be none at all the other states! In 

particular, if we were looping through all nx states, and examining all reverse 

transitions, it would appear we would have nEn3,; steps, when in actually this 

can not exceed nEnx. 

• addTrans 

Given a source state and an event, add a new transition for the calling state's 
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transition list (trans). This means there exists a transition from the calling 

state, labeled by the event, leading to the source state. The transition list is 

a linked list structure, this function takes constant time. 

• rernoveTrans 

Same as removelnverseTrans, this function takes linear time, O(n2;). 

6.1.3 Pending and Found List 

When applying a synthesis algorithm to a subsystem consisting of m DES, we start 

from the synchronous product of them DES, then trim off states that don't satisfy 

certain properties such as controllability. 

Let n; be the state si:.-;e of the ith component DES, i = 1, 2, ... m: let Nx be 

the upper bound of all n; (ie. n; ::; Nx for each ·i). When we do a synchronous 

product, the state space is worst case exponential in the si:.-;e of an individual DES 

(i.e. O(N)/)). 

While constructing the synchronous product or verifying certain properties, we 

often need to maintain a pending list. This list contains items remaining to be 

processed. We also usually need to maintain a found list which contains items 

already added to the pending list. Note: the found list contains items already 

encountered, but they may not still been in the pending list if they have already 

been processed. 

The pending list operates like a work pool. We we need a new item to process, 

we take it from this list. When we encounter a new item which is not in the found 

list, we add it to the pool and to our found list. The order of the items in the 

pending list doesn't matter to the final result, so we can thus use either a stack or 

a queue as an implementation. In either case, adding or removing items from the 

pending list can be done in constant time. 
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We next discuss the found list. When constructing the synchronous product, 

we are essentially doing a traversal of all reachable states in the cross product of 

the DES. When we encounter a state, which is a tuple of rn component states from 

our rn DES, we need to search the found list to check whether we have encountered 

the tuple already. If the tuple hasn't been "found" yet, we add it to our found 

list, and define a state variable for the tuple. Operations like insert and search are 

thus frequently required. To provide good performance in these operations and 

to store the tuple information efficiently, we adapt the tr-ie structure to store the 

found list. A trie is a multi-branch tree with certain properties that we will define 

below. See Figure 6.1 for an example. 

Xl:State X3:State X5:State X7:State 

Name:char * Name:char * Name:char * Name:char * 

getName():char * getName():char * getN ame():char * getName():char * 

X2:State X4:State X6:State 

Name:char * Name:char * Name:char * 

getName():char * getName():char * getName():char * 

Figure 6.1: Trie Illustration 

Since a state in a synchronous product is based on the component states from 
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the rn component DES, we represent it as a rn-tuple such as (x1 , x 2 , ... , Xm)· When 

we have rn component DES, we will use a trie of height rn. Each level represents 

a DES, with DES 1 represented by the root node, DES 2 by the level below the 

root node, and so 011. In other words, the nodes at level i - 1 represent DES i. 

The nodes at a level i of the trie consist of an array of pointers. The size of the 

array is ni+1, the state size of DES i+ 1. This means that such a node can have ni+l 

children. For nodes at level other than rn - 1, the elements of the array point to 

the next level of the trie, or contain the NULL pointer depending on which tuples 

have been stored already. We will make this clearer in a moment by discussing an 

example. For nodes at level rn - 1, the array elements contain either pointers to 

state variables, or the NULL pointer depending on which tuples have been stored 

in the trie already. 

For example, assume we have a subsystem with m. = 3 DES: G~, G 2 and G 3 . 

We will also assume they have state spaces of size 4 (ie. states 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), 

5 and 3, respectively. Figure 6.1 contains a trie that could correspond to such a 

system. Say we encountered state tuple (1, 2, 2) and we wanted to determine if it 

was already present in the trie. We would first check position one of the array at 

the root node. If it is the NULL pointer, then that means no tuples with a "1" 

in the first position have yet been added to the trie. In Figure 6.1, it so happens 

that we have a pointer at position one that leads us to a node at level one. We 

next check position two of this node, and again find a pointer to the next level. 

We follow the pointer to the node at level two, and check position to of the array. 

If the tuple has already been added, we will find a pointer to the state variable 

that represents the tuple. For our example, we find the NULL pointer meaning 

the tuple is not present in the trie. Given a state in the synchronous product, we 

can thus look it up in the trie in O(rn) steps, where rn is the number of DES in 

the subsystem. 

If a tuple has not already been added to the trie, we allocate the missing nodes 
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and a new state structure, and set the pointers appropriately. This means worst 

case allocating memory for rn items, setting one pointer at level 0, followed by 

setting L:k=z,3, ... ,mnk :::; ( rn - 1 )Nx) pointers (including initializing unused ones to 

NULL). Adding a state is thus O(rn+ 1 + (rn -1)Nx) = O(rn(1 +Nx) + 1- Nx). 

If we take Nx as a constant, we get O(rn). 

The trie structure used for states has a fixed height. We also used a variable 

height version of the trie structure to keep track of events. For a detailed discussion 

of variable height trie structures, see [28]. 

6.1.4 Disjoint Union 

When checking command-pair interface properties and other conditions, we need 

to frequently verify that two or more sets are disjoint. We also often have to verify 

whether a set is equal to the disjoint union of two or more sets. In the format 

We need to check two properties 

F'or fast processing, we store the sets as arrays. We thus need to make sure there 

are no duplicate elements in the array. In the following algorithms, we will use 

integer elements for demonstration purposes. In order to check whether two sets 

are disjoint or not, we can simply put the two sets together and sort the results. 

If the two sets are disjoint, there should be no duplicate elements in the resulting 

set. We first present the uMERGESORT algorithm in Listing 6.1. The algorithm 

is a variation of MERGE-SORT [17]. 
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To present cMERGESORT, we first must present the algorithm for uMERGE, 

which UMERGESORT uses. Algorithm UMERGE takes four parameters: an input 

array A, start and end indexes p and r, and a middle index q. Array A is a place 

holder for the input and output arrays. The algorithm takes two sub-arrays from 

A (i.e. A[p .. q] and A[(q + l).:r]) and then merges the two sub-arrays into one 

array, with the elements in ascending order. We use two array variables, L and R, 

to hold the two sub-arrays in the algorithm. We also will use the notation oo to 

represent a number that is bigger than any possible value in the array. 

Algorithm uMERGESORT takes three parameters: A as the input array,as well 

as b and e as the indices of the first and last elements in the array. 

Listing 6.1: Modified Merge sort 

1 bool UMERGE(A, p, q, r) 

2 begin 

3 n1 +--- q-p+1; 

L[l..n1] +-A[p .. q]; 

6 L [n1+ 1] +--- oo; 

R [ 1 .. n2] +--- A [ ( q + 1) .. r ] ; 

R[n2+1] +--- oo; 

9 +--- 1; 

10 +--- 1; 

u for k +--- p to r do 

12 if L[i] = R[j] then 

13 return false; 

u else if L[i] <R[j] then 

1s A [ k] +--- L [ i + +]; 

16 else 

17 A[k]+-R[j++]; 

lli end if 
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19 end for 

~ return true; 

21 end 

22 

23 bool 

24 begin 

UMERGESORT (A, b, e) 

25 if b<e then 

26 m <- l (b+e) /2 J ; 
27 if uMERGESORT (A, b, m) 

28 UMERGESORT (A, m+l, 

29 UMERGE (A, b, rn, e) 

30 return false; 

31 end if 

32 end if 

~ return true; 

14 end 

= false or 

e) = false or 

= false then 

We modified MERGE-SORT such that when two items are found equal, the algo

rithm will immediately terminate and return false. The running time of uMERGE

SoRT is same as MERGE-SORT, i.e., O(nlogn), where n is the total number of 

elements in the input array. 

The disjoint union checking algorithm is given in Listing 6.2. It takes as input 

three sets A1 , A2 and Sand it checks if Sis equal to the disjoint union of A1 and 

A 2 . We use the array variable A0 as temporary storage. 

Listing 6.2: Verify disjoint union 

1 bool DISJOINTUNION (AI, A2, S) 

2 begin 

3 n1 <- s1ze of A1; 

n2 <- s i z e of A2; 

n3 <- s i z e of S; 
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if n3 -I n1 + n2 then 

return false; 

end if 

Ao[1 .. nt] +-At[1 .. nt]; 

10 Ao [nt+ 1 .. n3] +-- A2[ 1 .. n2] ; 

n if UMERGESORT(Ao, 1, n3) =false or 

1" UMERGESORT (S, 1, n3) = false then 

13 return false; 

14 end if 

1s for i +-- 1 to n3 do 

16 i f Ao [ i ] -I S [ i ] then 

11 return false; 

1s end for 

19 return true; 

20 end 

We first check to make sure that the size of S is equal to the sum of the sizes 

of the two member sets (ie. lSI = IAtl + IA2I: lines 3-8). We the copy the two 

member sets into a larger set A0 (lines 9-10). This takes linear time. Next, we 

call Algorithm 6.1 to check whether the two member sets have duplicate elements 

(line 11). We then Perform the same check on S (line 12). These checks each 

take O(n3logn:~). We then traverse the two sorted sets and check whether each 

corresponding element is equal (lines 15-18). This takes linear time. The running 

time of this algorithm is thus dominated by uMERGESORT, which is O(n3logn:~). 

6.1.5 Language vs. States 

The synthesis process starts with creating a cross product of the component DES. 

Based on this new DES, our algorithms trim off states that represent strings that 

don't meet our requirements, such as controllability and interface consistency. 
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In Chapter 5, we presented a set of language based fixpoint operators to con

struct our supremallanguages. The algorithms we present in this chapter construct 

DES that represent these supremallanguages, but they operate by removing states, 

instead of strings. In this section, we will show the equivalence of removing states 

to removing strings that fail our language based definition. 

Let DES Gi := (Q;, I;, r\, q0 ;, Qm;), i = 1, 2. A cross product of DES G1, G2 

is defined as G1 X G2 := (Q, I;, 6, q0 , Qm), where Q = Ql x Q2, 6 = 61 X 62, q0 = 

(qol, qo2), and Qm = Qml X Qm2, with 

whenever 61(q1,a)! and 62 (q2 ,a)!. The meet of the two DES is the reachable sub

DES of G 1 x G 2 ([65]). 

We now extend the cross product definition to multiple DES. Given DES Gi := 

(Q;, I;, 6i, q0 ;, Qrn;), i = 1, 2, ... , n; a cross product of DES G 1, G 2, ... , Gn is 

defined as G1 X G2 X ... X Gn := (Q, I;, 6, q0 , Qm), where 

Q Q1 X Q2 X ... X Qn 

6 61 X 62 X ... X 62 

qo (%1, qo2), · · · 'qon) 

Qm Qrnl X Qm2 X · · · X Qmn 

with 

whenever for all i = 1, 2, ... , n, 6;(q;, a)!. Again, the meet of the n DES is the 

reachable sub-DES of G 1 x G2 x ... x Gn. 

In the HISC definitions, we used the synchronous product. The main difference 

between the meet and the synchronous product is that all DES combined in the 

meet must have the same event set, where in the synchronous product, they each 
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can be defined over a different event set. As it's easier to work with the meet, we 

can add appropriate selfloops to each DES so that they are then defined over a 

common event set. 

We do this as follows. Let DES Gi = (Q;, E;, b;, q0 ;, Qm;), E = . U Ej, 
J = l, ... ,n 

P;: E*---+ Ei, i = 1, 2, ... n. We then define new DES c; = selfloop(Gi, E- E;). 

We thus have L(G;) = P;-1 L(Gi) and Lm(G;) = P;- 1 Lm(Gi)· It then follows that 

L(meet(G~, G~, ... G~)) = L(G1IIG2II···IIGn) and Lm(meet(G~, G~, ... G~)) = 

Lm(GI!IG2II···IIGn)· 

We will now present a useful relationship between the states of G, and the 

Nerode equivalence relations for the individual Gi. The proposition below states 

that for any two strings that go to the same state in G, then these two strings 

also lead to the same state in each of the component DES, and thus they belong 

to the same nerode equivalent classes of the component DES's closed and marked 

languages. 

Proposition 13 Let DES Gi := (Q;, E, 0;, q0 ;, Qmi) (i 

G2 X ... X Gn = ( Q, E, O, q0 , CJm). It then follows: 

Proof 

Let s,t E E*, and i E {1,2, ... n}. 

Assume o(qo, s) = o(q0 , t). 

We will now show this implies s =L(G;) t and s =Lm(G;) t. 

From (1) we have 

1, 2} and G = G 1 x 

(1) 

(01 X 02 X ... X On)((qo1, qo2, ... , qon), s) =(51 X 02 X ... X On)((qo1 1 qo2 1 ••• , qon), t) 
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D 

We now present an analogous result for the synchronous product of n DES. 

Let DES Gi = (Q;,L.;,rS;,qai,Qm;), L. =. U L-_7, P;: L.*---> L.i, i = 1,2, ... n. 
J = 1, . .. ,n 

Define G = G1IIG2II···IIGn = (Q, L., rS, qo, Qm), £; := P;-1 L(Gi), and Lm,i := 

P;-1 Lm(Gi)· 

Proposition 14 Let Gi (i 

follows: 

1, 2), G, £;, and Lm,i be fined as above. It then 

0 

Proof 

Let s,t E L.*, and i E {1,2, ... n}. 

Assume rS(q0 , s) = rS(q0 , t). (1) 

We will now show this implies s =£, t 1\ s =Lm,i t. 

We now define new DES Gj = selfloop(Gj, L.- L.i) (.j = 1, 2, ... n). 

We thus have L(Gj) = pj-l L(Gj) = Lj and Lm(Gj) = pi-l Lm(Gj) = Lm,j, for all 

jE{l,2, ... n}. (2) 

We next define G' = G~ X G~ X ... X G~ = (Q', L., 6', qa, Q~n) 

We note that as L(G') = L(G), Lm(G') = Lm(G), and the fact that the Gj are 

constructed by simply adding selfloops to the original DES, it follows from (1) 
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that S'(q0 , s) = S'(q0 , t). 

We can now apply Proposition 1:1 to G' and the Gj (j = 1, 2, ... n) and conclude: 

S =L(G;') t 1\ s =L,.(G;') f 

s =c t 1\ s =~:. . t, by (2). 
t m,t 

0 

We will now use these propositions to prove some useful results related to 

the HISC conditions. We first introduce some notation that we will need. Let 

It ~ { 1, 2, ... n} and / 2 ~ {1, 2, ... n} be nonempty index sets for our n DES. 

Define Lh = njEhLj and £h = nkEhLk· 

Proposition 15 Let G = GI\\G2\\ ... \\Gn = (Q, I;, 8, q0 , Qm), I;a ~I; and It and 

/ 2 be nonempty index sets for our n DES. It thus follows that for all s, t E I;*, if 

S(q0 , s) = S(q0 , t) then 

Proof 

Lets, t E I;*. 

(1) 

We will now show that this implies 

We first note that as s and t are arbitrary and the condition to be proven is 

symmetric, it is sufficient to prove 
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We thus assume Eligc
1 

( s) n ~a Cl Eligc ( s). 
1 [2 

We will now show this implies Eligc (t) n ~a Cl Elig,. (t). 
II '-I2 

To prove (3), it is sufficient to show: 

(3J E ~a) tO" E LJ1 A tO" rt LJ2 

From (2), we can conclude: (30" E ~a) SiTE LJt A SiT rt £h 

We next note that by (1) we can apply Proposition 14 and can conclude: 

(ViE (lr U /2))s =cit 

Combining with ( 4), we can thus conclude: 

tO" E njEftLj = L]l and tO" rt nkEhLk = L]2 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

D 

We now note that if we choose ! 1, h, and ~a appropriately, then Proposition 

15 can be applied to the level-wise controllability definition, as well as points 3 and 

4 of the interface consistency definition. Essentially the proposition states that if 

a string fails such a property, then all the strings that lead to the same state in the 

synchronous product will fail the same property, thus we need to remove the state. 

This is consistent with how our state based algorithms work. We also note that 

removing a. state not only removes all strings that reach this state from the initial 

state, but also removes all defined strings that can leave this state. In other words, 

if we remove state q E Q of DES G = (Q, ~' 8, q0 , Qm), we remove from L(G) the 

strings Lq := {s E L(G)I8(q0 ,s) = q} as well as all strings that have prefixes in 

Lq (ie. Exh(G)(Lq)). This is consistent with how we defined our language based 

fixpoint operators in Chapter 5. 

We next present a nonblocking result. To show nonblocking for a DES G, we 

would need to show L(G) = Lm(G). If G was blocking, then we would have 
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L(G) CZ Lm(G). We will now show that if a string was in L(G) but not in Lm(G), 

then all the strings that lead to the same state will also fail this condition, thus 

we need to remove the state. Clearly this result can be applied to make the high 

level, or a given low level nonblocking. 

Proposition 16 Let G = (Q, E, 0, q0 , Qm)· It thus follows that for all s, tEE*, 

Proof 

Lets, tEE*. 

Assume o(qo, s) = o(qa, t) (1) 

We will now show that this implies s ¢ Lm(G) ¢:? t ¢ Lm(G) 

We first note that as s and t are arbitrary and the condition to be proven is 

symmetric, it is sufficient to prove: s rf. Lm(G) =} t rf. Lm(G) 

Assumes¢ Lm(G) (2) 

We will now show this implies t ¢ Lm(G). 

We next note that we know from [65] that 8(q0 , s) = 8(q0 , t) implies that s =Lm(G) t 

(3) 

From (2), we can conclude: (VuE E*) su ¢ Lm(G) 

=} (VuE E*) turf. Lm(G), by (3). 

=} t ¢ Lm(G), as required. 

D 

We now present a set of propositions relevant to the high level interface con

trollable (HIC) definition, the l" low level interface controllable (LICj) definition, 
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as well as for nonblocking. 

Let ci> stand for the nth degree HISC-valid specification interface system 

that respects the alphabet partition given by (3.1) and is composed of plant 

DES G~, Gi,, ... , GL, specification DES EH, EL 1 , ••• ,ELn' and interface DES 

G I 1 , ... , GIn, that we are considering. We will also take j to be an index in the 

range {1, ... , n }. We will also make use of the related natural projections and 

languages defined in Section 5.1. We thus have GHL = G~IIEHI!GI1 II· .. jjGI,. 

and GLL1 = GtiiEL1 IIGir 

We first present a proposition for the HIC definition. 

Proposition 17 For system ci>, let G := GHL = (Q, I;, 0, Q0 , Qm)· It follows that 

for all s, t E I;*, if o(q0 , s) = o(q0 , t) then 

2. ('Vj E {1, ... ,n}) Elig-r
1
(s) n I;A1 r;_ Elig (s) ¢:? 

rtPnL(GHL)n Q Ik 
k j 

Elig-r
1 
(t) n I;A1 r;_ Elig (t) 

rtPnL(G HL)n Q Ik 
k j 

Proof 

Lets, t E I;*. 

This follows from Propos·ition 15 when we take I;a = I;u, set index h to represent 

G~, G I 1 , .•. , G 1,., and set index I 2 to represent all of the DES used to construct 
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Let _j E { 1, ... , n}. 

The result follows from Proposition 15 when we take I;a = I;A1, set index h to 

represent Gr
1

, and set index / 2 to represent all of the DES used to construct DES 

GHL· With respect to the definition of h we are use the fact that L(GHL) 

1-(P n L(GHL) n kolk· 
0 

We now present a proposition for the LICj definition. 

Proposition 18 For· system <I>, let G := G L£
1 

= ( Q, I;, o, q0 , Qm). It follows that 

for all s, t E I;*, if o(q0 , s) = o(q0 , t) then 

2. Eligr (s) n ER cz. Elig£Pn£(GLL )(s) {::} Eligr (t) n ER cz. Elig£PnL(G )(t) 
1 J 1 J 1 J .1 LLJ 

3. (Vp E I;Rj)(Va E I;AJ [spa E Ij] 1\ [(Vl E I;£) spla rf_ £~ n L(GL£1) n Ij] {::} 

[tpa E Ij] 1\ [(Vl E I;£) tpla rt £~ n L(GL£1) n I 1] 

4. [s E ImJ 1\ [(Vl E I;£) sl rf_ £'fn.J n Lm(GLLJ n Im
1

] {::} 

[t E IrnJ] 1\ [(Vl E I;£) tl rt £f,J n Lrn(GLLJ n Im
1

] 

Proof 

Lets, tEE*. 
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Using (1), we can apply Pmposition 14 and conclude (2) 

s '=£P 
J 

t 1\ s '=£{;,j t 

s '=£LJ t 1\ s '=£L 
J.m 

s =rJ t 1\ s '=Tmj t 

This follows from Pmposition 15 when we take :Ea = L":u, set index !1 to represent 

GPL , and set index !2 to represent all of the DES used to construct DES G11 . 
J J 

2. Show Eligyj(s) n :ERJ rz. Elig£~nL(GLLjl(s) ¢:} Eligyj(t) n :ERJ rz. 

Elig£PnL(G11 ) ( t) 
J J 

This follows from Proposition 15 when we take :Ea = L:R1 , set index h to represent 

G1J' and set index / 2 to represent all of the DES used to construct DES G11
1

. 

3. Show (Vp E :ER1 )(Vo: E :EA1 ) [spa E I 1]A[(Vl E :E£) splo: ric £~nL(GLLJ)ni1]? 

[tpa E I 1]A [(Vl E :E£) tplo: ric£~ n L(G11J n I 1] 

We first note that as s and L are arbitrary and the condition to be proven is 

symmetric, it is sufficient to prove: 

[spa: E I 1]/\ [(Vl E :E£) splo: ric£~ n L(G11J n I 1] =? [tpo: E I 1]A 

[(Vl E E£) tplo: ric£~ n L(G11J n I 1] 

(3) 

We will now show this implies 
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From (2), (3), and fact that by definition L(GLL
1

) = £~n£L1 nij, we can conclude 

4. Show [s E ImJ 1\ [(\fl E 'E[) sl f/_ £fn
1 

n Lm(GLLJ) nimJ] {::} 

[t E ImJ]/\ [(\fl E 'E£
1

) tl f/_ £fnJ n Lm(GLLJ) nimi] 

We first note that as s and t are arbitrary and the condition to be proven is 

symmetric, it is sufficient to prove: 

[s E IrnJ]I\ [(\flEE£) sl f/_ £f,,J n Lm(GLLJ) nim1]:::? 

[t E Im,l 1\ [ (\fl E E£) tl f/_ £f,,J n Lrn ( GLLJ n Im1 ] 

We will now show this implies 

(4) 

From (2), (4), and fact that by definition Lm(GLLJ = £fn
1 

n £LJ,m n Irni' we can 

conclude: [t E Imi]/\ [(\fl E E£) tl f/_ £fni n £LJ,m n ImJ 

:::? [t E Im ]/\ [(\fl E 'E£ ) tl fj_ £Pm· n Lm(GLL) n Im.], as required. 
J J J J J 

0 

6.2 Verify Command-pair Interfaces 

A DES must satisfy the properties given in Definition 3.2.1 to be a command

pair interface. As this definition is given in terms of the languages L(GI) and 

Lm(GI), we would prefer a state-based definition that would be easier to verify 
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using automata. We present below such a definition, and then show that it is 

equivalent to Definition 3.2.1. 

Definition 6.2.1 A DES G1 = (X,'ERU'EA,~,xo,Xm), with Xrch ~X its set of 

reachable states and Xrm ~ Xm its set of reachable marked states, is a command

pair interface if the following properties are satisfied: 

1. XoEXrm 

2. (Vx E Xrm)(Va E 'ER U 'EA) ~(x, a)! =?a E'ER 1\ ~(x, a) E Xrch- Xrm 

3. (Vx E Xrch- Xrm)(Va E'ER U 'EA) ~(x, a)!=? a E 'EA 1\ ~(x, a) E Xrm () 

We now show that our new definition for command-pair interfaces is is equiv

alent to the original definition given in Chapter 3. 

Proposition 19 Definition 3. 2.1 and 6. 2.1 are eq1livalent. 

Proof 

Let G1 = (X, 'EH U 'EA, ~' x0 , Xm), and let Xrch ~ X be its set of reachable states 

and Xrm ~ Xrn its set of reachable marked states. 

We will now show that G 1 satisfies Definition 3.2.1 if and only if it satisfies Defi

nition 6.2.1. 

I) Assume G1 satisfies Definition 6. 2 .1. 

We will now show that this implies G1 satisfies Definition 3.2.1. 

To do this we need to show that G1 satisfies points A and B of Definition 3.2.1. 

I.A) To show point A, we need to show: L(G1 ) ~ ('ER.'EA)* 
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This essentially says that a string in L(G1 ) can be either the empty string, E, or it 

must start with a request event and then alternate answer and then request events 

from then OIL 

This is equivalent to saying: t 

where k = 0 means s = E, and for 1 2: i 2: k 

ai E ~R if i is an odd number, and ai E ~A if i is an even number 

From point 1 of Definition 6.2.1, we know that x 0 is a marked state, and from point 

2 we know that at all reachable marked states only request events are allowed, and 

they always take us to a non marked state. From point 3, we know that at all 

reachable non marked state, only answer events are allowed, and they always take 

us to a marked state. 

Clearly, this implies that for a string t E L( G 1), either t = E or t starts with a 

request event, and then alternates answer-request event from then oiL In other 

words, L(GI) satisfies t. 

We thus need to show Lm(GI) c:;:;: (~R·~A)* n L(G1) and (~R·~A)* n L(G1) C 

Lm(GJ). 

Must show this implies s E Lm ( G 1) 

From point 1 of Definition 6.2.1, we know that x 0 is a marked state, thus E E 

Lm(GI ). 
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If s E (ER U EA)*.EA we can conclude: 

(::Js' E (ER U EA)*) (:3a E EA) s' a = s 

Ass E L(Gr)), it follows that s' E L(GI)) as L(GI)) is closed. 

We thus have ~(xo, s') E Xrch and ~(xo, s'a) E Xrch· 

By point 2 of Definition 6.2.1, we can thus conclude ~(xo, s') E Xrch - Xrm as 

answer events are not permitted at states in Xrm· 

We can thus conclude by point 3 that ~(x0 , s'a) E Xrm· 

We thus haves E Lm(G1) (ass= s'a), as required. 

I.B.ii) Assume s E l.~m(GI) 

As Lm(G1 ) ~ L(G1 ), we immediately haves E L(GI ). 

It is thus sufficient to show s E (ER.EA)* 

In other words, strings in Lm(G1 ) can be either the empty string, or it must start 

with a request event and then alternate answer and then request events from then 

on. 

If s = t:, we would haves E (ER.EA)*. 

We now examine the case that s starts with a request event and then alternates 

answer and then request events. 

This means that it is sufficient to show that s E (ER U EA)* .EA. 

Ass E Lm(GI ), it follows that ~(xo, s) E Xrm· 
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From points 2 and 3 of Definition 6.2.1, it follows that ~( x0 , s) can only be reached 

by an answer event transition, thus s E (I:R U I: A)* .I: A, as required. 

From Part I.B.i and I.B.ii, we have Lm(G1) = (I:R.I:A)* n L(GI), as required. 

From Part I.A and I.B, we have that G 1 satisfies Definition 3.2.1. 

II) Assume G1 satisfies Definition 3.2.1. 

We will now show that this implies G1 satisfies Definition 6.2.1. 

We first not that by point A of Definition 3.2.1, we know that L(G1 ) satisfies t. 

{1) 

Il.1) Show that Xo E Xrm 

By point B of Definition 3.2.1, we have E E Lm(GJ). It immediately follows that 

Xo E Xrm from the definition of Lrn ( G I). 

II.2) Show that (Vx E Xrrn)(Va E I:R U I:A) ~(x, a)! =?a E I:R 1\ ~(x, a) E Xrch-

Let X E Xrm and a E I:R U I:A· 

Assume ~(x, a)!. Must show implies a E I:R 1\ ~(x, a) E Xrch- Xrm 

From Part II.1, we know we have two choices: x = x0 or x "I x0 

If x = x0 , we know that a E I:R as every string in L(G1) must start with a request 

event, by (1). 

By point B of Definition 3.2.1, we can conclude that a (j. Lm(G1 ). 

We can thus conclude that ~(x, a) E Xrch- Xrm· 
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We now consider the case x =1- x0 . 

As x is reachable by assumption, we can conclude 3s E L( G 1 ) such that ~( x0 , s) = 

x. 

From (1), we can conclude that s starts with a request event, then alternates 

answer then request event. 

As x E Xrm by assumption, we thus haves E Lm(GJ). 

=? s E (ER U EA)* .EA, by point B of Definition 3.2.1 and fact x =1- x0 . 

By (1), we can thus conclude u E ER. (2) 

As ~(x, u)! by assumption and fact xis reachable, we thus have suE L(G1). 

=? su (j_ Lm(G1 ) by (2) and point B of Definition 3.2.1. 

X E Xrch- Xrrn> as required. 

II.3) Show that (Vx E Xrch- Xrm)(Vu E ER U EA) ~(x, u)! =? u E EA 1\ ~(x, u) E 

Xrm 

Assume ~(x, u)!. Must show implies u E EA 1\ ~(x, u) E Xrm 

As xis reachable, we can conclude 3s E L(GI) such that ~(x0 , u) = x. 

As X E Xrch- Xrm, we know that s (j_ Lm(GJ). (3) 

This also allows us to conclude x =1- x0 by Part 11.1. 

We can thus conclude by (1) that s begins with a request event and then alternates 

answer then request event. (4) 
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From (3) and point B of Definition 3.2.1, we can concludes rf. (L;R U I;A)*.I;A· 

==? S E (L;R(JL;A)*.L;R, by (4). 

==? CY E I;A, by (4). 

As ~(x, CY)! by assumption and fact xis reachable, we thus have sCY E L(GI ). 

==? SCY E Lm(G1), by (5) and points A B of Definition 3.2.1. 

==? ~(x, CY) E Xrm, as required. 

From Parts Il.l-3, we have that G1 satisfies Definition 6.2.1. 

(5) 

From Parts I and II, we can now conclude that G 1 satisfies Definition 3.2.1 if and 

only if it satisfies Definition 6.2.1. 

0 

We will now present an algorithm that checks whether a given DES is a com

mand pair interface according to Definition 6.2.1. All the properties will be verified 

in one traversal over the DES. 

When an interface DES is designed and read into memory, we require that 

every state starting from the initial state, is given an index number starting from 

1, which can be used as a keyword to identify a unique state. We reserve 0 for 

later use to mark an undefined state or a state with special meaning. Similarly, 

we index events starting from 1. 

Given a DES G1 = (X,I;r,~,:z:0 ,Xm) and event sets L;R, L;A, we need to check 

that G 1 satisfies the properties listed in Definition 6.2.1. 

Listing 6.3: Checking Command-pair interface 

1 bool CoMMANDPAIR ( G1 ) 

2 begin 
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if DISJOINTUNION(I;R,I;A,I;J)=false then 

4 return false; 

10 

II 

end if 

if G1 = EMPTY then 

return false; 

end if 

if xo tJ-Xrn then 

return false; 

end if 

12 X Found +-- {xo}; 

13 X Pend +-- {xo}; 

14 while X Pend -1- 0 do 

15 X +-- pop XPend; 

16 if x E Xm then 

17 for each a E I;J do 

1s if ~ ( x, a)! then 

19 x' +-- ~ ( x , a); 

20 if a tJ_ L;R OR x' E Xm then 

21 

22 

2::J 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

return false; 

else 

if x' tJ_ X Found then 

push X Found, x'· 
' 

push XPend , x'; 

end if 

end if 

end if 

end for 

else 

for each a E I;I do 

if ~(x, a)! then 

x' +-- ~ ( x, a); 
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return false; 

else 

if x' t/- X Found then 

//point 3 

38 push XFound, x'; 

39 push XPend , x'; 

4o end if 

~ end if 

42 end if 

43 end for 

44 end if 

45 end while 

• return true; 

47 end 

Let nx = lXI, n 5 = IE1I be the number of states and events. Lines 3-5 calls 

Algorithm 6.2 to check if E1 is a disjoint union of ER and EA, it takes O(ns ·logn5 ). 

Lines 6-8 checks if the DES is empty. This takes constant time. Lines 9-11 make 

sure that the initial state is marked. Lines 12-13 initialize the following state sets: 

XFoUND: states found/processed; XPend: a set of states waiting to be processed. 

The initialization takes constant time. 

Lines 17-29 check that, for any given state in Xrm, only request events occur 

and they lead to states in Xrch- Xrm (Point 2). Similarly Lines 31-43 check Point 

3. 

The while block, lines 14-45, runs nx times worst case. The for blocks in lines 

17-29 and lines 31-43 run n 5 times. Checking event type (such as on line 20) takes 

constant time. Since we know the size of the state space, we can use an array to 

store flags to mark whether a state is found or not. Checking of whether a state 

is found or not, as done on line 23, thus takes constant time. Operations (Push 

and pop) on XPend take constant time. So the while block, Line 14-45, takes 
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O(nx · ns) running time. We conclude that the running time for Algorithm 6.3 is 

O(ns · logns + nx · ns)· 

6.3 Level-wise Nonblocking and Controllable 

Since our synthesis method constructs supervisors for each subsystem and makes 

sure the resulting supervisor is nonblocking and controllable, we don't need to 

verify these two properties for our supervisors. 

In case a verification is required, normal verification tools such as TCT can 

be used. Verification is much simpler than synthesis since whenever a state or 

string fails the desired property, the whole process can be stopped and the state 

and property that failed can be then be returned to the user. Rudie [50] studied 

the complexity of supcon for systems with one plant and one spec (ie. a flat 

system), and concluded the time complexity for such a supcon algorithm to be 

O(snpn1+suepe1), in which sand Su represent numbers of events and uncontrollable 

events, np and n1 represent the state sizes of the plant and specification, ep and 

e1 represent numbers of transitions in plant and specification. As ep ~ snp and 

el ~ snl, we can rewrite the complexity as 0( snpnl + Sus2npnt). Interested readers 

are referred to [50] for verification algorithms for nonblocking and controllable. 

6.4 Verify Interface Consistency 

For a given nth degree ( n 2: 1) hierarchical interface based system composed 

of DES GH, G£1 , .•• , GL"' Grp· .. , Gr"' we need to verify that all the interface 

consistency conditions in Definition 3.4.2 are satisfied. 

First we will verify that the system respects the alphabet partition given by 

Equation 3.1. Then we will check the listed six interface consistency properties. 
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6.4.1 Alphabet Partition 

We need to verify that 

By definition of disjoint union, we havens= II; I = II; HI+ I;k=l, ... ,n(II;Lk I+ II;Rk I+ 
II;Akl). Here we use II;I to mean the number of elements in the set 2:;. 

To check that the two sets are disjoint, we can use a variation of Algorithm 6.2. 

Essentially, we would remove the S set from the algorithm, set n3 = IA1I + IA2I, 
remove lines 4-8, the uMergeSort call for setS, and lines 15-18, and return the A0 

array (we will need this shortly). The complexity would still be O(n3logn3). If we 

use n 8 as an upper bound for n 3 , we see that the comparison for any two of our 

sets would be O(n8 1ogn8 ). 

Since we have one high level with event set I;H and n low levels each having 

three event sets (I;L
1

, I;RJ and I;AJ) associated with them, we thus have 3n + 1 

event sets in total. To directly verify that all sets are pairwise disjoint, we could 

compare every two combinations out of the 3n + 1 possible sets to see if they are 

disjoint. This would require Cin+l = 9n
2

~3" comparisons. 2 However, we can 

actual check this condition using a maximum of 3n comparisons. 

Imagine a complete binary tree structure, with each event set as a leaf node. 3 

We then apply our comparison algorithm that we discussed above to every two sets 

who share the same parent node. After comparing the two sets, we then replace 

their parent node with the resulting set from the disjoint union (array A0 discussed 

above). If we have an odd number of sets at a given level, we move the rightmost 

node that represents a set, up one level to replace its parent node. 

We repeat this process from bottom up until we have replaced the root node. 

2cn ·~ _nL ___ _ 
rn .- m!(n--·m)! 

a A complete binary tree is a binary tree which has at every level except possibly the lowest, 
completely filled. At the lowest level, all nodes must be as far left as possible. 
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If any of these steps we find the two sets we are comparing are not disjoint, the 

process terminates and we conclude that the alphabet partition does not satisfy 

the requirement, and thus the system is not interface consistent. 

We will need to call our comparison algorithm at most 3n times. Clearly, the 

n 3 value for any comparison will be less than n8 • We thus have time complexity 

0(3n) · O(n8 logn8 ) = O(n · n 8 logn8 ). 

In the remainder of this chapter we will assume that the disjoint union property 

has already been verified and we will use U (normally set union) instead of U in 

our discussions. 

6.4.2 Multi-level Properties 

Multi-level property Point 1 can be verified by comparing event set of GH and 

~TTl, and event set of GLj and ~ r r,
1

, for j = 1 ... n. We need do n + 1 comparisons 

in total. 

Let n 8 be the size of alphabet ~ and let nD be an upper bound for the number 

of component DES that make up GH and the GLr We assume that ~JH, and each 

~ILJ are represented by a Boolean array of size n 8 • As each event has an index 

number greater than or equal to one, we can specify whether an event in ~ belongs 

to a given set by marking the corresponding entry as true. We can thus test set 

membership for a given event in constant time. 

To determine the event set used by GH, we first initialize each entry in its 

array to false. This has time complexity O(n8 ). We then process the event set 

of each component DES and mark each corresponding array entry as true. This 

process is O(nsnD)- We can now check that every entry of this array is set to true 

if and only if the corresponding entry of the array for ~IH is set to true which 

will tell us if the sets are equal. This process is O(ns)· Our entire process is thus 

0(2ns + nsnD) = O(nsnD). We can use a similar approach to check the n low 
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levels. We thus find the total time complexity for Point 1 to be O(nnsnD)· 

Multi-level property Point 2 requires that all interface DES are command-pair 

interface. We can verify this by applying Algorithm 6.3 (Section 6.2) to each 

G 1i, for j = 1 ... n. Let nx be the largest state size of of all the interfaces. As 

Algorithm 6.3 runs in O(n8 logn8 + nx · ns) time, we can thus check Point 2 in 

O(nn)ogn8 + nnx · ns)· 

6.4.3 High Level Property 

The high level property (Point 3 of Definition 3.4.2) is similar to the controllability 

definition. If we take G1i as the plant DES, GHIIGhiiGI1 _ 1 IIGIH1 IIGin' ~u = ~A1 
as the supervisor DES and ~c = ~-~A1 , we can then apply a normal controllability 

check for each j E { 1, 2, ... , n}. We also note that the synchronous product of the 

plant and the supervisor is the same in each case, so we can then do only one 

synchronization but check for each version of the controllability property at each 

reachable state. 

When carrying out our check, we store pointers to the component DES in an 

array and put them in the following order: plant, specification and then interface 

DES. Let nHP and nHs be the number of plant and specification DES in the high 

level, respectively. When checking the high level property, we need to use all the 

plant and specification DES from the high level, plus all n interface DES. The total 

number of DES involved is thus 

The algorithm to check Point 3 is given below in Listing 6.4. 

Listing 6.4: Interface Consistency Pt 3 Check 

1 boo} PT3CHECK () 

2 begin 
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3 L,IH ;-'L,HU Uk=l..n(L,Ak U L,Rk); 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

nHP <---number of high level plant DES; 

nHs <---number of high level specification DES; 

mu <--- nnp + nus + n; 

for k<--- 1 to mH do 

Fill transition matrix (DES k):JH(k,x,cr); 

end for 

pending <--- {so}; 

found <--- {so}; 

while pending =I 0 do 

//Tuple of initial states from all DES 

s = <xl,x2, ... ,xmH ><---extract element from pending; 

for each cr E'L,IH do 

undefined <--- false; 

for i <--- 1 to mH do 

if JH(i,xi,IY) ! then 

Xi' <---OH(i,Xi,IY) ; 

else 

undefined <--- true; 

break; 

end if 

end for 

if undefined then 

if i S nHP + nHs then 

for j <--- nup + nHs + 1 to mH do 

if OH(j,xj,IY)! and cr E'L,AJ then 

return false; 

end if 

end for 

end if 

else 
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36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 
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if s' ~found then 

pending ~ pending U { s '}; 

found~ found U { s '} ; 

end if 

end if 

end for 

end while 

a return true; 

43 end 

/ /pt 3 check pass 

Let nsH = II;IHI· Let nH be the number of states of the largest DES (in terms of 

state size) among the mH DES. Let nx be state size of the synchronous product of 

GH, Gh, ... , Gin· 

In Line 3, we simply copy the indicated event sets into a large array, which takes 

linear time. Lines 7-9 constructs the transition table for each component DES. As 

transition lists are stored as linked lists in DES, we need to construct the table 

in able to quickly determine if a transition is defined at a given state, and where 

the transition takes us. We construct the array for a given DES as follows: .For 

each state of the DES, we initialize the entry for each event in L;IH to be to that 

state (ie. set it to a selfloop). This is to account for events not in the event set of 

the DES. This effectively converts the synchronous product to the corresponding 

meet operation. We then loop through every event in the event set of the DES and 

set that entry to zero which indicates no transition with that event label defined 

as the state indexes start at one. We now loop through the transition list (stored 

as a linked list) for the that state. Since we assume the DES is deterministic, we 

can have maximum nsH transitions at a given state. For each one we find, we set 

the corresponding array index to the indicated next state. As we do this for every 

state of each DES, this operation is thus O(mH · nH · nsH)· 
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The while block, lines 13-41, goes over the state space of the synchronous 

product DES, which is worst case nx ::; nr;}H states. The for loop in lines 15-40 

runs nsH times, while the two parallel for loops in lines 17-24 and lines 27-31 each 

run O(rnH) times. Access to the trie representing the found set is also O(rnH)· 

The running time for this algorithm is thus O(rnH · nH · nsH) + O(nr:IH · nsH · rnH) 

which is dominated by the O(nr:IH · nsH · rnH) term. 

6.4.4 Low Level Properties 

Point 4, 5 and 6 are all low level properties, which allows us to check them all 

together and reduce the traversals required over a given low level subsystem. 

We store pointers to the component DES in an array and organize them in the 

order: plant, specification and then interface DES. Let nL;P and nLis be number 

of plant and specification DES in the ith low level ( i E {1, 2, ... , n} ), respectively. 

For the ith low level, the total number of DES involved in the interface consistent 

check is the number of plants and specifications plus one interface, thus 

We will use the data structures listed below in our algorithms to check the low 

level properties. 

• R-Reachable contains states from the synchronous product for a given low 

level which can be reached by a request event, as well as the corresponding 

component state belonging to the interface for that low level. We use this list 

to check property 5 by calling function SEARCHANSWER given in Algorithm 

6.6 for each state (from the synchronous product) in R-Reachable. 

• 5-Consistent contains states from R-Reachable that we have already called 

function SEARCHANSWER. This is to prevent duplicate searches when a given 

state can be reached by request events from multiple other states. 
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• !-Marked contains states that are not marked in the synchronous product 

of a given low level, but their corresponding interface component state is 

marked in the interface for that low level. ·we use this list to verify Point 6. 

Listing 6.5: Interface Consistency Pt 4, 5 and 6 Check 

1 bool LowiCCHECK () 

2 begin 

3 for i=l to n do 

4 'En; t- 'EL; U 'ER; U 'EA; 

//Go over all n low levels 

nL;P +-number of ith low level plant DES; 

6 nL;S +-number of ith low level specification DES; 

7 mL, t- TtL;P + TtL;S + 1; 

for k+- 1 to mL; do 

9 Fill transition matrix (DES k):oi(k,x,o-); 

w end for 

11 so+- <X1 0 ,X20 , ••• ,XmL;o >; //Tuple of initial states from all DES 

12 pending +- {'>o}; 

1a found +- {so}; 

14 R-Reachable +- 0; 

15 5- Consistent +- 0; 

16 !-Marked +- 0; 

11 markedStates +- 0; 

1s //begin pt 4 check 

19 while pending =f. 0 do 

20 s = < X1,X2, ... ,XmL; > +-pop pending; 

21 for each a- E 'En; do 

22 undefined +- false; 

23 marked +- true ; 

24 

25 

26 

for j +- 1 to mL, do 

if O;(),xj,o-) ! then 

// j represents a given component 

// DES at low level i 
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27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

3.') 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

if not Xj '.marked then 

mar ked +- fa l s e ; 

end if 

else 

undefined +- true; 

break; 

end if 

end for 

if undefined and u EER, and 

j j defined in the interface 

return Pt 4 fails; 

else 

if s' ~found then 

if marked then 

s '.marked +- true; 

markedStates +- markedStates U {s '} 

end if 

push pending , s '. 
' 

push found , s ' ; 

if XrnL:. marked and not s '.marked then 

1-Marked +-!-Marked U {s '}; 

end if //save for pt 6 check 

Go end if 

51 if u E I;Ri then 

52 R-Reachable +- R-Reachable U { ( s' , XmL:)}; 

o3 end if 

54 end if 

.os end for 

56 end while 

57 //end pt 4 check 

1.55 

then 
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ss I I begin pt 5 check 

sg while R-Reachable cJ 0 do 

60 ( s, x) .__ extract item from R-Reachable; 

61 if s 1- 5-Consistent then 

62 answers.__ answer events defined at x in interface; 

63 visited[] .__ false; I I Array of bool, shows states visited 

64 if SEARCHANSWER (s, answers, visited, i) then 

65 5- Consist en t .__ 5- C on sis t en t U { s } ; 

66 else 

67 return pt 5 fails; 

68 end if 

69 end if 

10 end while 

n I I end pt 5 check 

n I I begin pt 6 check 

73 if I -Marked cJ 0 then 

74 pending .__ markedStates; 

n found .__ pending; 

76 while pending # 0 do 

11 s .__ extract element from pending; 

78 for each inverse transition (t, !7) of s do 

79 if !7 E L:L; 1\ t 1- found then 

so found .__ found U { t } ; 

81 pending .__ pending U { t } ; 

s2 end if 

s3 end for 

s• end while 

8s if not !-Marked ~ found then 

"" return Pt 6 fails; 

s7 end if 

ss end if 
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& //end pt 6 check 

Yo end for //End of loop from Line 3 

91 end 

We first give function SEARCHANSWER and analyze its complexity and then give 

the complexity analysis for Algorithm 6.5. 

Listing 6.6: explore DES for indicated answer events from s 

1 boo! SEARCHANSWER (s, answers, visited , i) 

2 //Check if all answer events defined at XJ are reachable from s 

3 begin 

ti 

7 

if answers = 0 then 

return true; 

end if 

visited ( s) ,_ true; 

for each transition (s, <7) of s, leading to some state t do 

9 if O" E answers then 

10 answers ,_ answers 

11 else if <7 E~£; then 

12 if not visited(t) then 

13 

14 

ifSEARCHANSWER (t, answers, visited, i) then; 

return true; 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

end if 

end if 

end if 

end for 

if answers =- 0 then 

return true; 

else 

return false; 

end if 

24 end 
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Let nsL; = l~nJ Let nL, be the number of states of the largest largest DES (in 

terms of state size) among the rnLi DES of the -ith low level (i E {1,2, ... ,n}). 

Lines 4-6 of Listing 6.6 terminates searching if we have found a path to all the 

required answer events. The for- loop in lines 8-18 searches all transitions from 

the given state for answer events in the answer-s set. Whenever it finds an element 

in the set, it removes it from the set. It also extends the search to states that 

can be reached from the current state by low level events (lines 11-17). Line 12 

ensures each state of the DES is visited no more than once. As we can remove an 

event from the answer-s set in line 10 without immediately checking if the set is 

now empty, it's possible we could exit the for- loop with the answer·s set empty. 

We thus check for this in lines 19-21. The worst case scenario of this algorithm is 

that it needs to traverse all the transitions in the synchronous product, which is 

We now analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 6.5. Since there are n low 

levels, we need to check Points 4, 5, 6 n times (Line 3-88). We now show the run 

time for the ith low level. We have rnLi component DES for the ith low level, and 

each DES has no more than nL; states. 

Line 4 copies the indicated event sets into a large array. This step takes linear 

time O(nsLJ· Similar to algorithm PT3CHECK in listing 6.4, lines 8-10 construct 

a transition matrix for all component DES in the ith low level. The matrix is 

constructed in O(rr~L; · nL; · nsLJ time. 

We now examine the complexity of checking Point 4 (lines 18-57). The while 

block (lines 19-56) goes over the state space of the synchronous product, which 
. mL 
1s worst case nL, '. The for loop in lines 21-55 repeats nsLi times to check every 

event in low level i. This for loop also contains the for- loop in lines 24-34 which 

goes over every DES, and thus runs rnL; times. In parallel to the inner for loop, 

we also access the found variable (lines 40 and 46) which is implemented as a trie 

data structure. This access is O(rnLJ· Putting things together, we find that the 
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outer for loop (21-55) is O(nsL, ·rn£,). Combining this with the while loop, and we 

find that checking Point 4 check, takes O(nsL; · rnL; · n
1
;;t; ). We note that checking 

Point 4 dominates line 4 and lines 8-10, and can thus be covered by the value for 

the Point 4 check. 

We now consider the Point 5 check (lines 58-71). In the worst case, R-Reachable 

can contain an entry for every transition in the synchronous product. The while 

loop (lines 59-70) thus runs O(nsL;n';;t;). However, the if statement at line 61 

ensures that the core loop only gets executed O(n';;t;) times. If fact, it's as if we 

have a while loop that executes O(nsL;n~:L;) times performing a constant number 

of operations each iteration, followed by a while loop that executes O(n';;t;) times 

and executes lines 62-68 each iteration. Computations inside the second while 

loop are additive and dominated by the SEARCHANSWER function, which takes 

O(nsL; · n';;t;). So the Point 5 check thus takes O(nsL;nZL;) + O(nZL;) · O(nsL; · 

mL;) _ O( . 2mL;) nL; - nsL; nL; . 

The Point 6 check (lines 72-88) is similar to the normal coreachability check. 

The main difference being that we only traverse inverse transitions that are labelled 

by events in I:L,. The while loop runs worst case once per state in the synchronous 

product, thus 0( n ';;,L;) times. Each iteration, it processes all inverse transitions for 

the current state being examined. The for loop at lines 78-83 thus runs O(nsL; · 

nmLL;) times. The while loop thus appears to take O(nsL; · n~mL;) time. However, 
' ' 

we note that the while loop is in effect processing each inverse transition in the 

synchronous product once. As each inverse transition corresponds to a unique 

transition, we can thus have maximum O(nsL; · nZL;) unique inverse transitions in 

a deterministic DES. We thus conclude that the while loop executes O(nsL; · n';;,L;) 

times. 

After searching all transitions, we check whether all states in !-Marked were 

reached in our search (lines 85-87). This takes 0( n ';;,L;) steps. Running time for 

the Point 6 check is dominated by the while loop, which is O(nsL; · n';;,L, ). 
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Adding the running time together for the construction of the transition matrices 

and the checking of interface consistent properties Point 4, 5 and 6, and then 

repeating n times, we have the running time for Algorithm 6.5 as O(n) · (O(nsL; · 

m£.) O( 2mL ) O( mL· )) O( ( m£. 2m£.)) A Tr~L; ·n L; ' + nsL; ·n L; ' + nsL; ·n L; ' = n· nsL; ·Tr~L; ·n L; '+nsL; ·n L; ' . S 

· ll h Tn£. ll · l'f h' 0( 2m£) typ1ca y we ave nL,' >> mL,, we can norma y snnp 1 y t 1s to n · nsL; · nL; • . 

6.5 Interface Consistent Synthesis 

When applying HISC synthesis algorithms to generate supervisors from given 

plants, specifications and interfaces, we want to make sure that the generated 

supervisors satisfy the interface consistency, level-wise nonblocking, and level-wise 

controllability definitions. We verify that the system is HISC-valid when we load 

the component DES into memory. This provides us with the starting point for 

our synthesis. For the high level subsystem, we want to make sure that it satisfies 

Point 3 of the interface consistency definition as well as Point I of the level-wise 

nonblocking definition and Point III of the level-wise controllability definition. For 

the low levels, we need to make sure that Points 4, 5 and 6 of the interface con

sistency definition as well as Point II of the level-wise nonblocking definition and 

Point II of the level-wise controllability definition. By applying our algorithms on 

the given HISC structured system, we will produce a set supervisors such that the 

system, with the specifications replaced by these supervisors, is interface consistent 

level-wise nonblocking and level-wise controllable. 

6.5.1 High Level Interface Consistent Supcon 

The objective of the traditional supcon algorithm ([64, 50]) is to construct the 

maximally permissive controllable sublanguage of a given specification language 

E, with respect to the plant G. The objective of HISC synthesis is to create level

wise maximally permissive controllable sublanguages of the given specifications, 
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while making sure that the resulting system satisfies the interface properties. 

The high level synthesis algorithm is based on the synchronous product op

eration. It trims off states that violate the high level portion of the level-wise 

controllability, nonblocking and interface consistency definitions. Based on the 

synchronous product of the plant, specification DES, and interfaces, we trim off 

three kinds of state: uncontrollable, non-interface consistent and blocking states. 

Since trimming off any single state can possibly change the other properties, we 

need to keep trimming until all three properties are satisfied in the resulting DES. 

At that point no more states need to be trimmed off and we have reached a fixpoint 

for the synthesis algorithm. 

In this section we list the rScPCONHIGH algorithm which implements the high 

level fixpoint operator fl.H. ISUPCONHIGH calls two functions TRIMSTATE and 

TRIMDESHIGH. TRIMSTATE trims off a state in a controllable, high level interface 

consistent fashion, This me:;tns that when asked to trim a given state s, it will 

recursively trim s and any state s' that connects to s if s' fails the controllabil

ity property or Point 3 of the interface consistency property. Since the index of 

states in our DES start from 1, we can mark the trimmed states with index 0, 

and then clean the trimmed states at the end of the synthesis algorithm. func

tion TRIMDESHIGH will typically do the bulk of the required work. It returns 

true if there is no need to trim another state. Definitions of these functions will 

follow. Also in the following algorithm, we will use pseudo code addState (add a 

state to the result DES. Also assigns state a unique index with value greater than 

one), addTrans (add a transition to a state), addlnverseTrans (add an inverse 

transition to a state), addToMarkerState(adds state to list of marker states), 

removeNI arkerState (removes state from list of marker states), removeState (re

moves state from DES). All three add a node to a linked list and take constant 

time. We use states and marker _states to represent linked lists of states and 

marker states for a DES. A traversal of either lists takes linear time. 

1(}1 
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When running our algorithms, we store pointers to the component DES in an 

array and put them in the following order: plant, specification and then interface 

DES. Similar to algorithm PT3CHECK, we define nHP and nHs to be the number 

of plant and specification DES in the high level, respectively. We will use a total 

number of 

DES in the high level synthesis, where n represents number of low levels and thus 

the number of interfaces. 

Listing 6. 7: High Level Synthesis 

1 DES !SUPCONHIGH () 

2 begin 

L,IH +-L-HU Uk=l..n(L,Ak U L,Rk); 

4 nHP +---number of high level plant DES; 

nHs +---number of high level specification DES; 

6 mH +--- nHP + nHs + n; 

1 for k+- 1 to mH do 

Fill transition matrix (DES k) :oH(k,x,17); 

end for 

10 Xo +--- < Xlo, X2o, ... 'XmHo > ; //Tuple of initial states from all DES 

11 pending +--- {xo}; 

12 found +--- {xo}; 

13 DES resultDES; 

14 resultDES. addlnitialState (x0 ); 

1s while pending "I 0 do 

16 x =< x1, x2, ... , XmH > +--- extract element from pending; 

11 for each 17 E L-1H do 

1s undefined +--- false; 

19 marked +--- true; 

20 for i +--- 1 to mH do 

21 
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22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

:n 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

38 

39 

40 

11 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

4R 

49 

50 

51 

52 
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if x; '.marked = false then 

marked +--- false; 

end if 

else 

undefined +--- true; 

break; 

end if 

end for 

if undefined then 

untrimmed +--- true; 

if i ~ nHP + nHs then 

for j +--- nHP + nHs + 1 to mH do 

if bH(j,xj,a)! and IJ E I;A
1 

then 

I I fail high level property 

TRIM STATE (X) ; 

untrimmed +--- false; 

break; 

end if 

end for 

end if 

if i > nHP and i ~ nHP + nw:; and IJ E I;u 

and untrimmed then 

I I as i > nHP we know the a transition 1s 

I I defined in all of the plants 

specBlocked +---true; 

for j +--- nHP + nw:; + 1 to mH do 

if not 6H(j,x1,1J) then 

specBlocked +--- false; 

break; 

end if 
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53 end for 

54 if specBlocked then //uncontrollable event defined for 

55 //all plants, and interfaces 

56 TRIMSTATB (X ) ; 

s1 end if 

58 end if 

sg else // not undefined 

60 

61 if x' ¢ found then 

62 if marked then 

63 x'. marked+-- true; 

64 resultDES. addToMarkerState (x'); 

65 end if 

66 resultDES. addS tate (x'); 

67 pending +-- pending U {x'}; 

68 found +-- found U {x'}; 

69 end if 

1o if x'. index > 0 then 

11 x. add Trans (x', O"); 

12 x'. addlnverseTrans ( x, O"); 

73 end if 

74 end if 

75 end for 

76 end while 

11 reach[] +-- false; 

78 reach [xo] +-- true; 

79 pending +-- {xo}; 

so found +-- {xo}; 

s1 while pending "I 0 do 

s2 x +-- extract element from pending; 

s3 for each t E x. trans do 
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x' +- t . state ; 

if x' ¢. found then 

pending +- pending U {x'}; 

found +- found U {x'}; 

reach [x'] +- true; 

end if 

end for 

end while 

while TRIMDEsHIGH ( resultDES , reach) do 

I I keep trimming until no changes happen 

end while 

for each x E resultDES. states do 

if not reach [x] then 

resultDES. removeState (x); 

end if 

end for 

return resultDES; 

101 end 

We now briefly discuss how the ISUPCONHIGH algorithm works. We defer the 

complexity analysis until after we have presented and analyzed the TRIMSTATE 

TRIMDESHIGH algorithms. 

In lines 15-75, we construct a possibly restricted synchronous product for the 

high level. As we process each state, we check to see if it violates Point 3 of the 

interface consistency definition, as well as Point III of the level-wise controllability 

definition. We do this by examining each event that does not have a transition 

defined at that state. We check Point 3 on lines 33-42. If i ::; nH p + nHs, we 

know that a plant or spec DES does not allow the event to occur at the current 

state. We then check each interface to see if the event is allowed by the interface, 

and if so, whether the event belongs to the interfaces set of answer events. If both 
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true, then Point 3 fails and we call TRIMSTATE to remove the state. 

In lines 43-58, we check to make sure the state satisfies Point III of the level

wise controllability definition. If i > nHP and i ::; nHP + nHs and the event is 

uncontrollable, then we know that a specification is trying to disable an uncon

trollable event. As i > nHp, we know that the event can occur in all of the plant 

components at this state. We then check to see if any interfaces prevents the event. 

If they all allow it, then the state fails Point III and we call TRIMS TATE to remove 

the state. 

After we have determined that an event has a transition defined at our current 

state, we process it in lines 59-73. Lines 61-68 ensure we only process each state 

once. Lines 69-72 ensure that the state we have reached has not already been 

found and trimmed from the DES before we add transitions to/from the state. 

As it is possible that our DES may contain some unreachable states, we do a 

reachability check (lines 77-90) and store the results in variable reach. We pass 

reach into function TRIMDESHIGH which will update the reach if it needs to trim 

off any states. 

Now that the synchronous product has been constructed, we call function 

TRIMDESHIGH to make the result DES nonblocking. This function call mainly 

implements the O.HNB operator, but it also trims away states in a controllable and 

Point 3 consistent fashion. This is equivalent to make the DES nonblocking, fol

lowed by a pass to make sure the DES is still controllable and satisfies Point 3 of the 

interface consistency definition. We loop (lines 92-94) until calls to TRIMDESHIGH 

cause no change to our DES, meaning we have hit a fixpoint. 

Now that we have reached a fixpoint, we remove from the DES all states that 

are unreachable. 

In the following algorithms, a state x has a transition list trans and an 

inverse transition list inverseTrans. For some state x', we use pseudo code 
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x.rernoveTrans(x') to remove any transitions from x to x'. Similarly, we use 

x.rernovelnverseTrans(x') to remove any inverse transitions that correspond to 

transitions from x to x'. We start by presenting TRIMSTATE. 

Listing 6.8: TrimState 

1 void TRIMSTATE (State x) 

2 begin 

3 if x.index 

return; 

end if 

0 then 

x.indexf---0; //mark the state as trimmed 

for each t E x.trans do 

x1 f.- t . state ; 

9 x1. removelnverseTrans (x); 

10 end for 

11 for each t E x. inverseTrans do 

12 x1 f.- t . state ; 

1:' c f.- t . event ; 

14 x1.removeTrans(x); 

1s if e E~u ore E~A then 

16 TRIMSTATE (x1) ; 

17 end if 

1s end for 

19 end 

TRIMSTATE2 given in Algorithm 6.9 is a variation of TRIMSTATE. The only 

difference between these two is that Algorithm 6.9 is used in the final stage of the 

synthesis procedure, thus it adds checking for reachability. As Algorithm 6.8 is 

used during the creation of the synchronous product, it's possible that a state may 

only temporarily become unreachable and thus it should not be removed at that 

point. 
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Listing 6.9: Trim State With Reachable Check 

1 void TRIMSTATE2(x, reach) 

2 begin 

3 if x. index 

return; 

end if 

0 then 

6 x.index~O; //mark the state as trimmed 

1 reach [x] ~ false; 

for each t E x.trans do 

x1 ~ t . s t ate ; 

10 x1. rernovelnverseTrans (x); 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

if x 1. inverseTrans = 0 then 

TRIMSTATE2(x1) ; 

end if 

end for 

for each t E x. inverseTrans do 

x1 ~ t . state ; 

e +-- t . event ; 

x1. remove Trans ( x); 

if c E ~u or e E ~A then 

TRIMSTATE2(xl) ; 

end if 

end for 

/ jx1 no longer r eac ha ble 

23 end 

We now give the TRIMDESHIGH algorithm, followed by a complexity analysis 

for algorithms 6.7- 6.10. We use an array visited to mark coreachable states, and 

at the end of the algorithm we trim off all non coreachable states to make the DES 

nonblocking. We use states and marker _states to represent linked lists of states 

and marker states for a DES. A traversal of either list takes linear time. Below, 

we refer to the EMPTY DES. This is a placeholder representing any DES with 
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no states. This means that the closed behavior and the marked language of the 

EMPTY DES are both empty. 

Listing 6.10: High Level DES Trim Function 

1 bool TRIMDESHIGH (des , reach) 

2 begin 

3 

4 

6 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

changed ,____ false; 

if des = EMPIY then 

return changed; 

end if 

pending ,____ f/J; 

visited[] ,____ false; 

for each x E des. marker_states do 

if reach[x] then 

pending ,____ pending U { x}; 

visited [x] = true; 

else 

des. removeMarkerState (x); 

end if 

end for 

if pending = 0 then 

I I means no reachable marker states 

des ,____ EMPIY; 

return changed; 

end if 

while pending f f/J do 

x ,____ extract element from pending; 

for each r E x. inverseTrans do 

x1 ,____ r . state ; 

if not visited [x1] then 

visited [x1] = true; 
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2s pending ._ pending U {x1}; 

29 end if 

3o end for 

31 end while 

TI for each x E des.states do 

33 if not visited [x] then 

34 TRIMSTATE2 (X, reach ) ; 

35 changed ._ true; 

36 end if 

37 end for 

~ return changed; 

39 end 

As defined earlier, mH is the number of high level DES (plants + specs) plus 

number of interfaces (n), nsH = I:EIHI, and nH is the number of states of the 

largest DES (in terms of state size) among the mH DES. Let nx be state size of 

the synchronous product of GH, Gru ... , Grn· We can see that the synchronous 

product has worst case nx ::::; n r;';H states. 

Algorithm 6.8 and 6.9 check a state's transitions, which in the worst case have 

nsH transitions and n'J'iH nsH inverse transitions. When trimming one state, the 

algorithm may also go to another state and start trimming that state off by loop

ing over the other state's transition and inverse transition lists and so on. The 

algorithm would appear to be O(nsH · n~"H) due to the number of possible re

verse transitions at each state. However, as each reverse transition corresponds 

to a unique transition, there can be a maximum of nr;';H nsH such transitions in a 

deterministic DES. As this algorithm can be seen as looping over each all reverse 

transitions in the DES, it is thus actually O(nsH · n'f'iH). 

In Algorithm 6.10, initializing the visited array takes O(nr;';H). The for loop in 

lines 9-16 also takes O(nr;';H). We note that as we are looping through the linked 
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list rnarker_states, we do not have to search to remove the current marked state, 

thus its removal can be done in constant time. 

The while loop in lines 22-31 runs O(n7?) times. Within the while loop, 

the for loop in lines 24-30 runs O(n.,Hnr;';H) times. This would appear that the 

while loop is O(nsHn~mH), but as discussed above, a deterministic DES can have a 

maximum of nr;';H n.,H reverse transitions so the while loop is actually O(n.,Hnr;';H). 

We now note that the for loop in lines 32-37 runs O(nr;';H) times. Within the 

for loop, function TRIMSTATE2 runs O(nsH · nr;';H). It would appear that the for 

loop is O(nsH -n~"H). However, as a state can only be trimmed once, implemented 

by lines 3-6 in both Algorithm 6.8 and 6.9, it is actually O(nsH · n'j;H). Putting 

everything together, we see that Algorithm 6.10 is 2 · O(nr;';H) + O(nsH · n'j;H) + 

O(nsH · nr;'JH) = O(nsH · nr;'JH). 

Now we investigate time complexity for Algorithm 6.7. Similar to Algorithm 

6.4, line 3 takes 0( nsH) time , and lines 7-9 takes 0( mH · nH · nsH) time. The 

while block (lines 15-76) goes over the state space of the result DES, and thus 

loops O(n'J;H) times. 

Within the while loop, the for loop in lines 17-75 runs nsH times, and the 

three parallel inner for loops in lines 20-30, lines 34-41, and lines 48-53 each run 

O(mH) times. Also in parallel to the inner for loops are accesses to the found 

variable on lines 37, and 56, and a call to TRIMSTATE on line 56. Accessing the 

found variable is O(mH), and TRIMSTATE runs O(nsH · nr;';H). Within the for 

loop on lines 34-41, we have a call to TRIMSTATE on line 37. The complexity for 

this for loop is O(mH) + O(nsH · nr;';H) = O(mH + nsH · nr;';H) as TRIMSTATE can 

be called at most once. 

Putting everything together, the for loop in lines 17-75 appears to be O(nsH) · 

(O(mH) + O(nsH · nr;';H)) = O(nsH(mH + nsH · nr;';H)). As a state can be trimmed 

only once, the complexity is actually O(nsH · mH + nsH · nr;';H). 
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We now see that the while loop (lines 15-76) appears to be O(n'l?) · O(nsH · 

Again, as a state can 

only be removed once, we can argue as above that the while loop is actually 

We next note that the array reach (line 77) can be initialized in O(n"J;11
) time. 

The variable found can be now implemented as an array, and thus be accessed 

(lines 85 and 87) in constant time. The while loop in lines 81-91 runs in O(nsH · 

ffiH) t' nH 1me. 

The while block in lines 92-94 calls Algorithm 6.10, where each call takes 

O(nsH · n";;ff) time. The worst case is that Algorithm 6.10 only trims one state 

each time and finally all states need to be trimmed off. The while block will 

thus run O(n';; 11
) times, making the total run time O(n';; 11

) • O(nsH · n';;u) = 

O(nsH · n1mf{). However, the function TRIMDEsHIGH is typically only called a 

constant number of times 4
. Therefore the running time for the while block will 

typically be O(nsH · n';;u). Finally, the for loop in lines 95-99 runs O(n';;H) times. 

We are now ready to determine the complexity for all of Algorithm 6.7. Putting 

the parallel sections together, we see that Algorithm 6. 7 runs in O(nsH )+O(mwnw 

nsH) +O(nswmwn';;II) +0(nswn1m11
) +O(n';;H) = O(nswmwn';;11 +nswn1mH) 

as typically mH · nH « n';;11
. However, as discussed above, the O(nsH · n1m11

) term 

typically turns out to be O(nsH · n';;H). We would thus expect the algorithm to 

behave as O(nsH · mH · n';;11
). 

6.5.2 Low Level Interface Consistent Synthesis 

For the kth low level of an interface system, k E { 1, 2, ... , n}, we would like to 

compute the kth low level level-wise maximally permissive supervisor that satisfies 

4 In a standard supcon algorithm, there is a similar trim function. Rudie [50] shows that a 
standard sup con algorithm normally calls the trim function once. And if there are multiple calls, 
the number of calls iH eiiectively constant compared to the number of states of the DES. 
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the interface properties. For the low levels, we need to make sure that Points 4, 

5 and 6 of the interface consistency definition as well as Point II of the level-wise 

nonblocking definition and Point II of the level-wise controllability definition. 

In this section we list the ISUPCONLOW algorithm which implements the kth low 

level fixpoint operator fhk. We will use the same notations as defined for LowiC

CHECK in Section 6.4.4. Similar to high level's TRIMSTATE and TRIMSTATE2, we 

use slightly modified versions TRIMSTATELOW and TRIMSTATELow2 to remove 

unwanted states. 

Listing 6.11: Low Level Synthesis 

1 bool ISCPCONLOW () 

2 begin 

for i=l to n do 

DES resultDESi 

// (A), go over all n low levels 

L;IL, <--- 'E;L; U 'E;R; U 'I.:; A; 

6 nL,P <---number of ith low level plant DES; 

nL,S <---number of ith low level specification DES; 

mL; <--- nL,P + nL,S + 1; 

for k<--- 1 to mL, do 

10 Fill transition matrix (DES k):bi(k,x,O"); 

u end for 

12 so<- <x10 ,x20 , ..• ,x.,Li0 >; //Tuple of initial states from all DES 

13 pending <--- {so}; 

11 found <-- {.so}; 

1s R-Reachable <--- 0; 

1G !-Marked <--- 0; 

11 //begin pt 4 check 

1s while pending I' 0 do 

19 s = < x1, x2, ... , XmL; > <--- pop pending; 

20 for each O" E 'E;IL; 

21 undefined <--- false; 
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marked +- true; 

for j +- 1 to mL; 

if oi(j,xj,O") ! then 

xj' +- Oi(j,Xj,O") ; 

if not Xj'. marked then 

marked +- false; 

end if 

else 

undefined +- true; 

break; 

end if 

end for 

if undefined and [(O" EI;R; and Oi(mLi,XmwO")!) 

else 

or ( j > nL,P and O" E I;u)] then 

TRIMSTATELOW ( s , i ) ; 

if s' ¢found then 

if marked then 

s '.marked +- true; 

resultDESi. addToMarkerState ( s '); 

end if 

resultDESi. addS tate (s '); 

push pending , s '; 

push found , s '; 

if XmL:. marked and not s '.marked then 

!-Marked +- !-Marked U {s '}; 

end if //save for pt 6 check 

end if 

if O" EI;R, then 

R-Reachable +- R-Reachable U { ( s ' , XmL:)}; 
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end if 

if s '.index > 0 then 

s. add Trans ( s' , a); 

s '. addlnverseTrans ( s, a); 

end if 

end if 

end for 

end while 

reach[] <---- false; 

reach [so] <---- true; 

pending <---- {so}; 

found <---- {so}; 

while pending f= 0 do 

s <---- extract element from pending; 

for each t E s.trans do 

s' <---- t.state; 

if s' ¢found then 

pending<---- pending U {s'}; 

found <---- found U { s '} ; 

reach [s '] <----true; 

end if 

end for 

end while 

while TRIMDESLOW ( resultDESi, R-Reachable, !-Marked, 

, reach) do 

//keep trimming until no changes happen 

end while 

for each s E resultDESi. states do 

if not reach [ s] then 

resultDESi. removeS tate ( s); 

end if 
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84 end for 

85 end for 

86 return resultDESj , 1,2, .. , n; 

87 end 

We now briefly discuss how the rSUPCONLow algorithm works. Much is similar 

to the rScPCONHIGH algorithm, so we will only discuss the new stuff. We defer 

the complexity analysis until after we have presented and analyzed the TRIM

STATELow TRIMDESLOW algorithms. 

In lines 34-36, we check whether a state violates Point 4 of the interface con

sistency definition, and Point II of the level-wise controllability definition. If the 

state fails either condition, we trim the state away from the result DES. 

During the synchronization, we record a few sets (R-Reachable and /-Marked) 

and keep them for checking Point 5 and 6. 

Finally after the synchronous product is constructed, we call function 

TRIMDEsLow to make the result DES nonblocking and to ensure it satisfies Points 

5 and 6 of the interface consistency definition. It also trims state away in a con

trollable and Point 4 consistent fashion. 

Listing 6.12: Low Level Trim State 

1 void TRIMSTATELOW (x, i) 

2 begin 

3 if x. index 0 then 

4 return; 

end if 

x.index +-- 0; //mark the state as trimmed 

1 for each t E x. trans do 

9 

lO 

Xl +-- t . s t ate ; 

x1. removelnverseTrans (x); 

end for 
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11 for each t E x. inverseTrans do 

12 x1 +- t . state ; 

13 e+-t.event; 

14 x1. remove Trans ( x); 

1s if e E ~u or e E~R, then 

16 TRIMSTATELOW (x1 , i ) ; 

11 end if 

1s end for 

19 end 

TRIMSTATELow2 given in Algorithm 6.13 is a variation of TRIMSTATELow. The 

only difference between these two is that Algorithm 6.13 is used in the final stage 

of the synthesis procedure, thus it adds checking for reachability. As Algorithm 

6.12 is used during the creation of the synchronous product, it's possible that a 

state may only temporarily become unreachable and thus it should not be removed 

at that point. 

Listing 6.13: Low level Trim State With Reachable Check 

1 void TRIMSTATELOW2(x, i, reach) 

2 begin 

if x.index 0 then 

4 return; 

end if 

x. index +- 0; //mark the state as trimmed 

reach[x] +-false; 

for each t E x.trans do 

x1 +- t . state ; 

10 x1. rernovelnverseTrans (x); 

u if x1. inverseTrans = 0 then / /x1 no longer reachable 

12 TRIMSTATELOW2 (xl, i , reach); 

13 end if 
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end for 

for each t E x. inverseTrans do 

x1 f-- t . state ; 

e f-- t . event ; 

XI. removeTrans ( x) ; 

if e E I;u or e EI;Ri then 

TRIMSTATELOW2(x1 , i, reach); 

end if 

end for 

23 end 

We now give the TRIMDEsLow algorithm, followed by a complexity analysis 

for algorithms 6.11-6.14. We use states and marker_states to represent linked lists 

of states and marker states for a DES. A traversal of either list takes linear time. 

Below, we refer to the EMPTY DES. This is a placeholder representing any DES 

with no states. This means that the closed behavior and the marked language of 

the EMPTY DES are both empty. We also note that we use in the algorithm 

below the function SEARCHANSWER which was given earlier in Listing 6.5. 

Listing 6.14: Low Level DES Trim function 

1 bool TRIMDEsLow (des, R-Reachable, !-Marked, i , reach) 

2 begin 

changed f-- false; 

if des = EMPTY then 

return changed ; 

end if 

remain[] f-- false; 

pending f-- 0; 

9 for each s E des. marker _states do 

10 if reach [ s] then 

u pending f-- pending U { s } ; 
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12 remain [ s] <- true; 

13 else 

14 des. removeMarkerState ( s); 

1s end if 

16 end for 

17 if pending = 0 then 

1s I/ means no reachable marker states 

19 des <- EMPIY; 

w return changed; 

21 end if 

22 5- C on sis t en t <- 0 

23 while pending of= 0 do I I check coreachable 

24 s <- pop pending; 

25 for each r E s. inverseTrans do 

26 s ' <- r . s t at e ; 

27 if not remain [ s '] then 

2s remain [ s '] <- true; 

zg push pending , s ' ; 

3o end if 

31 end for 

32 end while 

33 I I check Point 5 

34 for (s, x) E R-Reachable do 

3s if (not reach [ s]) or (not remain [ s]) then 

36 R-Reachable <- R-Reachable - { ( s, x)}; 

37 else 

38 if s tf- 5-Consistcnt then 

39 

40 

41 

42 

answers <-answer events defined at x in interface; 

visited[] <- false; 

if SEARCHANSWER ( s , answers , visited , i ) then 

5- C on s i s t en t <- 5- C on s i s t en t U { s } ; 
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43 else 

44 //mark all states for trimming that reach s via 

~ // a request event 

46 for t E s. in verseTrans do 

47 if t. event E ~R; then 

48 remain[t.state] <-false; 

49 end if 

so end for 

51 end if 

s2 end if 

s3 end if 

s·• end for 

.>5 //check Point 6 

56 if !-Marked =I 0 then 

57 // the next two lines imply that pending and found are 

58 // assigned a copy of des. marker_sta.tcs 

59 pending <- des. marker _states; 

60 found {----- des. marker _states; 

61 while pending =I 0 do 

62 s <- extract element from pending; 

63 for each ( s' , CJ) E s. in verseTrans do 

64 if CJ E~L;!\ s' ~ found then 

6s found <- found u {s '}; 

66 push pending , { s '} ; 

67 end if 

68 end for 

69 end while 

7o for each x E !-Marked do 

n if not reach [ x] then 

72 !-Marked <- !-Marked {x}; 

73 else if x ~ found then 
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74 remain [x] +--- false; 

1s !-Marked<---- !-Marked- {x}; 

76 end if 

11 end for 

78 end if 

79 for each x E des. states do 

8o if not remain [ x] then 

81 TRIMSTATELOw2(x, i, reach); 

82 changed +--- true; 

83 end if 

84 end for 

85 return changed; 

86 end 

We now give a complexity analysis for algorithms 6.11-6.14. We will leave 

Algorithm 6.11 for last. 

For low level k, k = 1, 2, ... n, let nsk = IL:nk I, and nk be the number of states 

of the largest DES (in terms of state size) among the mL, DES. We note that the 

state size of the synchronous product is 0( n;'Lk). 

We first note that Algorithms 6.12 and 6.13 are almost identical to Algorithms 

( 
rrtL ) • th 6.8 and 6.9, and thus take 0 nsk · nk k t1me when called for the k low level. 

We now examine Algorithm 6.14 for processing low low level k. On line 7, we 

initialize the array remain which takes 0( n;'Lk) time. We use the array remain to 

mark whether a state should stay in the final result. The for loop on lines 9-16 

also takes O(n;'Lk) time. 

The while loop in lines 23-32 is similar to the while loop on lines 22-31 m 

Algorithm 6.10, and is thus O(nskn;'Lk). 

We now consider the for loop in lines 34-54 that checks Point 5. In the worst 

case, R-Reachable can contain an entry for every transition in the synchronous 
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product. The for loop thus runs O(nskn:Lk). However, the ·if statement at line 

38 ensures that the core loop only gets executed O(n:Lk) times. If fact, it's as if 

we have a for loop that executes O(nskn:Lk) times performing a constant number 

of operations each iteration, followed by a for loop that executes O(n:Lk) times 

and executes lines 39-52 each iteration. Computations inside the second for loop 

are additive and dominated by the SEARCHANSWER function and the for loop on 

lines 46-50, both taking O(nsk · n:Lk) time. We thus have that the Point 5 check 

ffiL ) ( ffiL ( ffiL ) ( 2mL ) takesO(nsknk k +Onk k)·Onsk'nk k =Onsk'nk k. 

We next note that the initialization of the arrays on lines 59-60 each take 

O(n~nLk) time. We now examine the while loop in lines 61-69. As this loop is 

similar to the while loop in lines 76-84 in Algorithm 6.5, we know it executes 

O(nsk · n:Lk) times. It's followed by a for loop in lines 70-77 which runs O(n:Lk) 

times. 

Finally, we note that the for loop in lines 83-88 is similar to the for loop in 

lines 32-37 of Algorithm 6.10 and thus runs in O(nsk · n~nLk) time. 

As all the other steps take either constant or linear time, they are covered 

by the parts we analyzed. Put the analysis together for Algorithm 6.14, it takes 

0 ( ffiLk) O( ffiLk) O( 2mLk) O( 2mLk) nk + nsk · nk · + nsk · nk = nsk · nk . 

Now we investigate time complexity for Algorithm 6.11. The for loop (Line 

3-85) runs n times, once for each low level. We will now analyze the rest for low 

level k. 

Similar to Algorithm 6.4, line 5 takes O(nsk) time, and lines 9-11 takes O(mLk · 

nk · nsk) time. We now examine the while loop in lines 18-60. The while loop goes 

over the state space of the synchronous product, which is worst case n;'Lk. The 

for loop in lines 20-59 repeats nsk times to check every event in low level k. This 

for loop also contains the for loop in lines 23-33 which goes over every DES, and 

thus runs mLk times. In parallel to the inner for loop, we also access the found 
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variable (lines 39 and 46) which is implemented as a trie data structure. This 

access is O(rnLk). Also parallel to the inner for loop is a call to TRIMSTATELOW 

in line 36. Putting things together, we find that the outer for loop (20-59) is 

O(nsk · rnLk + n;k · n;Lk). However, as TRIMSTATELOW ensures that a state can 

only be trimmed at most once, we actually get O(nsk·rnLk +nsk ·n;Lk). Combining 

this with the while loop, we get O(nsk · Tn£k · n;Lk + nsk · n!mLk). Again, as 

TRIMSTATELow ensures that a state can only be trimmed at most once, we get 

0 ( ffiLk ffiLk) 0( ffiLk) nsk · rnLk · nk + nsk · nk = nsk · rnLk · nk . 

We next note that the array reach (line 61) can be initialized in O(n~nLk) 

time. The variable found can now be implemented as an array, and thus be 

accessed (lines 69 and 71) in constant time. The while loop in lines 65-75 runs in 

0( nsk · n;Lk) time. 

The while block in lines 76-79 calls the Algorithm 6.14. Each call of this 

algorithm takes O(nsk · n!mLk) time. The worst case is that Algorithm 6.14 only 

trims one state each time and finally all states need to be trimmed off. The while 

block will thus run O(n;Lk) times, making the total run time O(n;Lk) · O(nsk · 

n!mLk) = O(nsk · n~mLk). Similar to analysis for Algorithm 6.7, the number of 

calls to this function is effectively constant, thus this block would normally run in 

0( nsk · n~mLk) time. Finally, the for loop in lines 80-85 runs 0( n;Lk) times. 

Putting the parallel sections together, the run time for Algorithm 6.11 for one 

low level is O(nsk) + O(rnLk · nk · nsk) + O(nsk · rnLk · n~nLk) + O(n;Lk) + (nsk · 

mLk) 0( 3rn.Lk) 0( rnLk) 0( "'Lk 3rnLk) A nk + nsk · nk + nk = nsk · rnLk · nk + nsk · nk . s we 

0 ( ( mL 3rnL )) A . haven low levels, we thus have n nsk · rnLk · nk k + nsk · nk k . s typically 

mLk 2mLk . l.f h. 0( 3mLk) A d. d b rnLk · nk << nk , we can simp I y t IS to n · nsk · nk . s Iscusse a ove, 

( 
3rnL . 2rnL 

the 0 nsk · nk k) term typically turns out to be 0( nsk · nk k). We would thus 

. ( 2mL ) expect the algonthm to behave as 0 n · nsk · nk k . 
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6.5.3 Summary 

It's shown in [25], the supcon of a system constructed from multiple plant and 

specification DES is a NP-hard problem, there is unlikely any algorithm that solves 

this problem in a polynomial time. The complexity is exponential to the number 

of component DES involved in the synthesis. 

As we can see from our analysis, we would expect our algorithms take 0( nsH · 

mH · n';;H) and O(n · nsk · n~mLk) to generate our high and low level interface 

consistent supervisors. 

Let NH denote the size of the state space of G~IIEH, while N1 and NL are upper 

bounds for the state space size of G1
1 

and G~)IELJ (.j = 1, ... , n), respectively. 

As was discussed in [33], the limiting factor for a flat system would typically be 

N H N£, and N H Nj for the HISC method as it grows in the number of low levels. 

We would expect our method to offer significant improvement as long as N 1 « N L 

Of course, this increased scalability comes with a price: a more restrictive 

architecture and thus the possible loss of global maximal permissiveness. In other 

words, if we instead modeled the system as a flat system and did a normal synthesis 

operation such as using the TCT supcon algorithm [65], we might be able to get a 

larger closed loop behavior than we got with the HISC synthesis. However, we feel 

that the tradeoff is worthwhile due to the increased scalability and the behavior 

encapsulation provided by the HISC method. 
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Chapter 7 

AlP Example 

To demonstrate the utility of our method, we apply it to a large manufacturing 

system, the Atelier lnter-etablissement de Productique (AlP) as described in [8, 

13], and later investigated by Leduc et al. [30, 31, 32, 33, 29] using the HISC 

method and then by Ma et al. [41, 42] using state tree structure and binary 

decision diagrams. 

In this chapter we first introduce the system structure of the AlP. Then we 

describe our modifications to the AlP example which are based on Leduc et al. 

[30, 31, 32, 33, 29]. Finally, we apply our synthesis method to the example, and 

discuss the result. 

In this chapter, a few figures are borrowed from [30, 31] with the author's 

permission. We will indicate in the figure's caption when this happens. 

7.1 Introduction 

The AlP is an automated manufacturing system consisting of a central conveyor 

loop (CL) and four external conveyor loops (EL). There are three assembly stations 

(AS) that process incoming pallets and four transfer units (TU) that transfer 
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pallets between central and external loops. An I/0 station puts raw pallets into 

external loop 4 and takes away processed pallets from it. 

The AlP system structure is shown in Figure 7.1. Figure 7.2 shows the hierar

chical structure of AlP system. 

Assembly 
Station I 

External 
loop 1 

Transport 
Unit I 

110 Station fi ~ 

External loop 4 

Central 
loop 

External loop 2 

Assembly 
Station 2 

Transport 
Unit3 

Figure 7.1: AIP System Structure ( [30]) 

External 
loop3 

Assembly 
Station 3 

A transfer unit checks whether a pallet needs to be transferred or not and if it 

does, then performs the transfer between the central loop and the transfer unit's 

external loop. 

Assembly stations monitor pallets on their corresponding external conveyor 

loops. If the pallets need to be processed, the assembly station processes it and 
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Figure 7.2: Hierarchical Structure of AIP([30]) 

then puts it back on its external loop. The pallet then waits to be transferred 

to the central loop. The three assembly stations can perform different assembly 

actions. Station 1 (AS1) can do task1A and task1B. Station 2 (AS2) can do task2A 

and task2B. Station 3 (AS3) acts like a master station which can perform all four 

tasks and works as a backup machine when AS1 or AS2 break down. 

Figure 7.3 and 7.4 show the layout of an assembly station and a transfer unit, 

respectively. 

External loop X 

"" ., 
"' [/) 

>< >< 
"' PS X.5 :,. 

I 
{~\ 0 ,...--, R\W device X 0 

~ ~ 
L\ ESX.l Pellet gate X.2 Legend 

Extractor X 0 Pallet sensor 

6 ESX.2 
6 Extractor sensor 
D Read\ write device 

Raising 

I Robo< X I 
1 Pallet stop 

platform X Assembly I 
station X \ 

Pallet gate 

Figure 7.3: Assembly Station Layout ([30]) 

The AlP system can process two types of pallets: type 1 pallets and type 2 

pallets . We assume that the system is initially empty and two types of pallets are 
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Legend 
0 Pallet sensor 
@ Dmwersensor 

c::J ReaJ\ write device 

1 l'allct stop 

I Pallet gate 

\ 
I Transfer drawer 

-.~ ' ' \ 
Central 
loop ... 

I ( 1'.----------. 
1 '1 !E . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

\ ~ ~. r:; t: ~ ~ 
\ \ - ~ w i/ \ ____ --=-co~ \ cl, o _t:;t _:_;__ J 

'~ 1- __ .../ 
R\ W device 5.X CJ 

Figure 7. 4: Transfer Unit Layout ([30]) 

fed into the system alt ernately in the order type 1, type 2, type 1, 

The system needs to achieve t he fo llow control specifications: 

• Type 1 pallets are processed in Lhe order task1A, Lask1B , Lask2A , Lask2B 

Type 2 pallet is processed in the order t ask2B, t ask2A, task1B , t asklA. 

Pallets may only leave the sys tem after all four st eps have been completed . 

• Pallet s exiting the system must alternate in type, st arting with type 1. 

• Only one pallet is permitted in external loop 1 or 2 at a time. 

• Assembly stations can only process one pallet at a time. 

• When AS1 or AS2 are down, pallets will be routed to AS3. When the st ation 

is repaired , the system will return to normal. 

• When an assembly error occurs, t he unfinished pallet will be routed to AS3 

for maintenance and then sent back to the original station to undergo the 

assembly operation again. 
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We first applied our algorithm on the original AlP example as appeared in 

[31, 32, 33, 29]. The result was supervisor with 3,306,240 states, constructed in 3 

minutes 24 seconds, using 885MB of memory. As expected, no states were trimmed 

off during the synthesis process since the given set of specifications are themselves 

supervisors that were designed to meet the HISC requirements. 

In next section we will modify the AlP example by slightly changing the control 

specifications so that we will need to do synthesis. 

7.2 Modifying the AlP 

In this chapter, we use the AlP model in Leduc et al. [30, 31, 32, 33, 29] as our 

starting point. In addition to the control specifications given in Section 7.1, we 

have added two new design requirements: 

• Restrict capacity of external loop 3 to three pallets. 

• For AS1 and AS2, if three consecutive errors happen, the assembly station 

is suspected to be broken and a repair procedure will be invoked. 

We use italic font for uncontrollable events and regular font for controllable 

events. We use the event partition listed in [30] with one small change. As part of 

our redesign, we removed DES DetWhichStnUp and thus had to remove event 

DetStnsUp from L.,H· In the DES in our diagrams, the initial state has a thick 

border and marker states are represented by filled gray circles. 

7.2.1 High Level 

The high level contains 6 plant DES and 7 specification DES, as shown in Figure 

7.5. The synchronous product of these 6 plant DES is the high level plant Gt, and 
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the synchronous product of all 7 specification DES is t he high level specification 

Plants 

PaUetArvGateSenEL3 2 
QueryPalletAtTU_ TUI 
QueryPalletAtTU_ TU2 
QueryPalletAtTU_ TU3 
QueryPalletAtTU_ TU4 
ASS tore UpS tate4State 

Specs 

ManageTUI 
ManageTU2 
EL3Cap 
ManageTU3 
ManageTU4 
OFProtELI 
OFProtEL2 

Figure 7.5: High Level DES List 

We first discuss the plant DES. PalletArvGateSenEL_2_AS3, a shown in 

Figure 7.6 , states that a pallet can not be processed by AS3 until a pallet has 

arrived at its gate. QueryPalletAtTU.i in Figure 7.7, where i in {'TUl ', 'TU2 ', 

'TU3 ' , 'TU4'}, are a set of DES that check whether a pallet is ready to be trans

ferred between the center loop and a specific external loop. 

PalleUlr~GfL_2.AS3 

~ 
50 ProcPallet.AS3 51 

Figure 7.6: PalletArvGate
SenEL_2_AS3 ([30]) 

/sPalletCL.i 
NoPalletCL.i 

so 

Figure 7.7: QueryPalletAtTU.i ([30]) 

DES ASStoreUpState, shown in Figure 7.8, stores the breakdown status of 

ASl and AS2. It encodes the status in events which are used by TU3 to determine 
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TrnsfToEL3_U 
StnUp.AS1 
StnUp.AS2 

DoRpr.AS1 
TrnsfToEL3_1D 

'-...AiiF----,.-:-::--~----+i'\' StnDown.As1 
A SOw n.AS1 StnUp.AS2 

RobUp.AS2 

DoRpr.AS2 
TrnsfToEL3_2D 
StnUp.AS1 
StnDown.As2 

ASDwn.AS2 ASDwn.AS2 

ASDwn.AS1 

RobUp.AS1 

Figure 7.8: ASStoreUpState 

RobUp.AS2 

DoRpr.AS1 
DoRpr.AS2 
TrnsfToEL3 BD 
StnDown.ASt 
StnDown.As2 

if a pallet should be processed by AS3. For example, the event TmsfToEL3_1D 

contains the information that ASl is down and AS2 is currently up. 

We now discuss the specification DES for the high level. DES ManageTUl 

and ManageTU2, shown in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10, differ from the original 

ones in [30] by removing the QStnUp.i events ('i' stands for either ASl or AS2) as 

these events are no longer needed. These supervisors control the transfer of pallets 

between the center loop and the indicated external loop. 

We update DES ManageTU3, shown in Figure 7.11, by removing the Det

StnsUp event which was previously used to signal DES DetWhichStnUp. In 

the AlP example from [30, 31, 32, 33, 29], ManageTU3 used supervisor De

tWhichStnUp to determine whether ASl and AS2 are up, and then encode 

this information as an event. This task is now performed by plant compo

nent ASStoreUpState, so DES DetWhichStnUp is no longer required. The 

DES HndlComEventsAS was also removed from the system (it was present in 

[30, 31, 32, 33, 29]) as it is no longer needed as its task was to arbitrate between 

Det WhichStn Up and ManageTUl and ManageTU2 with respect to access 
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QPalletAtEL.TU3 

PalletRlsd. TU3 

-------.:N.:_coPalletEL. TU3 

NoPalletCL. TU3 ----------

TrnsfCplToEL.TU3 

TrnsfToEL3 _Up 
TrnsfToEL3_lD 
TrnsfToEL3 _ 20 
TrnsfToEL3_BD 

Lib Pallet. TU3 

Figure 7.9: ManageTU1 

to common controllable events. 

/sPalletCL. TU3 

For the new requirement that only three pallets are permitted at a time in 

external loop 3, we added DES EL3Cap, shown in Figure 7.12. The remaining 

supervisors DES ManageTU4, OFProtELl and OFProtEL2, are unchanged. 

Readers are referred to [30] for more details. 

7.2.2 Low Levels 

We implemented the second new specification by modifying interfaces for low levels 

AS1 and AS2, shown in Figure 7.13. In the diagram, 'i' can take the value 'AS1' or 

'AS2'. After three consecutive errors, the new interface forces a repair operation. 

To accommodate the new interface, we had to modify plant components 

Robot.ASl and Robot.AS2, shown in Figures 7.16 and 7.17. In the original 

model, a robot repair could only be initiated after a timeout during processing oc

curred. We had to add the functionality that a repair could occur while the robot 
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/~ NoPa/letEL.TU2 
QPalletAtEL.T TrnsfELToCL.TU2 ~ 
StnUp.AS2 StnUp.AS2 
StnDown.AS2 StnD~S2 

sO 

IsPalletEL.TU2 --·..().L'.__TrnsfCp!ToCL.TU2 

s2 

~~TU2 

PalletRlsd.TU2 

PalletRlsd.TU2 
TrnsfCplToEL. TU2 

Lib Pallet. TU2 

Lib Pallet. TU2 
StnUp.AS2 
StnDown.AS2 

Figure 7.10: Mana.geTU2 

StnDown.AS2 

QPalletAtCL.TU2 
StnUp.AS2 

tnDown.AS2 

was in its initial state. We then had to make corresponding changes to supervisors 

DoRobotTasks.ASl, DoRobotTasks.AS2, shown in Figures 7.14, 7.15. For 

the remainder DES at the low levels, readers are referred to [30, 31] . 

7 .2.3 Results 

We now apply our software to our version of the AlP example, and determine 

that the system is HISC-valid. We next apply our rSuPCONHIGH algorithm and 

get a high level interface consistent supervisor.We then apply our rSUPCONLow 

algorithm and get seven low level interface consistent supervisors, one for each low 

level. Since our algorithms build interface consistent, level-wise nonblocking and 

level-wise controllable supervisors, we can apply Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 and 

conclude that the flat system is nonblocking and the flat supervisor is controllable 

for the flat plant. Running on a Redhat Linux 9 computer with a 2.4 GHz Xeon 

CPU and 4G memory, the program finishes in 6 minutes and 2 seconds and uses 
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QPalletAtEL. TU3 

PalletRlsd. TU3 

~-----.:.:N~oPalletEL. TU3 

TrnsfEL CL.TU3 

TrnsfCplToCL.TU3 

s2 

NoPalletCL.TU3 

TrnsfCplToEL. TU3 

TrnsfToEL3_Up 
TrnsfToEL3 ID 
TrnsfToEL3-20 
TrnsfToEL3 = BD 

LibPallet.TU3 

Figure 7.11: ManageTU3 

/sPalletCL.TU3 

TrnsfCplToEL.TU3 TrnsfCplToEL.TU3 TrnsfCplToEL.TU3 

sO 
TrnsfCplToCL.TU3 TrnsfCplToCL.TU3 TrnsfCplToCL.TU3 

Figure 7.12: EL:~Cap 

2GB memory. Detailed results are shown in Table 7.1. It shows the size of the 

various subsystem automata used in the AlP calculations. First, the size of the 

state space of each component without being synchronized with their respective 

interfaces (Standalone) is given and then state space size when synchronized with 

their interface DES (GH is synchronized with all seven interfaces). Next, the size 

of the interfaces for for the high level and each low level. We then give the number 

of states trimmed during synthesis, followed by the run time for each component. 

In Section 6.5.3, we discussed that the limiting factor for a monolithic algorithm 

would be N H N£ and similarly N H Nj for the HISC method. In the equations, N H 

denotes the size of the state space of G H, while N 1 and N L are the bounds for G 11 

and GL
1 

(j = 1, ... ,n), respectively. If we substitute actual data from Table 7.1, 
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sO 

RobUp.i 

s2 

ProcErr.i 

ProcCpl.i ASDwn.i 

DoRpr.i ASDwn.i 

s3 

ProcCpl.i 

s4 

ProcPallet.i ProcCpl.i 

s5 

ASDwn.i 

ProcErr.i 

Figure 7.13: Interface for AS1 and AS2 

N£ = (353) 2 (203)(98) 2 (204)(152) = 7.53 x 1015 and N[ = (9)2(2)(4) 4 = 41,471. 

This is a potential savings of 11 orders of magnitude! 

Table 7.1: AlP Results ............... --------········;-·------·""·····--··········- ------------.. ·-········------ ................ --------------------------, --------------------------······· -------

i States ·, States Computing 

Subsystem !st;~~-~i~~~Tif;ith~l~fGZI Trimmed Time 

Gu 793,800 6,634,800 41,472 ! 349,200 6 min 1 sec 

ASl 1,712 353 9 116 < 1 sec 
-~ 

AS2 1,732 353 9 116 < 1 sec 

AS3 1,178 203 2 0 < 1 sec 
--------------------· 

TUl 98 98 4 0 < 1 sec 
.......... ~---·--

TU2 98 98 4 0 < 1 sec 
--

TU3 201 2011 1 0 < 1 sec 

TU4 152 152 4 0 < 1 sec 

The modified AlP example has a worst case state space of 2.25 x 1022
. This 

was estimated by multiplying the size of the state space of the high level and all of 

the low levels together. It is quite likely that the actual system is much smaller. 

We also tried to construct a synchronous product of our entire system to see how 

long that would take and what the state space size would be, but the program 

crashed after using up all available memory. 
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------------------~;:~~~~-, - .. -._- --~------------
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------..._AssmbErrA.AS I rV __________________ -----'._) 

Figure 7.14: DoRobotTasks.AS1 

It is interesting to note that typically we can not perform a flat synthesis, such 

as the supcon algorithm from TCT [65], to an HISC system and expect to receive 

a meaningful result. Let's consider the high level for the AlP. If we examine 

the specification in EL3Cap Figure 7.12, we see that it forbids answer event 

TrnsfCpltToCL. TU3 from occurring at state sO. The high level synthesis is not 

permitted to disable an answer event, so it will correctly disable the request event 

TrnsfELtoCL. TU3 that leads to a state that the answer event is defined. This is 

because it knows that the answer event is an abstraction of a corresponding low 

level task, and it is the low level task that we actually wish to prevent. However 

if we did a flat synthesis, supcon would just disable TrnsfCpltToCL. TU3 as it's a 

controllable event, but allow request event TrnsfELtoCL. TU3 to occur. This would 

have the effect of allowing the low level task to occur, but only disabling the low 
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Figure 7.1.5: DoRobotTa.sks.AS2 

level from reporting that the task has completed! Definitely not the desired result. 

The reason that a normal flat synthesis would likely not produce a meaningful 

result is because it does not understand the hierarchy of an HISC system, or the 

abstractions that it employs. 
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Figure 7.16: H.obot.AS1 
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Figure 7.17: Robot.AS2 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis we developed a synthesis method for the Hierarchical Interface-based 

Supervisory Control (HISC) system that does a per level synthesis to construct 

for each level a maximally permissive supervisor that satisfies the corresponding 

HISC conditions. 

We then defined a set of language based fixpoint operators and showed that they 

compute the required level-wise supremallanguages. We then presented algorithms 

that implement the fixpoint operators. Next, we performed a complexity analysis 

for the algorithms. As the synthesis is done on a per level basis, the complete 

system model never needs to be stored in memory, off'ering potentially significant 

savings in computational resources. In fact, as long as the state size of the interfaces 

are much smaller than the state size of the corresponding low levels, we should see 

significant reduction in complexity. 

Finally we developed software to implement the algorithms. We modified the 

AlP example from [30, 31, 32, 33, 29], and applied our software to it. We demon

strated that we were able to handle this complex example, where a monolithic 
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approach failed. 

8.2 Future Work 

The HISC framework is still relatively new, and there are many areas of interest 

to be explored. Some of these are: 

• The current HISC model accommodates only two levels: one high level and 

one or more low level subsystems. In general, as we add more low levels to 

the system, the high level becomes increasingly more complex. Similarly, a 

given low could be potentially very large. It would be useful to extend the 

HISC method to allow for a multi-level hierarchy. 

• Currently, only the high level can communicate directly with the low levels. It 

would be useful if the low levels were able to communicate directly with each 

other, and request other low levels to perform tasks for them. This would be 

useful for modeling a system composed of independent autonomous agents, 

for example. 

• Although our synthesis method simplified the work for designers, there are 

not many choices for design tools. Currently, our software takes text files as 

input and can output in either text or TCT [65] data file format. A graphical 

interface for entering DES and the system hierarchy would be very helpful 

for designers. 

• In the current HISC structure, communication between levels occurs via re

quest and answer events. When the high level sends a request event to a 

particular low level, it can not send additional information to the low level 

until it receives an answer event back from it. It would be useful to able 

to send information in between the request and answer events. A possible 

application would be an abort signal if the task was no longer needed. 
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